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The economic imporTance 
of  alaska’s Wildlife 

in 2011
 
The flash of sun on a bull moose’s rack, the bugling of passing sandhill 
cranes, the rustle of black-tailed deer in a dripping forest, scars from a 
grizzly bear’s claws raked deep into the bark of an aspen. Such are scenes 
of wildlife in Alaska, woven fast into the fabric of Alaskans’  lives and the 
dreams of millions of visitors.

A tangible symbol of the state’s natural wealth, wildlife inhabits our legends 
and myths, provides food for our table, recreation for our leisure, and 
teaches us about our world and its workings. Furthermore, wildlife helps 
fuel our economy.

This summary and the report on which it’s based demonstrate what most 
people instinctively know: Alaska’s wildlife is important to Alaskans and 
visitors alike. Surveys, including those conducted in the research reported 
here, consistently show that wildlife contributes significantly to residents’ 
quality of life and is one of the main reasons people visit Alaska.

Because it is important to them, people spend money to hunt, view, and 
experience wildlife. This study measures resident and visitor spending on 
hunting and wildlife viewing trips; analyzes the impacts on economic 
output, jobs, labor income, and governmental revenue; and estimates the 
economic value of goods and services in the state.

Alaskans need solid information to make the best possible wildlife 
management decisions. We hope this report is an important contribution to 
that endeavor. 
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spending on hunTing and  
Wildlife VieWing

Residents and visitors spent $3.4 billion in Alaska on 
hunting and viewing activities in 2011, supporting the 
economic activity described on pages 4 and 5. Resident 
households spent about $2 billion of that, spread equally 
between hunting and viewing. Visitor households spent 
about $150 million on hunting and $1.2 billion on wildlife 
viewing. 
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Households that Participated in Hunting or Viewing Trips
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parTicipaTion in hunTing 
and Wildlife VieWing  
acTiViTies

Almost 1 million households—residents 
and visitors—took at least one trip 
in 2011 to hunt or view wildlife in 
Alaska. Of those, more than 110,000 
households, 86 percent of them Alaska 
residents, went hunting. More than 
868,000 households, 77 percent of them 
visitors, went wildlife viewing. 
About 37 percent of all resident 
households took at least one hunting 
trip, and they averaged 11 trips during 
the year. About 2 percent of the visitor 
households hunted, with most taking 
only one trip.
About 77 percent of all resident 
households took at least one trip to 
view wildlife, and they averaged 30 trips 
during the year. About 86 percent of 
visitors participated in wildlife viewing 
and averaged 1.4 trips per household.  
Hunters most commonly targeted 
moose, caribou, black bear, and brown 
bear. Wildlife viewers, especially 
visitors, also wanted to see those species. 
Seabirds, birds of prey, and marine 
mammals were also popular. 
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Definition of a trip - Each survey 
respondent was asked to provide 
information about a hunting or wildlife 
viewing trip, defined as an “outing that 
begins from home or from another place 
of lodging, such as a vacation home, hotel, 
or a relative’s home.  A trip may last an 
hour, a day, or multiple days.” The analysis 
of economic activity supported by hunting 
and viewing-related spending excluded 
trips that respondents would have taken 
even if they had not planned to hunt or 
view wildlife.

Hunting-Related Spending, by Category
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economic acTiViTy supporTed by spending on hunTing and Wildlife VieWing

Spending on wildlife, whether by individuals, businesses, 
organizations, or government agencies, supports in-state 
economic activity and can be measured four ways:
1.  Economic output – the total economic activity generated 
by spending on wildlife-related activities. This is equivalent to 
wildlife’s share of Alaska’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP).  
2.  Jobs – the total number of full-time and part-time jobs 
supported by spending on wildlife-related activities.
3.  Labor income (earnings) – salaries, wages, employee 
benefits, and proprietors’ profits stimulated by spending on 
wildlife-related activities.
4.  Governmental revenue – the total personal and business 
tax revenues earned by local, state, and federal governments 
that are generated by spending on wildlife-related activities. 
Spending on hunting and viewing in 2011 supported about 
8 percent of Alaska’s total economic output, 6 percent of 
its total employment, and 5 percent of the earnings of all 
workers. It supported about $343 million in revenue for local 
and state governments. 

Economic activity associated with hunting and wildlife 
viewing occurred primarily in the service sector (guides, 
lodging, etc.), followed by the trade sector (shops selling 
groceries, binoculars, etc.) and transportation (gas stations, 
car dealers, etc.).  Manufacturing, construction, and 
government also experienced hunting- and viewing-related 
economic activity. 
Residents and visitors, like hunters and wildlife viewers, all 
have distinct spending patterns that affect the patterns of 
economic activity in Alaska differently. Residents, who took 
more hunting and wildlife viewing trips than visitors, spent 
less per trip than visitors and directed a greater proportion of 
that spending to goods, such as gear and equipment. Visitors, 
who took more viewing than hunting trips, tended to spend 
more on services provided by Alaskans. Consequently, visitor 
spending had a big impact on Alaska’s economy since a 
dollar spent in the labor-intensive service sector typically 
generates more in-state jobs and labor income than a dollar 
spent in the trade sector, which often involves the sale of 
goods produced outside the state.

the amounts in these 
tables come from taking 
the spending reported 
by survey respondents, 
extrapolating to estimate 
total spending by hunters 
and viewers, then inserting 
those total estimates into 
a model that traces how 
money circulates through 
the state’s economy. 

1 dollars are rounded to the nearest million, and jobs are rounded to the nearest ten.
2  totals for Alaska’s gross domestic Product, employment and earnings of Alaska’s labor force from www.bea.gov.

hunTing VieWing ToTal
percenT of sTaTe 

ToTal2

output (millions) $1,326 $2,750 $4,077 8
Jobs 8,400 18,820 27,220 6
Labor income (millions) $457 $976 $1,434 5
government revenue (millions) $112 $231 $343 - -

Economic Activity in Alaska Supported by Spending on Hunting and Wildlife Viewing

Average Spending per Trip and per Household

residenTs VisiTors

hunting Viewing hunting Viewing

trip-Package expenditures (per trip) $52 $137 $5,441 $1,014
Guide, Outfitter, Charter, and Transporter Fees (per trip) $108 n/A1 $2,843 n/A
other trip expenditures (per trip) $840 $819 $1,911 $2,053
Licenses and Fees (per household) $81 $28 $594 $28
gear and equipment (per household) $2,686 $383 $527 $122
1 n/A means spending is included in other categories.

how SpenDing on hunting anD wilDlife Viewing 

generateS econoMic actiVity anD JobS

Spending on hunting and viewing totaled $3.4 billion in 2011 
but generated $4.1 billion in economic activity in the state, 
over 27,000 jobs, and $1.4 billion in labor income. How does 
that work?

Two moose hunters leave their homes in Fairbanks and head to 
the local sporting goods store where they buy hunting licenses, 
ammunition, new hunting boot insoles, a spotting scope, and 
some game bags. They grab sandwiches and sodas at the local 
grocery store and fill their trucks and 4–wheeler tanks with 
gas. Early the next morning, they put their 4-wheelers in their 
truck beds and drive to their secret spot to begin their search 
for moose.

A couple visiting from Ohio decide to go brown bear viewing 
on a remote river near Juneau.  After securing seats on a float 
plane, they buy a pack lunch from the hotel and new rain hats 
and a waterproof camera bag from a local sporting goods store.  
After a great day viewing bears, they leave a generous tip with 
their pilot guide.

The money the hunters and wildlife viewers spend goes to 
work almost immediately. It goes to pay the wages of the 
sporting goods store sales clerk, for example, who in turn 
spends some of those wages at a local restaurant and some 
more to pay his utility bill. The pilot pays her rent and buys a 
new parka for the upcoming ski season. 

Spending by the clerk and the pilot helps support still other 
jobs as the money our hunters and wildlife viewers spent 
ripples outward in many directions through the local economy, 
even to sectors not directly related to hunting or viewing. The 
cycle continues until all the initial hunting and viewing spending 
eventually leaks out of the economy. 

Photo by Jim Dau
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ToTal economic Value of  Wildlife-relaTed Trips

One measure of the economic value of wildlife is the amount of 
money, or the market price, a person pays for a hunting or viewing 
trip. While we know that a person who buys the trip is willing to 
pay at least the market price, his or her willingness to pay could 
be greater.  That amount added to the market price constitutes the 
total value of the trip for that person.
For some survey respondents, the amount spent on a hunting or 
wildlife viewing trip in 2011 adequately measured the trip’s full 
value. Many people, however, were actually willing to pay more than 
the market price.  In fact, most respondents said the trip’s value 
exceeded what they spent on it. The additional amount a person 
would have been willing to pay, above what he or she actually paid, 
represents a net benefit to the person. 
The charts on the right illustrate that resident households receive a 
fairly large net benefit when hunting or viewing in Alaska. That is, 
residents report being willing to pay, on average, 34 percent more 
than they actually paid for a hunting trip and 25 percent more for a 
viewing trip; so that the net benefit was 26 percent and 20 percent 
of the total value for hunting and viewing trips respectively.
Visitors, who already paid quite a bit more than residents to hunt or 
view in the state (including the cost of traveling from out-of-state), 
report being willing to pay 7 percent more than they actually spent 
for a hunting trip and 14 percent more for a viewing trip. 

neT economic benefiT of hunTing and 
VieWing Trips 
Visitor households, on average, realized a per-trip net economic 
benefit of $765 for hunting trips and $858 for viewing trips. Resident 
households, on average, enjoyed somewhat smaller per-trip net 
economic benefits: $438 for hunting trips and $268 for viewing trips. 
These values, multiplied by the number of trips taken in 2011, yield 
the total net economic benefit, shown in the table below. Accounting 
for the number of hunting and viewing trips taken per household in 
2011 yields the average net benefit households received from hunting 
and wildlife viewing trips in 2011, also shown in the table below.

residenTs VisiTors

hunting Viewing hunting Viewing

Total Net Benefit (Millions) $461 $1,605 $12 $833 
Average Net Benefit per  
Household $4,828 $8,050 $765 $1,244

Average Net Benefit per Trip $438 $268 $765 $858

Net Economic Benefit of Hunting and Viewing Trips 

contingent Valuation

This study used a method called contingent valuation 
to estimate the amounts households would have been 
willing to pay for wildlife-related goods and services, 
beyond what they actually paid.  This method has been 
employed for decades and natural resource economists 
generally agree that contingent valuation can yield a 
reliable estimate of what the public is willing to pay 
for wildlife-related goods and services.  This study 
employed techniques that comply with widely accepted 
recommendations and guidelines for this type of research. 

Respondents were asked if they still would have made the 
hunting or viewing trip if the cost of the trip had been 
higher.  The extent to which respondents were willing to 
pay more than they actually paid for the trip reflects the 
net economic benefit of the trip.  Adding this additional 
amount to the actual spending for the trip reflects the 
trip’s total value to the person.

Net Benefit of Hunting Trips

Visitorsresidents

Average 
Additional 
Willingness 
to Pay per Trip
(Net BeneÞt)

Average Amount 
Paid for Trip

26%
$438

Average 
Additional 
Willingness 
to Pay per Trip
(Net BeneÞt)

Average Amount 
Paid for Trip

7%
$765

Photo by Kim Titus

Net Benefit of Viewing Trips

Average 
Additional 
Willingness 
to Pay per Trip
(Net BeneÞt)

Average Amount 
Paid for Trip

12%
$858

Average 
Additional 
Willingness 
to Pay per Trip
(Net BeneÞt)

Average Amount 
Paid for Trip

20%
$268

residents Visitors
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Wildlife’s conTribuTions To alaskans’ 
QualiTy of life and decision To liVe  
in alaska

Wildlife makes an essential contribution to the quality of 
life for most Alaskans:

 ▪ For 65 percent of Alaskans, wildlife’s contribution to 
their quality of life is either “extremely important” or 
“very important.”

 ▪ Nearly 98 percent of Alaskans who participated in 
wildlife viewing activities in 2011 enjoyed seeing 
wildlife near their homes and in their daily lives.

Some of this contribution comes from the net economic 
benefit Alaskans enjoy from hunting and viewing 
activities, and from the jobs, income, and other aspects of 
economic activity supported by expenditures associated 
with these activities. Other parts of the contribution occur 
outside the monetary sector of the economy. These include 
the cultural or non-material goods and services Alaskans 
obtain from wildlife and their habitats through spiritual 
enrichment, cognitive development, knowledge systems, 
social relations, and perceptions of aesthetic pleasure. 

Importance of Wildlife to Alaskans’ Quality of Life

Importance of Wildlife to Alaskans’ Reasons for Living in Alaska

Extremely Important

Very Important

Moderately Important

Not Very Important

Not Important At All

Extremely Important

Very Important

Moderately Important

Not Very Important

Not Important At All

This document summarizes a 50-page report and 
its several technical appendices. The full report 
and appendices include complete results of The 
Economic Importance of Alaska’s Wildlife in 2011 along 
with detailed descriptions of the study’s methods 
and data sources.

The core data for the report’s economic analyses 
come from surveys conducted in 2012 that 
gathered information from about 7,000 residents 
and 2,000 visitors through six interlocking surveys 
conducted by phone, over the Internet, and by mail. 
Additional information comes from key informants 
with knowledge about the wildlife/economy 
relationship and a review of related literature. 

Researchers used state-of-the-art methods to 
gather, process, and analyze the data.  As with any 
research of this type, some uncertainty remains 
embedded in the findings. This uncertainty is 
smallest for aggregate, statewide findings and 
largest for detailed findings, such as those related 
to individual regions of the state or specific types of 
expenditures. 

Respondents to the surveys were sufficiently 
representative of the overall population of 
residents and visitors to yield a 90 percent or 
higher confidence that the results from the surveys 
accurately represent what the study would have 
found if it had gathered data from all residents and 
visitor households.

To download a PDF copy of the full report and its 
appendices, visit ADF&G’s webpage at 
www.adfg.alaska.gov.
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a MeSSage froM the Director

We have long known that wildlife is important to Alaskans and to people who visit our state. But quantifying 
wildlife’s economic importance in our vast state—including direct and indirect spending, jobs, and associated 
economic activity—is not a trivial task. We contracted with ECONorthwest to provide these data and are pleased 
to see the summary findings presented in this publication.  
The Division of Wildlife Conservation is proud to do its part in ensuring that wildlife populations remain 
healthy and strong for present and future generations. We are proud that our work helps sustain the wildlife 
populations on which hunters and viewers depend. In 2011, they spent over $3.4 billion in Alaska to hunt 
and view wildlife here plus additional dollars out-of-state on gear and other goods supporting those activities. 
Visitors reported that wildlife is indeed one of the main reasons they visited Alaska, and residents articulated 
how wildlife contributes to their quality of life and reasons for living here. 
By improving the quality of life, wildlife also attracts talented workers. The increase in workforce and in 
households’ spending attracts businesses to the state and creates jobs and income for other workers. Through its 
contribution to Alaskans’ quality of life, wildlife shapes the industrial composition of Alaska’s economy and the 
geographical pattern of development. 
We hope you find this report a useful addition to understanding the many ways wildlife contributes to the 
economy and enriches our lives. On behalf of the department, I want to express my deep appreciation to everyone 
who completed the survey and took the time to tell us about their hunting and viewing experiences in Alaska.
Doug Vincent-Lang, Director, Division of Wildlife Conservation 
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ADF&G administers all programs and activities in compliance with state and federal civil rights and equal opportunity laws.  Obtain 
the full ADF&G and Americans with Disabilities Act and Office of Equal Opportunity statement online at www.adfg.alaska.gov or from 
the Division of Wildlife Conservation at 907-465-4190.
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THE POWER OF PARKS

A VEARLONG EXPLORATION

By Tom Clynes
Photographs by Aaron Huey

ark rangers here call the high
season—from June through early September,
when l)enali National Park and Preserve hosts
the majority of its 500,000 annual visitors—the
“hundred days of chaos.” Indeed a midsuni
iner morning at the park’s Wilderness Access
Center, located at the start of Denali’s fabled
92-mile-long Park Road, can feel a bit like rush
hour at Manhattan’s Port Authority Bus Tei’
minal. Loudspeakers announce bus boarding
times, and visitors from many nations crowd
the ticket counter.

Most of Denali’s visitors are cruise ship pas
sengers who see the park and its prolific wildlife
largely through bus windows. But ifyou’re seek
ing solitude, it’s not hard to find,” says ranger
Sarah Hayes, who helps backpackers and hikers
prepare for their adventures. We’ve got six
million acres of mostly traihless lands where
wild animals roam undisturbed. And it’s acces
sible to anvor.e who hons off the bus.”

As my ius rolls out. noses prOSs against win
dows. hands clutch cameras, and people speak
ing half a dozen different tongues excitedly
speculate about wildlife sightings. I ask several
passengers what’s on their wish list. “A moos&”
A grzzly” Carihnu:” “A wolff”

Atthe five-mile markwe spot our firstanimal.

‘Squirrel !“ a kid yells, bringing the bus to laugh
ter. After the 15-mile mark, the road tunis to
did arid empties of cars. A few miles ‘arlher
a:ong the trees disappear. As the distant peaks
of the Alaska Range come mt() view, he scale of
L-s kingdom of nature becomes apparent. The
driver slows down.

“It’s been hiding for two weeks now.” he says.
wheeing the vehicle through a tight Lam. “But
there’s a pretty good chance that today As
tie towering mountain comes iflto hazy view a
dozer voices sing out, Denali’

Rising 20,310 feet above sea level. North
America’s tallcs peak is a stun ring sigi: t,

66



although in warm weather its slopes are often
shrouded in clouds. The mountain was a big
part of the legend and ore of the Athabaskan
speaking PeoPle who gave it the name Denal,
meaning Tall One. In 1896 gold prospector
William Dickey renamed it Mouni McKnley
in honor of Ohio politician William McKin’.ev,
a staunch champion of the gold standard who
one year later would become the nation’s 25th
president. For decades Ohio’s congressional
delegation successfttily blocked attempts to
rename the mountain. Then lust summer he
Ohama Administration used ts executive power
to restore the original name.

Seeing the mountain, spotting a grizz3 or
catching a gli:npse of a wolf are the top three
reasons people give for coming () Denali. As
recently as 2010. a visiro— stood a better clancu
of seeing a wolf in the wild than seeing the elu
sive Tall One, which is visible on just one in
three summer clays. Bat since 2010 Lhc nurn
hernfwo1fsigbtins has p1inecl. Accorcing o
a study of wildlife viewing opportunIties along

Hefting cameras and ca’ling out in a multitude
of accents, park visitors entreat bus drivers to
stop when wildlife comes into view: moose, bears,
caribou, sheep—and, ever more rarely, wolves.
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the Park Road, observers recorded wolf sight
ings on only 6 percent of trips in 2014—down
from 45 percent in 2010. Park biologists report
that the number of wolves inside the park has
dropped from more than 100 a decade ago to
fewer than 50 last year. I came to Denali, in part,
to discover why.

“I HATE TO CALL the weatherman a liar, but
there’s no way it was 30 below zero down there,”
pilot Dennis Miller says, as our ski-plane climbs
away from the snowy airstrip at park headquar
ters. Bundled in haifa dozen layers and wedged
behind him in the tiny cockpit, I watch Miller
shake his head. “I’ll be surprised if it gets that
wann all day,” he says.

A few minutes later we hear the day’s first
radio-collared wolf in our left headphones, as
an antenna on the plane’s left side picks up its
signal. Miller turns the aircraft and the beeps
equalize, left and right. The chirping gets louder
as we cross the park boundary and fly over the
Stampede corridor, a notch of state, borough, and
private land also known as the Wolf Townships.

“That’ll he the female in the East Fork pack,”
Miller says. “Back in November we counted at
least 15 wolves, but we found the collared male
dead two weeks ago, on March 6. I’ve only seen
a single set of tracks since [hen.”

Following the signal. Miller descends and
zigzags through a river valley where a lone wolf
track heads into the trees. He throws the plane
over on its left wingtip and peers down. “I’m
just going to make one pass,” he says, pulling the
plane tighter into the turn and squinting toward
the ground. “Some of the guys in these houses
here, if they see me circling, they’ll come out
and try to find what I’m looking at and shoot it.”

I’ve spent the previous four days lying with
Miller and National Park Service biologists.
whose focus turns to wolves during the snowy,
light—filled clays of March. Each time they’ve
spotted a wolf inside the park that tl:ey want
collared, they’ve called in a helicopter team
to swoop down and dart it. With the animal
tranquilized, biologists fit it with a collar. They
also take blood and hair samples, hoping to fill

some of the many gaps in what we Imow about
the health, behavior, and genetics of one of the
world’s most misunderstood animals.

The research is an extension ofthe pioneering
work of ecologist Adolph Murie, one of the hrst
scientists to study Denali’s wolves in the wild.
ln i939, when Mm-ic made the first of his many
expeditions to what was then Mount McKinley
National Park, wolves were considered vermin,
and Park Service rangers had a history of shoot
ingthem on sight. Murie’s research showed that
wolves and other top predators play an essential
role in healthy habitats, and he ariued that we
should manage parks to protect entire ecosys
tems rather than individual species.

Other influential scientists and thinkers
would follow Murie to Denali, whose wide-open
and mostly treeless mountainseapes are ideal
for observing wildlife. This sprawling swath of
still wild America would inspire and anchor
many of the lofty ideals now considered part of
the i)NA of the National Park Service and incite
great shifts in thinking on the role of parks and
their protectors. It was here that many of the
now accepted values of environmental protec
tion and science-based decision-making gestat
ed. The Wilderness Act has roots here, and the
seeds of some of the nation’s most influential
environmental initiatives were planted here.

Denali has also had an outsize impact on the
hundreds of thousands of nonscientists who
arrive each year with dreams of a thrilling wild
life encounter and depart with a much deeper
connection with the natural world, “We see it
all the time,” says Park Superintendent Don
Striker. “They come here to so op a few pictures
and get some bragging rights about being 50 feet
from a grizzly. In the course of experiencing this
natural drama, something clicks. They go away
wanting to Protect places like this.”

Yet Denali has always been an uneasy para
dise. The park was created irL 1917 as a refuge
for Dali sheep and oter game animals, and its
first rangers found themselves casir.g poaciru’rs
who supplied meat: to mirersaric! raili’oadbuiki—
ers. This tug-ni-war between use ar,d preserva
tion wouid become the fundainertal tension
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of the national parks. Even today there are few
places where it’s felt as intensely, or dealt with
as creatively, as it is here. The tension extends
from i)enali’s sometimes crowded summit to its
remote traplines. It reaches from the skies sur
rounding the mountain, which often buzz with
sightseeing flights, down to the ears of solitude
seekers in the trailless valleys below.

A lot of things about this park are conl’us
ing to people,” says anger John Leonard. “it’s
wilderness, but then people are landing planes
in some places and hunting and trapping in

arr,und it. WThen he returned a few days later.
lied trapped a pregnant female belonging to
the East Fork pack. The kill, documented by a
neghhor and later confirmed by Wallace, land
ed him in the Los Angeles Times and generated
both death threats and a boost for his guiding
business. That same year Wallace caught the
only remaining breeding female in the Grant
Creek pack. which oflen roamed just outside
the park boundary. The pack consequently pro
duced no pups and fell from 115 members to3.

“That was the third time I rured millions of

THIS TUG- OF-WAR BETWEEN USE AN])
PRESERVATION WOULD BECOME THE FUNDAMENTAL

TENSION OF THE NATIONAL PARKS.

others. That’s the difference with Denali-—it’s
not locked up. And that’s what makes it so chal
lenging to manage.”

“WAS THAT YOU FT.YIN(; around the other day in a
red-and-white Super Cub?” Coke Wallace asks
when we meet outside his home on Slampede
Road. “We thought maybe you guys were radio
tracking a wolf. I almost went over to see if there
was anything I could shoot.”

Wallace is a trapper, hunter, guide, and self-
described “extreme right-wing redneck.” As he
shows me his extensive collection of traps and
snares and a very large wolf hide stretched over
a drying rack, he gets a call on his mobile phone.
Its ringtone is a wolf’s howl.

“Contrary to popular opir.ion, I don’t hate
wolves,” he tells me. “In fact, I think they’re cool
as helL Only problem is, every five to seven ‘cars
I catch the wrong wolf.”

In 1999 Wallace shot a collared alpha female
in the Grant Creek xmck. which had been b igh—
ly visible to visitors on the Park Road. In 2005
he caught the East Fork pack’s alpha female in
a trap set just outside the park boanar. In
2012 he dragged a horse carcass to a ste where
wolves were active and set traps and snares

people’s flenali National Park ‘iewing experi
ence,” Wallace quips.

Until a few years ago a wolf dial strayed near
‘Wallace’s turf would have been off-limits. But
Denahi’s most vulnerable vnlf packs are at the
center of some ugly politics. In 2000 Gordon
Tiaber, the celebrated and outspoken wolf ball
ogist who continued Adolph Murie’s research,
observed trappers laying snares along the parKs
hounc1iu-. llejoined wilh others and persuadec
the Alaska Board of (lame to establish a no-ki1
buffer zone along the Stampede Trail and in
the Nenaiia Canyon area. After Haher died in
a plane crash in late 2009, the Park Service re
quested an expansion of the protected area. The
board responded by eliminating it completely,
makingwolves vuhierable to trapping and hunt-
log all around the park boundary.

“We increased ft twice, but it was never big
enough.” explains Sam Cotten, convmi.ssioner
of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game.
“The ast proposal was for another significant
increase. anc the feeling was that the federal
government created that border and that’s Lw
line. So we went back to a tiarcer l,ourcarv.’

Although the Pa rk Service l’altecf its predato”
control decades ago, (O;nti;zued on page 82)
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Wolf Crossing
Denali National Park is one of the few peces where

cam see gray wolves in their natural habitat,

Vtors can try to spot them from the shuttle buses

along the 92-mile Park Road, but wolf numbers have

dropped over the past decade. Contributing factors

could be lower snowfalls, which help prey evade

wolves, and trappers just outside park boundaries.

r1896
Gold prospector William Dickey names
the area’s highest peak Mount McKinley.

.- 1902
Geologist Alfred Brooks organzes the first mappng
expedition in the mountain area,

j— June 7,1913
A team led by Harry Karstens and Hudson Stuck
is the first to summit Mount McKinley’s south peak.

February26, 1917
Congress creates Mount McKinley Natona: Park.
1591,897 acres

1923-1938
The NPS constructs the 92-mile Park Road.

1960
Bradford Washburn pub shes the first
topographic map of Mount McKinley.

June 1972
The NPS closes Park Road to cars and institjtes
a shuttle-bus system to safeguard the wilderness,

December 1,1976
Presidert J:mmy Carter establishes Derail National

I Monument 3890,000 acres

- December 2, 1980
Congress enlarges Oonai Natiora Park and
creates the Jena3 “lational Preserve.
6,075.030 acres

August 28, 2015
Mourt McKr ey s officia’1yreaed Jeral.
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Trapper and hunting
guide Coke Wallace carries
a dead wolf that he shot
on his trapline just outside the
park. State game officials
abolished no-kill buffer zones
arouncDenali in 2010.





the state has ramped up its wolf reducthm pro

gram in some areas in an effort to boost caribou

and moose populations.
“Food security for our subsistence users is a

primary driver,” says Cotten. “When we don’t

meet objectives for populations of ungulates
like moose and caribou, we have to consider
culls of predators.”

In 2013 and 2014 state predator-control
agents and authorized private hunters, shooting
from aircraft, killed dozens of wolves just out
side Yukon-Chancy Rivers National Preserve.

important conservation victories in US. iistorç
but many Alaskans saw it as the ruimination of
years of federal overreach. Wallace was a teen
ager in Fairbanks when protesters there burned
an effigy ofPresident Jimmy Carter who in 1978

elevated 56 million acres in Alaska to national
monument status. In 1979 residents of towns
near the park organized the Great Deniali Tres
pass, marching into the park to shoot guns, light
fires, and commit other acts of protest.

“Every other place I’ve been, they love their
national park,” says Superintendent Striker,

‘IT’S GOOD POLITICS TO FIATE THE PARKS
AND TO OVERLOOK ALL THE GOOD THEY’VE

DONE FOR THE STATE.’
Park SuperintendenL Don Striker

The cull reduced the preserve’s wolfpopulation
by mare than half and killed several collared
wolves that had been part of a decades-long
Park Service study. Although Cotten says the
wolf-culling programs are based on sound sci
ence, some data undermine the premise that
killing wolves leads to increased prey popula
tions, particularly iii the long term.

To Wallace, the wolf culls and the removal of
Denali’s buffer zones were long overdue. “It’s
the state standing up to an overreaching federal
government and libtard environmentalists,” he

says. “I liked the park much better as McKinley

National Park, when it was for sheep. Then the

feds crammed that whole ANILCA thing down

our throats.”
In 1980 the U.S. Congress passed the Alaska

National Interest Lands Conservation Act. It
designated 104 million acres as national parks.
forests, and preserves and protected 50 million

more acres as wilderness. Mount McKinley Na

tional Park was renamed Denali National Park
and Preserve, and expanded from 2 million
acres to (I million. Property rights were retained
throughout the preserve, as were hunting and
trapping rights in some sections.

ANILCA is widely considered among the most

who managed five parks in the lower 48 before
coming to l)enali. “But here the relationship
is so poisoned by the past. People don’t realize
this was always federal land—il was never the
state’s. It’s good politics to hate the parks and to
overlook all the good they’ve done for the state,

especially economically.”

THE DEBA’rE—and everything else—seems far
away when I poke my head through the tent flap
at a campsite near Cache Creek in mid-March.
It’s the third morning of a mushing expedition
and also the third morning with temperatures
of minus 20 degrees Fahrenheit. I think about
retreating back under the canvas, but Denaii—
visible most days in winter—catches my eye.
Above the valley I.ays ofsuniigh splash the Tall
One’s summit and northeastern flanks with a

duzi ing orange glaze.
When I finally muster the gumption to

emerge from the tent, heads turn. Thirty or so
sled clogs that had been yawning in their dug
out nests of snow rise and begin to yelp and
1owI eagerly Dog teams are still an integral part
ol’ baeeountry manegenient here during the

winter, patrolling the part’s boundaries, sup—
porting wildlife research, and hauling supplies
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for cleanups and cabin restorations. And ])ena
H’s hands-on summer kennel show is the most
popular demonstration program offered by the
park’s staffl

“The dogs connect people to history and to
an experience most people will never have,”
says kennel manager Jennifer RaflieH. “in the
winter they’re the most reliable and reasonaby
safe way to move around parts of the park. Un-
like a snowmobile. they’re always ready to start
up. They also have a survival instinct, which is
something no machine can ever have.”

That afternoon the cold snap breaks, and
we mush in a caravan of three dog teams to the
ranger station at Wonder Lake. At 2 a.m. we step
outside our cabins to catch a dazzling show of
the aurora borealis as the dogs sleep nearh

“A lot of Denali is untouchable to most peo
ple, but with the dogs. traveling like this, you
can touch it,” Raffaeli tells me as we stare in
awe at the curtains of multicolored light flow
ing across the sky. “The sense of peace you get
here in the winter is so intense it’s almost be
yond belief.”

THREE MONTHS LATER, in late June, I experi
ence a completely different Denali. It’s 8 p.m.
on the Park Boad, and I’m stuck in a tratficjam.
As a moose cow and two calves make their way
languidly along the tree line, drivers stop in the
middle of the road to point cameras.

In the 1960s Adolph Murie fought hard
against plans to pave a highway into the heart
of the park. He achieved a partial victory when
the Park Service decided to pave only the first
15 miles. But as visitor numbers increased, the
narrow road became more crowded and dan
gerous, and concerns grew about the impact of
traffic on wildlife. In 1972 Denali became one
of the first of Americas national parks to set up

a mass transit system to reduce the number of
cars—-an approach that has since been copied
at other parks.

I spend a week roaming through Denali’s
summer backeountry, soaking up the cari’
ing power of wilderness, Toward the end of my
trek I score a short stay in the East Fork Cabin,
Murie’s base while he researched the relation
ship between wolves and sheep. For the young
ecologist, it was a dream come true. lie had so
itude and the chance to study animals with the
simplest of tools: binoculars, a camera, note
books, and strong legs. His focus was an extend
ed family ol wolves ranging near the cabin at the
east fork of the Toklat River.

Murie’s bosses in Washington, D.C., may have
expected a dry research monograph. What he
gave them instead was The Wolves ofMount
McKinley, a classicwork of natural history Pub
lished in 1944, the book-length report brought
the Tokial—Easi Fork pack to the world’s atten
tion. Murie described, for the first time, wild
wolves’ life cycles and rdationships and the
workings ofan entire ecological network. Real
izing that the interactions were more compli
cated than anyone had imagined, Murie began
working to change policies that called for the
eradication of predators such as wolves, moun
tain lions. and coyotes.

That stance made him unpopular both inside
and outside the Park Service. But the more he
wrote about the sublects ofhis research in mag
azines and journals, the more pope Tar lht’ “First
Family” of American wolves beca me. Wi idlife
lovers began to travel up from the lower 48 to
see them, and tvolvcshccarnc one of Denaji’s
signature attractions.

On my way to the cabin the bus driver askec
her passengers. “Back home. how many of you
feel like everyhour is rush bojr?” I didn’t raise

A f-epue”t Nafional Geagraph(c
con:ributor, photographer Aaron
Huey has trekked up Mount Everest,
vsited the Georg an Caucasus, and
explored Indian reservations ri the
United States for the magazi”e.

While photographing in
Denali, did you face any
precarious situations?
We skied across Ruth
Glacer, which meart
going over frage s”ov

bridges ad occasioay
avoiding deep ce tunnels
flied wit” water. For
safety the team was tied
together vtb a rope tor
all at our travel.
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Abstract
The desire to see free ranging large carnivores in their natural habitat is a driver of tourism

in protected areas around the globe. However, large carnivores are wide-ranging and sub-

ject to human-caused mortality outside protected area boundaries. The impact of harvest

(trapping or hunting) on wildlife viewing opportunities has been the subject of intense debate

and speculation, but quantitative analyses have been lacking. We examined the effect of

legal harvest of wolves (Canis lupus) along the boundaries of two North American National

Parks, Denali (DNPP) and Yellowstone (YNP), on wolf viewing opportunities within the

parks during peak tourist season. We used data on wolf sightings, pack sizes, den site loca-

tions, and harvest adjacent to DNPP from 1997–2013 and YNP from 2008–2013 to evaluate

the relationship between harvest and wolf viewing opportunities. Although sightings were

largely driven by wolf population size and proximity of den sites to roads, sightings in both

parks were significantly reduced by harvest. Sightings in YNP increased by 45% following

years with no harvest of a wolf from a pack, and sightings in DNPP were more than twice as

likely during a period with a harvest buffer zone than in years without the buffer. These find-

ings show that harvest of wolves adjacent to protected areas can reduce sightings within

those areas despite minimal impacts on the size of protected wolf populations. Consump-

tive use of carnivores adjacent to protected areas may therefore reduce their potential for

non-consumptive use, and these tradeoffs should be considered when developing regional

wildlife management policies.
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Introduction
Large carnivore conservation relies heavily on sustaining populations within protected areas
[1], and protection within these regions provides the majority of viewing opportunities for
these species [2]. The desire to see iconic, free ranging large carnivores is a driver for wildlife
tourism around the globe and may improve acceptability of their presence by the general public
and contribute to conservation goals ([3] but see [4]). However, large predators are wide-rang-
ing and seldom confined within the boundaries of protected areas, creating difficult trans-
boundary management issues. Outside and even inside of protected areas, conflict with
humans is the single most important cause of mortality for large carnivores [5–7]. Yet the link
between human-caused mortality of carnivores adjacent to protected areas and viewing oppor-
tunities within a protected region has not been evaluated quantitatively.

In North America, gray wolves (Canis lupus) are emblematic of management issues occur-
ring at the borders of protected areas. Protection of wolves in National Parks, such as Yellow-
stone National Park (YNP) and Denali National Park and Preserve (DNPP), provides the
opportunity for thousands of visitors to see wolves each year, but these wide-ranging carnivores
often travel across park boundaries onto other public or private lands. Mortality of individual
wolves from frequently viewed packs due to hunting or trapping outside these parks has
sparked widespread controversy and prompted concern regarding the impact of these losses on
population and pack dynamics. Although harvest (hunting or trapping) occurring outside park
boundaries may not have population-level effects, harvest of particular individuals can lead to
the decline or dissolution of entire packs [8,9]. If the packs or individuals most susceptible to
harvest are those that provide the majority of viewing opportunities to visitors of protected
areas, then harvest may influence wolf sightings even if harvest levels are too low to reduce
population size. Similar impacts of harvest may affect carnivore sightings in other regions as
well. In Africa, for example, the desire to see lions (Panthera leo) and cheetahs (Acinonyx juba-
tus) in their natural habitat is the main reason tourists visit the continent’s reserves, but these
species are also the most vulnerable to threats such as human hunting adjacent to reserves [10].

The main objective of this study was to assess effects of harvest adjacent to protected areas
on wildlife sightings, using wolves in Yellowstone National Park (YNP) and Denali National
Park and Preserve (DNPP) as a case study. Agencies responsible for managing protected areas
often have mandates to provide opportunities for visitor enjoyment. In the United States, the
National Park Service is mandated to provide opportunities for visitor enjoyment of which
wildlife viewing is an important component. Viewing large carnivores, particularly wolves and
grizzly bears (Ursus arctos), is cited by visitors as one of the main reasons they come to YNP
[11] and is a main indicator of a satisfying visitor experience in DNPP [12]. Additionally, in
Alaska where wolves are among the most desired species for viewing [13], state wildlife man-
agement includes mandates to provide for multiple uses, including non-consumptive uses such
as wildlife viewing [14]. In Montana, wildlife watching is listed by visitors and state residents as
one of the primary activities in the state [15]. Wildlife viewing also brings an important socio-
economic benefit to the states. Wolf watching activities in YNP following the reintroduction of
wolves in 1995 brings an estimated $35 million annually to the states of Idaho, Montana and
Wyoming [11]. Wildlife viewing is a driver of tourism for DNPP [16] and the state of Alaska
[15,17] and wildlife viewing activities in Alaska supported over $2.7 billion dollars in economic
activity in 2011 [17].At the same time, states are also mandated to provide for consumptive
uses of wildlife, and harvest of wolves can provide significant economic benefits as well [18]. In
2011, statewide revenue in Montana from the purchase of wolf tags alone was over $400,000
[19] while hunting in Alaska supported over $1.3 billion dollars in economic activity [17].

Harvest and Large Carnivore Viewing Opportunities

PLOS ONE | DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0153808 April 28, 2016 2 / 19
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As part of the delisting process for gray wolves in Montana, Wyoming and Idaho, each state
has developed wolf management plans that include wolf hunting seasons (for details on state
management: www.westerngraywolf.fws.gov), prompting concern that hunting may impact
wolf viewing opportunities in YNP [20]. In DNPP, a buffer zone prohibiting the trapping and
hunting of wolves was established in key regions bordering DNPP from 2000 to 2010 (Fig 1).
The buffer was abolished in March 2010 and viewing rates in DNPP subsequently declined
[21], raising concerns that harvest of wolves near park boundaries might have been
responsible.

To examine the effect of harvest on wolf sightings, we first examined levels of wolf harvest
adjacent to each park and the composition of harvested wolves to determine whether breeding
and collared wolves were more or less susceptible to harvest. Concurrent analyses showed that
breeding wolves were more likely to be near the Denali Park Road than non-breeding wolves
[22], indicating that breeding wolves may contribute disproportionately to sightings. However,
we anticipated that less experienced (younger, non-breeding) wolves would be more likely to

Fig 1. Map of study areas for monitoring wolf sightings in the United States: A) Denali National Park and Preserve study area with Uniform Coding
Units (UCUs) within GameManagement Unit 20C and former buffer zone where wolf hunting and trapping was prohibited from 2000 to 2010 shown and, B)
Yellowstone National Park study area within the Northern Range with adjacent state hunt districts/units shown.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0153808.g001
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be harvested than the generally more experienced breeding wolves ([22], but see [23–25]). If
this was the case, we expected that harvested wolves may be relatively unimportant to sightings,
thereby reducing the potential effect of harvest on viewing opportunities. However, in YNP,
the presence of radio-collars on wolves, regardless of breeding status, may increase sighting
opportunities for visitors because NPS staff routinely scans for signals from collared animals to
assist in locating and viewing wolves. Therefore, if there was disproportional harvest of collared
wolves (regardless of breeding status), harvest could decrease viewing opportunities, especially
in YNP.

We analyzed data on wolf sightings, pack sizes, den site locations, and harvest adjacent to
DNPP from 1997–2013 and YNP from 2008–2013 to evaluate the relationship between harvest
of wolves and wolf viewing opportunities. We hypothesized that changes in wolf population
size and den site proximity to park roads are the main drivers of wolf sightings and that addi-
tionally, the presence of harvest (or absence of the harvest buffer) would reduce wolf sightings.
Alternatively, changes in wolf population size and den site proximity to park roads could be
the main drivers of wolf sightings, and harvest could have comparably negligible effects.

Methods

Study areas
Our study area encompassed two national parks in North America (Fig 1, Table 1). The DNPP
study area encompassed 6,350 km2 of the eastern region of the park and adjacent areas north
of the Alaska Range (Fig 1). Elevation ranges from 150–3,000 m and contains habitat patches
of boreal forest, high alpine, braided rivers, and willow-lined creeks. The diversity of habitat
types supports populations of caribou (Rangifer tarandus), Dall’s sheep (Ovis dalli), and moose
(Alces alces) which constitute the main prey base for wolves in the region. The YNP study area
encompassed approximately 1,000 km2 of the Northern Range within and adjacent to the park
(Fig 1). Elevation ranges from 1,500–2,400 m, with lower elevations characterized by large
open meadows and shrub steppe vegetation and higher elevations characterized by coniferous

Table 1. Metrics summarizing wolf sighting datasets in Denali (Denali National Park and Preserve,
Alaska, USA) and Yellowstone (Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, USA). Table entries for wolf popu-
lation size, road pack population size, number of road packs (packs whose home range overlapped park
roads), and the annual probability of sighting are mean values, with the range among years in parentheses.

Metric Denali Yellowstone

Study Period 1997–2013 2008–2013

Length of road 88.5 km 42.3 km

Relevant Harvest
Periods

Area closed to harvest adjacent to
park: 2000–2010

Harvest Open: Idaho and Montana: 2009,
2011, 2012 Wyoming: 2012

Hunting Season Mid-August to end of April or May Varied by state

Hunting Limits Bag limit range: 5 to 10 wolves Varied by state

Trapping Season November 1 to April 30 Varied by state

Trapping Limits No bag limits Varied by state

Wolf Population
Size

40.8 (23–74) 45.7 (33–84)

Road Pack
Population Size

32.8 (12–47) 27.4 (12–43)

Number of Road
Packs

5.4 (3–9) 3.1 (2–5)

Annual Probability of
Sighting

00.21 (0.04–0.45) 0.70 (0.45–0.85)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0153808.t001
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forests [26]. Elk (Cervus elaphus) are the main prey for wolves in this region, but wolves also
prey secondarily on mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), white-tailed deer (O. virginianus), and
bison (Bison bison).

Data collection
Population and pack counts. Biologists have radio-collared wolves in the DNPP study

region since 1986 [27] and within YNP since the reintroduction of wolves in 1995 [28]. Each
year, 6–22 wolves from 10–20 packs were fitted with radio collars in DNPP [29] and 10–20
wolves from 5–12 packs were collared in YNP ([28], see [29] for handling protocols). Wolf
project staff in both YNP and DNPP used a combination of aerial and ground monitoring tech-
niques to collect data on wolf locations, numbers of pack members, pack composition, active
den site locations and use, breeding status of individual wolves and timing and suspected
causes of mortality [27,30]. Capture and handling protocols were approved by the National
Park Service Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and were in accordance with rec-
ommendations from the American Society of Mammalogists [31]. Work was conducted under
annual National Park Service permits, annual State of Alaska Department of Fish and Game
scientific permits, and the University of Alaska permit (253217–3).

Harvest. All areas outside the DNPP boundary were open to hunting and trapping under
state regulation, with the exception of a closed area established by the Alaska Board of Game in
2000, expanded in 2001 and 2002 (Fig 1), and abolished in 2010. Although the closed area was
relatively small (75 km2 in 2000, 233 km2 from 2002–2010), it included areas that supported
high seasonal densities of caribou and associated wolf activity [27]. In Game Management
Units (GMU) 20A and 20C adjacent to the park’s boundaries, the hunting season ranged from
mid-August to the end of April or May with a bag limit ranging from 5–10 wolves, and the
trapping season spanned November 1– April 30 with no bag limits for either unit. Subsistence
and sport hunting and trapping were permitted in the Preserve and new park additions of
DNPP, but all harvest was prohibited in the area of the original Mt. McKinley National Park
(Fig 1). Outside YNP, wolves were hunted in 2009, 2011 and 2012 in Idaho and Montana, and
in 2012 in Wyoming, with open seasons and limits that varied among hunting units within
states. Wolves were not harvested in 2010 due to relisting under the Endangered Species Act.
The numbers of wolves harvested from regions adjacent to park boundaries were obtained
from state harvest records and mortality of collared wolves.

Harvest of collared and breeding wolves. To examine whether collared and breeding
wolves were harvested disproportionately, we used chi-squared and Fisher exact tests to com-
pare the proportion of collared and breeding wolves harvested in areas surrounding each park
with their proportions in each park population. In DNPP, we used mortality records to deter-
mine the number of collared wolves that were shot or trapped in Uniform Coding Units
(UCU) adjacent to DNPP (UCUs 605, 607, and 502) from 1996 to 2012 (Fig 1). We included
all recorded wolf harvest within UCUs 605 and 607 in analyses because these UCUs were
within the buffer zone or immediately adjacent to DNPP (Fig 1). UCU 502 extended north
beyond DNPP and we therefore attempted to include only instances of wolves harvested in
UCU 502 that occurred within the former buffer zone using information on the location of har-
vest. Instances of harvest with unknown locations within UCU 502 were included in the count
of harvested wolves in the region. In YNP, we consulted with state agencies to estimate the
number of collared and/or breeding wolves and the total number of wolves harvested outside
of YNP that were from packs that lived predominantly in YNP. Harvested wolves that were
uncollared were judged to have originated from YNP packs if the ages, colors, and sexes
matched wolves recently missing from YNP.
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We pooled data across years with wolf harvest (1996–2012 for DNPP and 2009, 2011, and
2012 for YNP). We calculated the proportion of collared wolves in the population as the num-
ber of individuals collared in or before year t that were still alive by August of year t divided by
the fall population estimate. Similarly, we determined the proportion of breeders in the popula-
tion as the number of collared individuals identified as breeders divided by the fall population
estimate. We restricted our analysis to collared breeders because identification of uncollared
breeders in the harvest was not always possible. We determined the proportion of collared or
breeding wolves in the harvest as the number of collared/breeding wolves harvested divided by
the number of wolves harvested in surrounding UCUs (DNPP) or from YNP packs.

Sighting data. Each study area is bisected by a road (Denali Park Road in DNPP and
Northeast Entrance Road in YNP, Fig 1) providing visitor access to the region and wolf viewing
opportunities. Traffic along the portion of the road where wolf observations were collected in
DNPP was limited to 10,512 vehicle trips per summer season as per DNPP management plans
[32]. Although there were slight variations, the traffic was essentially kept at a consistent level
for the duration of the study period. According to traffic counts from the north and northeast
entrance stations at YNP, traffic into the park gradually increased during the study period [33].

DNPP. We used data on wildlife sightings along the Denali Park Road collected during
bus trips into the park from the Savage River entrance station at mile 15 (24.1 km) to Eielson
Visitor Center at mile 66 (106.2 km) from 1997–2013. Data were collected by bus drivers as
written observations or on panels installed on buses and by park staff as written observations
or on handheld devices. Observers recorded all sightings of wolves during all westbound trips
(see S1 Appendix for more details).

YNP. From 2008 to 2013, YNP staff (R. McIntyre) traveled through the Lamar Canyon
and Little America region (Fig 1) every morning (from approximately 0430 or 0500 to 1100 or
1200 hours) and consistently recorded all direct sightings of wolves. These 6 years represent a
sample of years with and without harvest, consistent monitoring of sightings, and a relatively
stable wolf population. We reviewed the daily field notes and recorded the start and end time
of each daily observation period and attributes of every wolf sighting (location and duration of
sighting, number of wolves seen, pack affiliations) in June, July and August.

Annual probability of sightings metric. We calculated the annual probability of sighting
metric in DNPP as the proportion of bus trips where at least one wolf was seen (S1 Table). In
YNP, we calculated this metric as the number of days with direct sightings of wolves in Lamar
Valley or Little America (Fig 1) divided by the number of days in the observation period (i.e.
number of days in June, July and August), corrected for effort:

YNP Psighting ¼
St
Ot

� Et

Emax

where St is the number of days with sightings in year t, Ot is the number of days in the observa-
tion period, Et is the hours of effort in year t, and Emax is the maximum number of hours in the
field from sampled years (S2 Table).

We predicted that the annual probability of sighting for a wolf was positively related to wolf
population size and den site proximity to the roads and negatively related to the number of
wolves or breeders harvested. We examined 2 metrics of population size: spring estimates of
total wolf population size in each study area (TotalPop), and a metric that combined the esti-
mated size of packs whose home range overlapped park roads (road packs) with distances from
den sites to the nearest road (the Pack Near Road Index, or PNRI, Table 2). TotalPop repre-
sented a simple and potentially useful metric that could be calculated in spring prior to denning
while PNRI was a metric that combined a spatially-explicit measure (den site distance from the
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road) with a population measure (road pack size). We initially investigated a separate covariate
for road pack size alone (S1 and S2 Figs, S6 Table) and found that the metric that combined
road pack size and den distance (PNRI) explained more variance in sightings. We therefore
used PNRI in our final model set.

TotalPop was obtained by compiling spring wolf pack counts for packs in each study area.
We used ArcGIS 10.0 (Environmental Systems Research Institute, Redlands, CA) to assess
home range overlap with park roads. PNRI was calculated using pack size and den site distance
for road packs. Wolf management plan objectives require closing areas around known den
sites to hikers [34]. Thus, den site locations and use were closely monitored for wolf packs in
areas along the road corridors. We determined the distance of den sites to the nearest location
on the road using the “near” tool in ArcGIS version 10.2 (ESRI 2011, ArcGIS Desktop: Release
10. Redlands, CA: Environmental Systems Research Institute). For all road packs in the sight-
ing year, we divided the pack size by the distance from the pack’s den or rendezvous site to the
nearest road and defined the PNRI as the sum of these measures for all packs in the sighting
year. In cases where there was more than one den or rendezvous site used by a single pack, we
used the mean of the distances of multiple den or rendezvous sites as the value for that pack.
Thus, an increase in pack sizes or numbers of packs, or a decrease in distances of pack activity
centers from the road, would cause PNRI to increase.

For DNPP, we evaluated three metrics describing wolf harvest: number of wolves harvested in
the region (WolfHarv), harvest of breeding wolves (BreedHarv) and the presence/absence of a
wolf trapping buffer (Buffer) located outside of DNPP (Fig 1).WolfHarv was the number of wolves
harvested in Uniform Coding Units (UCUs) 605 and 607 (Fig 1) in the regulatory year prior to the
sighting year (July 1 of year t-1 to June 30 of year t). BreedHarv was a binary factor describing if a
breeding wolf from a road pack was harvested prior to the sighting year. The trapping buffer was
present from 2000–2010 and absent 1997–1999 and 2011–2013 (Table 1). In YNP, we obtained
information on the number of wolves harvested outside of YNP from YellowstoneWolf Project
staff in collaboration with state wildlife agency professionals in Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho.

Effect of harvest on sightings
We evaluated factors that influenced annual wolf sightings in DNPP using a suite of general-
ized linear models and Akaike information criterion corrected for sample sizes and an estimate

Table 2. Explanatory variables used to model annual probability of sighting rates in Denali National
Park, Alaska, USA. Prediction column describes the predicted change in the response variable (annual
probability of sighting) to an increase in the explanatory variable.

Variables Description Prediction

Wolf Population
TotalPop Spring estimates of total wolf population in each study area Increase

PNRI Pack Near Road Index. Metric combining the estimated size of
road packs with distances of pack den sites to road

Increase

Wolf
Harvest

WolfHarv Number of wolves harvested adjacent to park boundaries prior to
sighting year

Decrease

BreedHarv Binary, if a breeding wolf from a road pack was harvested in year
prior to sighting year

Loss of breeding wolf:
decrease

Buffer Binary, presence or absence of hunting and trapping buffer zone Presence of buffer
zone: increase

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0153808.t002
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of overdispersion (QAICc) to rank models [35]. We used the glm function in Program R (R
Core Team 2013) to model wolf sightings using a binomial distribution with the response vari-
able as the annual probability of wolf sightings, weighted by the number of trips per year to
account for sample size. Predictor variables consisted of the 2 population and 3 harvest metrics
described above (Table 2), and our model set consisted of 14 models selected a-priori that
included 1–3 predictors per model (Table 3). We used the MuMIn package in R [36] for model
selection and derived untransformed parameter estimates and associated standard errors from
the top ranked model.

We used a variance partitioning procedure to quantify how much of the variation of the
top-ranked model was explained by the pure effect of each explanatory variable and the inter-
action of the variables [37–39].We compared estimates of population size between years with
and without the buffer zone using a one-tailed t-test. We used nonparametric Mann-Whitney-
Wilcoxon tests to compare PNRI and annual probability of sightings between these periods
because these variables did not meet the assumptions of t-tests.

We lacked sufficient years of data in YNP to construct quantitative models of sightings
including all covariates. Therefore, we visually examined patterns in the annual sighting metric
in relation to TotalPop and PNRI. We compared annual probability of sightings in years with
and without harvest of wolves from packs in the prior regulatory year using a one-tailed t-test.

Results

Harvest of collared and breeding wolves
DNPP. Wolves were harvested on state land adjacent to DNPP in 16 of the 17 years in our

dataset (1996–2012). Across all 17 years, on average 5 (SD 3.5) wolves were harvested each

Table 3. Candidate model set andmodel selection criteria evaluating factors potentially affecting probability of wolf sightings along Denali Park
Road in Denali National Park and Preserve, Alaska, USA.

Model Ka QAICc ΔQAICc Model Likelihood QAICc Weight

PackNearRoadb+Bufferc+WolfHarvd 4 41.70 0.00 1.00 0.33

PackNearRoad+Buffer 3 42.15 0.44 0.80 0.27

PackNearRoad 2 43.42 1.71 0.43 0.14

PackNearRoad+WolfHarv 3 44.68 2.98 0.23 0.07

Buffer 2 45.92 4.22 0.12 0.04

TotalPope+Buffer 3 45.95 4.25 0.12 0.04

PackNearRoad+Buffer+BreedHarvf 4 46.13 4.43 0.11 0.04

PackNearRoad+BreedHarv 3 46.55 4.85 0.09 0.03

TotalPop+Buffer+WolfHarv 4 47.84 6.14 0.05 0.02

TotalPop+Buffer+BreedHarv 4 47.92 6.21 0.04 0.01

TotalPop+BreedHarv 3 49.17 7.47 0.02 0.01

TotalPop 2 50.77 9.07 0.01 0.00

TotalPop+WolfHarv 3 54.10 12.40 0.00 0.00

WolfHarv 2 59.19 17.49 0.00 0.00

a Number of parameters in the model
b Pack Near Road Index
c Buffer is a factor indicating the presence/absence of a wolf hunting and trapping buffer
d WolfHarv is the number of wolves harvested in the prior year
e TotalPop is the population size
f BreedHarv is a factor indicating if breeders were or were not harvested from road packs in the prior year.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0153808.t003
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year (S3 Table). Pooled across all years with harvest, neither the proportion of collared wolves
in the harvest (0.25) nor the proportion of known (collared) breeding wolves in the harvest
(0.16) were significantly different than expected given their frequency in the population (col-
lared wolves in population: 0.29, χ2 = 0.610, df = 1, P = 0.44, collared breeders in population:
0.17, χ2 = 0.072 df = 1, P = 0.79).

YNP. In 2009, 4 park wolves were harvested from the study area. In 2011, 2 wolves ranging
primarily within YNP but not considered members of a road pack were shot close to the park
boundary. In 2012, 9 wolves that primarily lived within the Northern Range study area were
harvested and a total 12 wolves that lived in the entire YNP were harvested. The proportion of
collared wolves in the harvest (0.53) was greater than expected given the proportion of collared
wolves in the Northern Range population (0.24, Fisher’s exact test: P = 0.03). Similarly, in the
entire YNP region, the proportion of collared wolves in the harvest (0.56) was greater than
expected given the proportion of collared wolves in the YNP population (0.26, Fisher’s exact
test: P = 0.01, S4 and S5 Tables). The proportion of collared breeding wolves in the harvest
(0.21) was not significantly different than the proportion of collared breeders in the Northern
Range (0.17, 2-sided fisher’s exact test, P = 0.37).

Annual Probability of Sighting
DNPP. We used sighting data from 2062 trips along the Denali Park Road from 1997–2013.

One or more wolves were observed on 307 of the 2062 trips (S1 Table). Both the number of wolves
denning near the road and wolf harvest influenced the mean probability of viewing wolves in
DNPP. The top ranked model included the Pack Near Road Index (PNRI), the presence of the
wolf harvest buffer, and the number of wolves harvested (Table 3). The number of wolves denning
near the road was positively associated with the probability of viewing wolves (Table 4). The pres-
ence of the buffer was also positively associated with the probability of viewing wolves. The num-
ber of wolves harvested in the prior year was negatively associated with the probability of viewing a
wolf, although the effect was not significant as the confidence intervals overlapped zero (Table 4).

The pure effects of PNRI, the presence of the buffer, and the number of wolves harvested in the
prior year explained 53%, 42.3%, and 15.1%, respectively, of the variation in the top-ranked model.
The combined effect of the variables PNRI, buffer presence, and the number of wolves harvested in
the prior year explained the largest proportion of variation in the top-ranked model (61.7%).

The annual probability of sighting appeared to roughly follow the trend of the annual PNRI
and spring population size, with peaks in sightings coinciding with peaks in either PNRI or
total population size (Fig 2, see S1 Fig for figure with road pack size). Population size, PNRI

Table 4. Model-averaged parameter estimates for annual probability of sighting model evaluating factors potentially affecting probability of wolf
sightings along Denali Park Road in Denali National Park and Preserve, Alaska.

β SE 95% CL

Lower Upper

(Intercept) -2.70 0.488 -3.660 -1.748

PNRIa 22.84 8.455 6.264 39.408

Buffer (Presence)b 0.96 0.448 0.082 1.838

WolfHarvc -0.10 0.057 -0.211 0.013

a PNRI is the Pack Near Road Index
b Buffer is the presence of a wolf hunting and trapping buffer
c WolfHarv is the number of wolves harvested in surrounding regions.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0153808.t004
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and the probability of sighting were significantly higher in years when the buffer zone was in
place (Table 5, Fig 3).

YNP. We used sighting data from 552 days in YNP from 2008–2013. One or more wolves
were observed during 436 of the 552 days (S2 Table). There were 2 years of sighting data fol-
lowing harvest from YNP road packs (2010 and 2013) and 4 years with no prior road pack har-
vest (2008, 2009, 2011 and 2012). The annual probability of sighting metric for YNP appeared
to roughly mirror spring population size and PNRI, but sightings were lower in years following

Fig 2. Probability of wolf sighting along the Denali Park Road from 1997 to 2012 (black triangles) in
relation to A) spring population size (gray bars) and B) the Pack Near Road Index (number of wolves in road
packs divided by den distances from the road, gray bars) in Denali National Park and Preserve, Alaska, USA.
Shaded areas indicate the time period (2000–2010) when a harvest buffer zone adjacent to the park was in
effect.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0153808.g002
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harvest of wolves from road packs than in years with similar population size (Fig 4, see S2 Fig
for figure with road pack size). The mean probability of sighting was lower following years
with harvest of road pack wolves (0.54 ± 0.127 SE) than in years without harvest of a road pack
wolf (0.78 ± 0.084 SE, t4 = 2.88, P = 0.02, Fig 4). If we consider 2012 as a post-harvest year
(based on the harvest of 2 non-road pack wolves in 2011), the mean probability of sighting was
not significantly different between years following harvest (0.64 ± 0.040 SE) and years without
harvest (0.76 ± 0.086 SE, t4 = 0.92, P = 0.21).

Discussion
This study provides the first quantitative evidence that harvest of wildlife adjacent to protected
areas can reduce wildlife sighting opportunities. Harvest of wolves was associated with reduced
sightings in both Denali and Yellowstone National Parks. The probability of viewing a wolf was
45% greater in YNP following years with no harvest of a wolf from a road pack, and sightings
in DNPP were more than twice as high in years with the presence of a wolf harvest buffer (Fig
4). There was a trend indicating that sightings decreased as the number of wolves harvested
adjacent to DNPP increased, although the relationship was weak. These findings imply a trade-
off between harvest (i.e., consumptive use) of large carnivores and the non-consumptive view-
ing opportunities and associated economic benefits. Additionally, we found that population
size, pack size and den site location were strong drivers of sighting opportunities for wolves
within these protected areas. These findings suggest that harvest is likely to have particularly
strong effects on sightings when harvest reduces population size or affects breeding behavior
within protected regions.

Human-caused mortality of large carnivores adjacent to protected areas can lead to popula-
tion declines within the protected region [40–42] which our research indicates has the largest
potential to decrease viewing opportunities. Although harvest of wolves in our study systems
may not have occurred at rates generally considered sufficient to reduce population size
(reviewed in [43]), harvest may influence sightings through other mechanisms. Behavioral
avoidance of humans by wolves following exposure to hunting or trapping could reduce sight-
ings. Although wolves show preference for linear travel corridors [44] and roads with low levels
of traffic [8,45], wolves will avoid of high levels of human activity [46–48]. The presence of
hunters is known to affect large carnivore behavior and movements [49]. However, the direct
link between exposure to harvest and subsequent behavioral avoidance leading to reduction in
sightings was not explicitly tested in our analysis and warrants further investigation. Monitor-
ing behavior of large carnivores that survive negative encounters with humans is needed to
determine the strength of these anti-predatory responses.

Selection for behavioral traits may be another method by which harvest of carnivores could
decrease sightings. In our study systems, a small number of wolves may contribute to a large
number of wolf sighting opportunities. Harvest can selectively target ‘bold’ individuals [50, 51],
thereby removing bold individuals and over time, the trait, from populations. Indeed,

Table 5. Comparisons of the annual probability of wolf sighting, wolf population, and Pack Near Road Index (PNRI) for years following the pres-
ence (2001–2010) and absence (1997–2000, 2011–2013) of a hunting and trapping buffer adjacent to Denali National Park and Preserve, AK, USA.
Table entries are the mean values (SE), test statistics (t for t-test andW for Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test), and associated probability for each metric.

Buffer No Buffer Test Stat P-value

Population 45.5 (4.11) 34.3 (2.73) t15 = -2.27 0.039

Sightings 0.22 (0.045) 0.10 (0.025) W = 57 0.033

PNRI 0.04 (0.010) 0.01 (0.005) W = 60 0.014

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0153808.t005
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phenotypic changes driven by human harvest can outpace selection of traits driven by other
forces [52]. As large carnivores that are less wary may contribute disproportionately to viewing
opportunities, sightings could decrease if harvest selects these individuals.

We hypothesized that harvest of breeding wolves would disproportionately influence sight-
ings, because these individuals play an important role in pack continuity and reproduction [9,

Fig 3. Mean probability of sighting for wolves A) in Lamar Valley and Little America following years with
and without harvest of pack wolves, Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, USA and B) along the Denali Park
Road following years with and without the presence of a buffer zone prohibiting the trapping and hunting of
wolves outside of Denali National Park and Preserve, Alaska, USA. Standard error bars and sample sizes
(number of years) are shown.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0153808.g003
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53] and were more likely to be near the road than non-breeding wolves [22]. Although harvest
reduced sightings, the breeding status of harvested wolves was not identified as an important
factor in our analyses (Table 1). Instead, our results suggest that harvest of wolves from road
packs may have a larger influence on sightings than harvest of other wolves. Sightings were not
reduced in YNP following the harvest of 2 wolves that were not members of road packs. These
wolves resided in the park but likely contributed little to sightings as they did not live along the
road corridor. However, we caution that our results from YNP were based on a limited sample
size. We recommend continued monitoring of carnivore sightings and increased emphasis on
identifying age, reproductive status and social group affiliation for carnivores harvested adja-
cent to protected areas to increase our understanding of these influences on sightings.

Fig 4. Probability of wolf sighting in Little America and Lamar Valley from 2008–2012 (black triangles)
in relation to A) spring population size and B) Pack Near Road Index (number of wolves in road packs divided
by den distances from the road) in Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, USA. Shaded areas indicate years
following harvest of wolves from packs. Two non-pack wolves were harvested prior to 2012.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0153808.g004
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Collared wolves made up over half of the harvest adjacent to YNP but were only approxi-
mately a quarter of wolves in the YNP population, whereas collared wolves were harvested in
proportion to their occurrence in the DNPP population. A major difference between these
parks is that harvest near YNP is through hunting whereas harvest near DNPP is primarily
through trapping. Although both harvest methods have the potential to act as selective forces
on behavioral traits (i.e. bold or unwary individuals), hunting involves more active selection by
humans whereas trapping passively selects wolves. This distinction could explain why there
was disproportional harvest of collared wolves adjacent to YNP and not adjacent to DNPP if
hunters targeted collared wolves. It is important to note that results from YNP were based on
three years of data, and longer term analysis could yield different results. Still, the dispropor-
tional harvest of collared individuals may be a mechanism by which sightings decrease follow-
ing harvest, as the presence of collared individuals aids in locating individuals (R. McIntyre,
pers. obs.) or understanding behavioral patterns [54] thereby creating viewing opportunities.

In both parks, the number of identified breeders that were harvested was not different than
expected given their proportion in the population. We expected that breeders would be less
likely to be harvested, particularly when trapping was the primary source of harvest, as in
DNPP [23]. It is possible that the benefit of experience and age in avoiding trapping may be
offset in protected regions by habituation to human activity and use of linear travel corridors
during the summer months [8]. Given that the primary source of harvest was hunting, the
result in YNP is consistent with previous findings [23–25].

The presence of the trapping and hunting buffer zone was associated with increased wolf
sightings in DNPP. Both the wolf population size and PNRI, which were strongly associated
with increased wolf sightings, were also greater during the period when the buffer zone was in
place. Thus, the presence of the buffer may have influenced local population size and the likeli-
hood that wolves would den near the park road. Alternatively, the increase in sightings may
have been a result of coincidental peaks in population size or PNRI as a result of variables not
measured or explicitly included in our models. Two variables generally considered to be strong
drivers of wolf population dynamics are prey density and snow conditions, which influence
prey vulnerability to wolf predation [27]. However, during the period of the study, prey densi-
ties were relatively consistent [55–57]. Similarly, although snow conditions varied among
years, there has been no statistically significant trend in the annual snowfall data for park head-
quarters over the past 20 years [58]. Traffic levels, managed at a consistent level during the
study period, likely did not influence annual trends in sightings. Similarly in YNP, there was a
decrease in sightings during years with harvest that did not appear to be explained by a change
in wolf population size or change in the size of packs near the road (Figs 3 and 4). Although
our sample size was low, the decrease was statistically significant. Neither climatic conditions
nor prey base were thought to significantly alter wolf population dynamics in YNP during the
study period. The elk population was stable during the study time period, and although snow
depth in winter 2010–2011 was above average, the other winters were within the average range
for snowfall and temperature [59]. Although there was an increase in visitation in YNP during
the study period, there was no indication that annual wolf sighting trends were influenced by
this pattern in visitation [33].

The opportunity to view free ranging large carnivores is an important driver for wildlife
tourism worldwide, and the National Park Service mission in particular emphasizes the pres-
ervation of wildlife resources in their natural condition for the non-consumptive benefit and
enjoyment of the public. Thus, factors that influence sightings of iconic wildlife such as
wolves are important to track and understand. Here, we have shown that consumptive use of
a large carnivore reduces opportunities for non-consumptive use in protected areas. Limiting
harvest of large carnivores along the boundaries of protected areas may provide a strategy to
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increase sighting opportunities for visitors to these areas and the associated economic bene-
fits to adjacent communities. However, there are associated costs of limiting harvest, given
the revenue generated from hunting [17, 19, 60] and the potential of harvest to reduce threats
to livestock and increase land owner’s acceptance of large carnivores [61, 62]. Cross bound-
ary movements will continue to make large carnivore management an on-going source of
debate. Wolf viewing and harvest opportunities are 2 of the many issues surrounding cross
boundary wolf management. There are many stakeholders, including state and federal man-
agement agencies, private land owners, trappers, hunters, non-profit agencies, environmental
advocates, and the general public Effective management in areas where cross boundary
movements are common requires knowledge of complex system dynamics, in addition to
understanding and defining the objectives of stakeholders, and quantifying the associated
costs and benefits of management actions.
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Summary

1. The importance of individuals to the dynamics of populations may depend on reproductive

status, especially for species with complex social structure. Loss of reproductive individuals in

socially complex species could disproportionately affect population dynamics by destabilizing

social structure and reducing population growth. Alternatively, compensatory mechanisms

such as rapid replacement of breeders may result in little disruption. The impact of breeder

loss on the population dynamics of social species remains poorly understood.

2. We evaluated the effect of breeder loss on social stability, recruitment and population growth

of grey wolves (Canis lupus) in Denali National Park and Preserve, Alaska using a 26-year

dataset of 387 radiocollared wolves. Harvest of breeding wolves is a highly contentious conserva-

tion and management issue worldwide, with unknown population-level consequences.

3. Breeder loss preceded 77% of cases (n = 53) of pack dissolution from 1986 to 2012. Packs

were more likely to dissolve if a female or both breeders were lost and pack size was small.

Harvest of breeders increased the probability of pack dissolution, likely because the timing

of harvest coincided with the breeding season of wolves. Rates of denning and successful

recruitment were uniformly high for packs that did not experience breeder loss; however,

packs that lost breeders exhibited lower denning and recruitment rates. Breeder mortality and

pack dissolution had no significant effects on immediate or longer term population dynamics.

4. Our results indicate the importance of breeding individuals is context dependent. The

impact of breeder loss on social group persistence, reproduction and population growth may

be greatest when average group sizes are small and mortality occurs during the breeding

season. This study highlights the importance of reproductive individuals in maintaining group

cohesion in social species, but at the population level socially complex species may be resilient

to disruption and harvest through strong compensatory mechanisms.

Key-words: Canis lupus, den fidelity, gray wolf, grey wolf, harvest mortality, hunting pack

dynamics, reproductive heterogeneity, social organization, social species, trapping

Introduction

Many species have evolved complex social systems in

which only a few individuals within a social group repro-

duce. For example, reproduction among subordinates can

be suppressed or delayed in eusocial animals (e.g. Wilson

1971), a number of bird species (Arnold & Owens 1998),

and in social carnivores (Kleiman 1977; MacDonald

1983). The importance of specific individuals may be

especially variable for social species that exhibit reproduc-

tive suppression of subordinates, because this suppression

creates skewed heterogeneity in the reproductive value of

individuals (e.g. Stahler et al. 2013). Population models are

particularly sensitive to variation in reproductive perfor-

mance among individuals or age classes (Kendall et al.

2011; Lindberg, Sedinger & Lebreton 2013). However, the

impact of reproductive individuals on the population

dynamics of species with complex social structure remains

poorly understood. Mortality of reproductive individuals

may disproportionately affect population growth, unless

other reproductively viable individuals are able to take their

place with little disruption. In this study, we examine the
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effects of mortality of reproductive individuals (“breeders”)

on grey wolf (Canis lupus) social structure, reproduction,

and population growth using a 26-year data set from

Denali National Park and Preserve (DNPP) in interior

Alaska.

As long-lived canids with a family-based social system

(Mech 2000), grey wolf pack and population dynamics

may be highly sensitive to the fate of breeders. Breeders

and/or dominant individuals play an important role in

pup survival (Brainerd et al. 2008), hunting behaviour and

efficiency (Sand et al. 2006; MacNulty et al. 2011) and in-

terpack competitions (Cassidy 2013). However, early mod-

els of wolf population dynamics ignored this source of

individual variation (Soule 1980, 1987; Keith 1983; Fuller

1989; Boyce 1990) and generally failed to predict dynamics

accurately (Fuller, Mech & Cochrane 2003). More recent

models have accounted for wolf social structure (Haight &

Mech 1997; Vucetich, Peterson & Waite 1997; Haight,

Mlandenoff & Wydeven 1998; Cochrane & Fitts 2000;

Haight et al. 2002; Fuller, Mech & Cochrane 2003), but

we still lack an adequate understanding of how the loss of

breeding individuals affects pack and population dynam-

ics. Better understanding of how social structure relates to

population viability and the fitness of wolves has been

identified as a priority for wolf management and conserva-

tion (Stenglein et al. 2011).

There is growing recognition of the importance of

explicitly considering sources of heterogeneity in harvest

management of vertebrates (Lindberg, Sedinger & Lebr-

eton 2013), because harvest of individuals with high

reproductive value can have a greater effect on popula-

tion dynamics than harvest of individuals with low repro-

ductive value (Kokko 2001; Hauser, Cooch & Lebreton

2006). Understanding the consequences of breeder mortal-

ity on wolf population dynamics is increasingly important

as wolves recolonize areas of North America and Europe

(Wabakken et al. 2001; USFWS 2007; Wydeven et al.

2009). Wolves have recently been delisted from the

Endangered Species Act (ESA) in several of the United

States and are currently subject to hunting and trapping

in regions of the United States and Europe. Scientists,

policy makers and the public continue to debate what

constitutes a sustainable level of harvest for these wolf

populations. Progress in resolving this debate is hindered

in part because the effect of breeder loss on the popula-

tion dynamics of social species such as wolves remains

largely unknown.

Wolf populations have typically been viewed as highly

resilient to harvest (reviewed in Fuller, Mech & Cochrane

2003; Adams et al. 2008), but recent studies suggest wolf

populations may be less resistant to harvest impacts than

previously thought (Smith et al. 2010; Creel & Rotella

2010; Sparkman, Waits & Murray 2011; but see Gude

et al. 2012). We hypothesize that the level of sustainable

wolf harvest may depend on the breeding status of har-

vested wolves and the timing of harvest. For example,

removal of a breeding female, especially if timed during

the breeding season, may induce reproductive failure for

the pack that year (Brainerd et al. 2008; Stahler et al.

2013). If individuals of high reproductive value, such as

breeding wolves, are selectively harvested or dispropor-

tionately vulnerable to harvest, the level of harvest that

can occur without population level impacts may be lower

than commonly accepted thresholds (Lindberg, Sedinger

& Lebreton 2013).

In a previous analysis of breeder loss in wolves,

Brainerd et al. (2008) found that pack fate (i.e. whether a

pack persisted or dissolved) depended on pack size prior

to breeder loss and whether one or both breeders died.

However, the effect of breeder loss on population growth

was not assessed. Additionally, the importance of other

factors that could moderate the effects of breeder loss on

pack maintenance or population growth, such as the tim-

ing and cause of mortality, remains unknown.

We evaluated the impacts of anthropogenic and natu-

ral mortality of breeders on wolf pack maintenance,

reproduction and population growth using data on 387

radiocollared wolves in 70 packs. We hypothesized that

the sex of breeder lost, pack size prior to loss and the

timing of loss would influence pack fate, denning behav-

iour, pup recruitment and population growth. Anticipat-

ing high overlap between anthropogenic mortality and

the breeding season, we also expected cause of death to

affect pack fate. We hypothesized that loss of breeders

and packs could reduce population growth primarily by

reducing the reproductive capacity of the population

(Mech et al. 1998; Fuller, Mech & Cochrane 2003).

Alternatively, breeders could be replaced with negligible

impact or even a positive effect on population growth.

Pack dissolution may create opportunities for existing

packs to usurp old territories, allow new pairs to set up

territories where packs have dissolved, or packs may

subdivide existing wolf territories with the effect of

increasing wolf densities locally (Ballard & Stephenson

1982; Meier et al. 1995; Mech et al. 1998; Mech &

Boitani 2003).

Materials and methods

study area

The study area encompassed c. 17 270 km2 of wolf habitat pri-

marily north and west of the Alaska Range in and adjacent to

DNPP (Fig. 1). The eastern region of DNPP contains habitat

patches of high alpine, open gravel river bars, and willow-lined

creeks. The western region of the park is more homogenous,

dominated by relatively flat, lowland black spruce (Picea

mariana) forest and long meandering rivers and wetlands. The

diversity of habitat types in the eastern region of the DNPP sup-

ports caribou (Rangifer tarandus), Dall’s sheep (Ovis dalli), and

moose (Alces alces) populations. The western lowlands support

lower densities of ungulates (primarily moose), and salmon are

an important food source for wolves in this region (Mech et al.

1998; Adams & Roffler 2009; Owen & Meier 2009; Adams et al.

2010).
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data collection

Wolf population monitoring efforts in DNPP and use of radiote-

lemetry for tracking and monitoring packs began in 1986 (Mech

et al. 1998). From 1986 to 2012, 387 individual wolves were

radiocollared with very high frequency (VHF) collars (Meier

2011). From 2003 to 2012, 30 of the VHF collars were equipped

with GPS (Telonics, Mesa, CA, USA) which provided daily loca-

tions uploaded through the Argos satellite system (Meier et al.

2009). Wolves were immobilized by darting from helicopters and

collared following protocols described in Meier et al. (2009).

Researchers gathered annual wolf population and composition

data in early and late winter (November–December and February–

March respectively). Radiocollared wolves were located by VHF

signal from fixed-wing aircraft. Approximately 10–20 wolf packs

were monitored annually in the study area and efforts were made

to maintain collars on two or more individuals in each pack whose

home range was mostly within DNPP boundaries. Wolf location,

number of pack members, pelt colours and estimated age classes

(if distinguishable) were recorded. Observers also recorded detailed

information on mortality, den site location/use and pack affiliation

(Mech et al. 1998; Meier et al. 2009).

Wolf mortalities were noted during aerial tracking and obser-

vation and through weekly GPS data checks. Cause of death was

determined through a field necropsy or by wildlife veterinary staff

at the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) or the Alaska

Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G). When carcasses were

too decomposed to determine cause of death or both laboratory

and field evidence were inconclusive, cause of death was recorded

as “unknown natural”.

All areas outside of the DNPP boundary were open to hunting

and trapping under state regulation, with open seasons and bag

limits (i.e. the number of wolves that could be harvested per per-

son) managed by ADF&G. In Game Management Units (GMU)

20A and 20C adjacent to the park’s boundaries, the hunting sea-

son was August 10–April 30 from regulatory year 1996–1997

through 2005–2006 and extended until May 31 starting in 2006–

2007. The bag limit was 10 wolves until 2001–2002 and was then

decreased to five wolves per season. The wolf trapping season

spanned November 1 to April 30 in GMUs 20A and 20C, with

no bag limits for either unit. Subsistence and sport hunting and

trapping were permitted in the Preserve and new park additions

of DNPP, but all hunting and trapping was prohibited in the

area of the original Mt. McKinley National Park (Fig. 1).

pack size and pack fate

We examined the size and fate of all packs monitored in DNPP

from 1986 to 2012. Pack size during spring and fall was defined

as the maximum count observed during surveys within each sea-

son. We defined pack formation as occurring the season (spring

or fall) and year of the first pack count recorded for the associ-

ated pack name. We defined pack dissolution as the reduction of

a pack of ≥3 wolves to zero or one wolf the subsequent season.

Because the exact fate of remaining pack members was often

unknown (i.e. they may have died, dispersed or remained present

but undetected), the concept of pack persistence in this study is

analogous to “apparent survival” in capture–mark–recapture

studies (Lebreton et al. 1992). Pack life span was calculated as

the number of years from pack formation (or from the start of

monitoring) to pack dissolution.

For analyses of breeder loss effects on pack maintenance and

reproduction, we included only established packs that were moni-

tored or known to exist for ≥1 year. Packs were considered to

have dissolved following breeder loss if the dissolution occurred

the season following or during the same season as the breeder

loss. In the absence of collars, observers used colour composition

and number of associated individuals or distinguishing features

to determine if individuals or groups found within the former

territory were original pack members, neighbouring pack mem-

bers or previously unknown wolves. Pack dissolution rate for the

population was calculated as the number of packs dissolving in a

year divided by the total number of packs monitored.

breeder loss

Biologists generally targeted dominant members of packs for

collaring by observing the behaviour of pack members during

Fig. 1. Map of study area and geographi-

cal regions for long term monitoring of

grey wolf packs in Denali National Park

and Preserve, Alaska, USA.
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aerial tracking and collaring operations (Meier et al. 2009), but

subordinate wolves were sometimes collared. The breeding status

of individuals was determined through observation of leadership

behaviour, attendance at den sites, observation of nursing pups

(for females) during aerial tracking, and/or through testes and

nipple measurements during collaring (Mech 1999, 2000; Peterson

et al. 2002; Meier et al. 2009). However, breeding status or domi-

nance status was not recorded for all wolves in the data set.

We used a heuristic method to identify likely breeders from the

dataset of all collared wolves in DNPP from 1986 to 2012. We

censored wolves from our dataset that were: (i) <2 years old

when they died, (ii) dispersing or had dispersed out of the study

area at the time of death, (iii) classified as pups or yearlings when

captured, unless these were later classified as “alpha”, “breeder”

or “paired” in the capture or aerial tracking data, or (iv) had an

unknown fate due to collar failure or dispersal. We performed

additional review to corroborate our method of breeder classifica-

tion in two ways: (i) we compared wolves identified as breeders

by our method to a subset of breeders from 1986 to 1993 identi-

fied and used for analysis by Brainerd et al. (2008), and (ii) classi-

fication of individuals monitored from 1995 to 2012 was verified

by reviewing capture, mortality and aerial tracking information

from the corresponding time period.

We classified breeder mortality as occurring in one of four

equal length seasons. Season breakpoints were determined pri-

marily based on wolf breeding cycles in interior Alaska. Wolves

in DNPP typically come into oestrus in March (Mech et al. 1998)

and give birth in early May following a 2 month gestation

(Hayssen & van Tienhoven 1993). There is a prolonged period of

proestrus in grey wolves of about 6 weeks (Asa & Valdespino

1998) during which the mated pair spends time together coordi-

nating their activity, and this period appears important for the

formation and maintenance of the pair bond (Mech & Knick

1978; Rothman & Mech 1979). We therefore defined spring

as February–April (breeding season), summer as May–July

(pup-rearing season), fall as August–October, and winter as

November–January. Cause of mortality was classified as natural

(including intraspecific strife, starvation, accident and unknown

natural causes) or anthropogenic (trapped, shot, vehicle strikes or

capture-related mortality). We evaluated the proportion of natu-

ral and anthropogenic mortalities of identified breeders that

occurred within each season to assess seasonal patterns in cause

of mortality.

For analysis of the probability of pack maintenance, we cen-

sored cases of breeder loss where (i) pack persistence was

unknown following the loss of the breeder, (ii) pack size prior to

the loss of the breeder was unknown, (iii) packs were monitored

or existed for less than a year after wolves were collared, or (iv)

groups were identified as pairs rather than reproductive packs.

recruitment and den fidel ity

We examined cases of pack denning and recruitment from 1997

to 2012 for packs in the eastern region of DNPP (Fig. 1). Data

on den site use and reproduction prior to 1997 were not accessi-

ble and therefore excluded from analysis. We collated locations

from collared wolves by pack and created minimum convex poly-

gons that bounded the territory for each wolf pack by year using

the program ArcGIS 10.0 (Esri, Redwoods, CA, USA). Packs

were designated as belonging to the eastern or western region

when the centre of the pack territory was located within the

corresponding geographical region. DNPP wolf management plan

objectives require closing areas around known den sites to hikers

(National Park Service 2007). Thus, den site locations and use

were closely monitored for wolf packs in the eastern region,

which includes the areas of higher potential backcountry recrea-

tional use in DNPP. This close monitoring provided more accu-

rate data on denning status and presence of pups in fall

(recruitment) in the eastern region than in the western region.

Wolf packs were recorded as having successfully reproduced

using one of three methods: (i) one or more visual observations

of attendance at known or suspected den sites during the denning

season (April through mid-August), (ii) clusters of GPS points at

a known or suspected den locations, or (iii) detection of pups

during aerial tracking flights. Denning status was assumed to be

an indication of reproduction. Early denning behaviour that

failed to produce surviving pups may have been missed and

classified as no known denning or unknown denning status.

Den site fidelity was recorded for each pack each year; packs

that used the same den in year n + 1 as in year n had fidelity,

whereas packs that changed locations between years did not. Den

site tenure was defined as the number of consecutive years that a

pack used the same den site.

Recruitment was categorized as successful or failed based on:

(i) visual observations of pups during the summer or early fall

counts when pups were easily distinguished from adults, or (ii) an

increase in estimated pack sizes from spring to fall. We censored

cases with increases in pack size of one or two individuals with-

out corresponding visual observation of pups, because these cases

could be explained by possible immigration or adoption of indi-

viduals. Recruitment was recorded as failed when packs either

did not den or pups were never observed and pack size did not

increase as described. We censored cases of newly formed pairs

(those that formed after or during the breeding season) in our

analysis because newly formed pairs have a lower probability of

successful reproduction and recruitment (Mech et al. 1998). We

evaluated denning and recruitment for packs that experienced

breeder mortalities that occurred during the breeding season,

pup-rearing season or the prior winter. Cases where packs dis-

solved or were maintained following breeder loss were both

included.

statist ical analyses

Factors affecting pack maintenance following breeder

loss

We hypothesized that pack maintenance would depend on the

sex of breeder lost (male, female or both), pack size prior to bree-

der loss, season of breeder loss and cause of mortality (anthropo-

genic or natural). We used the glm function in Program R (R

Core Team 2013) to create generalized linear models with all four

main effects and all nested models with no interaction or higher

order terms (n = 15 models). We used Akaike information crite-

rion corrected for small sample sizes (AICc) to rank models, and

we calculated pseudo-R2 to estimate explained variance (Veall &

Zimmerman 1992). We used the modavg function in R package

AICcmodavg (Mazerolle 2013) to obtain model-averaged parame-

ter estimates for factors that were included in models with DAIC

<2 (Burnham & Anderson 2002). For ease of interpretation of

parameter estimates, we transformed the parameter estimates (b)
into odds ratios such that the odds ratio was equal to eb.
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Effect of breeder loss on recruitment and den site

fidelity

We used chi-squared tests of independence to test the hypotheses

that breeder loss (loss of a male, female or both breeders) would

(i) reduce rates of denning, (ii) reduce successful recruitment and

(iii) reduce den site fidelity.

Effect of breeder loss on population growth

The annual population growth rate, or finite rate of increase (k),
for year n was calculated as the spring population size in year

n + 1 divided by the spring population size in year n. Breeder

mortality rate was calculated as the number of breeder mortalities

from May 1 in year n to April 30 in year n + 1, divided by two

times the number of packs monitored in year n (to correspond to

the estimated number of breeders in the population). If a differ-

ent number of packs were observed during the spring and fall

population counts, the larger number of packs was used as the

number of packs monitored during the year.

We examined the relationships between the breeder mortality

rate and k and between the pack dissolution rate and k using

linear regression. To examine the immediate and longer term

effects of breeder loss on population growth, relationships were

modelled with and without a 1-year time lag (i.e. effect of breeder

mortality or pack dissolution in year n on the population growth

rate in n + 1). We censored the first 3 years of the study (1986–

1988) due to the low number of packs that were tracked during

those years.

Results

pack fate and breeder loss

From 1986 to 2012, wolves from 70 packs were moni-

tored in DNPP (Table S1). Eight packs were censored

because the pack fate was unknown due to limited moni-

toring, and nine packs continued to be monitored at the

end of the study period in 2012. Of the remaining 53

packs, there were 41 cases (77%) where breeder mortality

preceded or coincided with the end of the pack, and 12

cases (23%) where either there was no breeder mortality

prior to the end of the pack or breeder mortality was not

documented.

We identified 163 cases of breeder mortality from 1986

to 2012. Our heuristic method correctly identified 27 of

the 31 (87%) collared breeder mortalities from 1986 to

1993 identified by Brainerd et al. (2008). The four breed-

ers that were missed by our selection were all individuals

that were captured as pups (n = 2) or yearlings (n = 2)

and later became breeders in their own pack (n = 2) or

dispersed and became breeders in another pack (n = 2).

Some breeders that were collared as pups or yearlings and

later became breeders may be missing in our data set if

there was no corresponding note in the capture, mortality

or aerial tracking data to indicate that the individual was

a breeder.

After censoring (see Methods), we used 94 cases of

breeder loss for our analysis of factors affecting pack fate

(Table 1). We found that packs dissolved the season fol-

lowing breeder loss in 31 cases (33%) and remained intact

following breeder loss in 63 cases (67%). Roughly equal

proportions of yearly breeder mortality occurred in

spring, fall and winter, with 29�8%, 29�8%, and 30�9% of

mortalities occurring in these seasons respectively. The

remaining 9�5% of mortalities occurred during summer.

Anthropogenic mortality represented 11% and 14% of

total mortality during summer and fall, respectively, while

in spring and winter anthropogenic mortality represented

39% and 34% of total mortality (Fig. 2). Harvest (trap-

ping or hunting) was the source of 21 of 26 (81%) of

anthropogenic mortalities; the other five cases (19%) were

capture related.

Sex of lost breeders and pack size were the most impor-

tant predictors of pack persistence following breeder mor-

tality (Table 2). A pack was 14�9 times more likely to

persist if only the male was lost and 3�4 times more likely

to persist if only the female was lost compared to cases

where both breeders were lost (Table 3). The odds of a

Table 1. Cases of grey wolf pack persistence and dissolution

following breeder mortality in Denali National Park, Alaska,

USA, 1986–2012

Breeder mortality Pack persist Pack dissolve

Both 5 11

Female 27 14

Male 31 6

All breeder mortality 63 31

Fig. 2. Total number of mortalities of breeding grey wolves by

season and type of mortality in Denali National Park, Alaska,

USA, 1986–2012 (n = 94). Spring = February–April, Sum-

mer = May–July, Fall = August–October, Winter = November–
January. Anthropogenic mortality includes hunting, trapping and

capture-related deaths; natural mortality includes intraspecific

strife, starvation, injuries and accidents.
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pack dissolving decreased with pack size (Fig. 3). The

probability of pack maintenance was <0�5 if both breeders

were lost in packs with ≤11 members or a female was lost

in packs with <6 members.

Cause and season of mortality were included in the top-

ranked models (DAICc <2). The model-averaged odds

ratios indicated the probability of pack persistence was 1�6
times higher when breeders were lost due to natural causes

rather than anthropogenic mortality, and mortality that

occurred in spring or winter decreased the probability of

pack maintenance, whereas mortalities that occurred during

the summer increased the probability of pack persistence

relative to mortalities that occurred in the fall (Table 3).

breeder loss and population growth

Breeder loss did not affect population growth in the cur-

rent year, kn, or the following year, kn+1 (kn: b = �0�64,

Table 2. Candidate model set and model selection criteria evaluating factors potentially affecting grey wolf pack maintenance following

breeder mortality in Denali National Park, Alaska, USA, 1986–2012. M-Z Pseudo-R2 estimates the amount of deviance in the data

explained by each model

Model # Parameters AICc DAICc Model likelihood AICc weight M-Z Pseudo-R2

PPa + Sexb 4 103�44 0�00 1�00 0�49 0�33
PP + Sex + Mortc 5 104�84 1�40 0�50 0�24 0�34
PP + Seasond + Sex 7 105�41 1�97 0�37 0�18 0�39
PP + Season + Sex + Morte 8 107�64 4�20 0�12 0�06 0�39
Sex 3 111�59 8�14 0�02 0�01 0�18
Season + Sex 6 113�60 10�16 0�01 0�00 0�25
Sex + Mort 4 113�61 10�17 0�01 0�00 0�18
PP + Season 5 114�74 11�30 0�00 0�00 0�25
PP 2 115�44 12�00 0�00 0�00 0�13
Season + Sex + Mort 7 115�93 12�49 0�00 0�00 0�25
PP + Season + Mort 6 117�02 13�58 0�00 0�00 0�25
PP + Mort 3 117�22 13�78 0�00 0�00 0�14
Season 4 121�43 17�99 0�00 0�00 0�09
Mort 2 123�29 19�85 0�00 0�00 0�00
Season + Mort 5 123�48 20�04 0�00 0�00 0�10
aPack size prior to breeder loss.
bSex of breeder loss.
cCause of mortality: natural or anthropogenic.
dSeason of breeder loss: spring, summer, fall or winter.
eGlobal model.

Table 3. Parameter estimates for factors included in the top-

ranked models (DAICc <2) predicting the probability of pack

maintenance following breeder mortality in Denali National

Park, Alaska, USA, 1986–2012. See Table 2 for all models. Pack-

Prior is the pack size prior to breeder loss

Parameter

b (Model

averaged) SE

95% CL Odds ratio

(Model

averaged)Lower Upper

(Intercept) �2�42 1�07 �4�52 �0�33 0�09
PackPrior 0�24 0�08 0�07 0�4 1�27
Sex (F)a 1�22 0�71 �0�17 2�61 3�39
Sex (M)a 2�7 0�77 1�19 4�22 14�88
Cause mortality

(Natural)b
0�48 0�62 �0�73 1�69 1�62

Season (Spring)c �1�12 0�73 �2�54 0�31 0�33
Season

(Summer)c
0�18 1�00 �1�79 2�14 1�20

Season (Winter)c �1�16 0�71 �2�56 0�24 0�31
ab and odds ratio estimates relative to mortality of both breeders.
bb and odds ratio estimates relative to anthropogenic cause of

mortality.
cb and odds ratio estimates relative to mortalities that occur in

fall.

Fig. 3. Effect of pack size prior to breeder loss and sex of bree-

der(s) lost on the probability of grey wolf packs remaining intact

in Denali National Park, Alaska, USA, 1986–2012. Shaded areas

show 95% confidence intervals around predicted probabilities.
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F1,21 = 1�87, P = 0�19, R2 = 0�08, n = 23, Fig. 4a; kn+1: b
= 0�23, F1,20 = 0�23, P = 0�63, R2 = 0�01, n = 22, Fig. 4b).

Pack dissolution had a marginal negative effect on popu-

lation growth in the current year but no effect the follow-

ing year (kn: b = �0�81, F1,21 = 3�10, P = 0�09, R2 = 0�13,
n = 23, Fig. 4c; kn+1: b = 0�71, F1,20 = 2�11, P = 0�16,
R2 = 0�10, n = 22, Fig. 4d).

recruitment and den fidel ity

We determined pack denning status in 79 cases from 1997

to 2012. Packs denned in 72 cases (91%) and successfully

reared pups in 63 of the 72 cases (88%; Table 4). For

packs that did not lose breeders, rates of denning (96%,

n = 54) and successful recruitment (94%, n = 52) were

uniformly high. Packs that experienced breeder loss had

significantly lower denning and recruitment rates than

packs that did not experience breeder loss (denning: 80%,

v2 = 3�896, d.f. = 1, P = 0�049, n = 79, recruitment: 70%,

v2 = 5�697, d.f. = 1, P = 0�017, n = 72).

Breeder loss did not significantly affect den site fidelity

(v2 = 1�90, d.f. = 1, P = 0�17, n = 48). Packs used the

same den site in consecutive years in 20 of 37 cases (54%)

when no breeder loss occurred between breeding seasons

and in 10 of 16 cases (63%) following breeder loss when

the pack continued following the breeder loss (Table 4).

Packs used the same den for an average of three consecu-

tive years (range = 1–13 years, n = 10 packs).

Discussion

Our results show that the mortality of breeding individuals

in social groups can often lead to social group dissolution,

but population growth can be resilient to the effects of

breeder mortality. Although breeder loss preceded or coin-

cided with most documented cases of wolf pack dissolu-

tion, packs remained intact in approximately two of every

three cases of breeder loss (Table 1). Population growth

rates were largely unaffected by breeder loss and pack dis-

solution despite reduced reproductive rates, indicating that

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 4. Effect of breeder mortality and

pack dissolution on annual population

growth of grey wolves in Denali National

Park, Alaska, USA, 1986–2012 with and

without a time lag. Effect of breeder mor-

tality rate in year n on population growth

rate in (a) year n and (b) year n + 1.

Effect of pack dissolution rate in year n

on population growth rate in (c) year n

and (d) year n + 1. Non-significant regres-

sion lines are displayed.

Table 4. Cases of pack denning (reproduction), successful recruitment and den site fidelity in relation to breeder mortality for grey wolf

packs in Denali National Park, Alaska, USA, 1997–2012

Breeder mortality Denning No denning Recruitment No recruitment Den fidelitya New den No denning

Both sexes 2 3 2 0 2 0 4b

Female 10 0 6 4 4 1 0

Male 8 2 6 2 4 1 2

Total

Breeder mortality 20 5 14 6 10 2 6

No breeder mortality 52 2 49 3 20 16 1

aDen fidelity data are a subset of denning data for which we have information on denning in the prior year.
bIncludes two cases of pack dissolution following breeder mortality.
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strong compensatory mechanisms can reduce the negative

impacts of breeder loss in socially complex species such as

wolves.

While the effects of breeder loss on wolf population

dynamics in DNPP appear to be minor in general, our

findings indicate the availability of replacement breeders

and timing of mortality can moderate the consequences of

breeder loss. The importance of the cause and timing of

mortality indicates the value of reproductive individuals

in social species may be context-dependent and character-

ized by strong seasonal heterogeneity. Our results suggest

that reproductive value of individuals increases as they

approach parturition such that mortality of breeders dur-

ing this time can destabilize social groups and lead to

reproductive failure. The effects of variable reproductive

value among age classes can alter population dynamics

(Francis et al. 1992), and our results imply that seasonal

variation in addition to reproductive status can affect

social and population dynamics.

Although direct causes of pack dissolution were gener-

ally not known, dissolution followed or coincided with

the loss of one or both breeders in at least 77% of the

cases. This rate was likely underestimated because not all

breeders were collared, and thus not all breeder mortality

events were observed. Breeders may thus contribute dis-

proportionately to the social stability of groups (Mech &

Boitani 2003) in addition to having high reproductive val-

ues. The importance of breeders in this socially structured

species highlights the need to explicitly consider the effects

of harvest of these individuals, especially when harvest

overlaps the breeding season.

Anthropogenic mortality has been shown to impact

social structure in grey wolves, such that harvested popu-

lations tend to have smaller packs (Ballard, Whitman &

Gardner 1987) and harvest may reduce genetic relatedness

(Rutledge et al. 2010 but see Lehman et al. 1992). We

found that packs were less likely to be maintained when

breeders were killed by humans than when mortality

resulted from natural causes. Although this finding sup-

ports previous research, it is still surprising given that the

cause of mortality should not necessarily affect pack fate

per se. We suspect the timing of anthropogenic mortality

in relation to breeding season may partially account for

the observed effects on pack fate. Anthropogenic harvest

mortalities were concentrated in spring breeding and

winter pre-breeding seasons (Fig. 2). Mortalities during

spring in particular leave little time for replacement of

breeders and may have a disproportionate effect on pack

persistence. Our results indicate that harvest of breeding

wolves has the potential to impact pack persistence and

reproduction, and these impacts are likely to be greatest

when pack sizes are small (<6) and harvest overlaps the

breeding season.

The role of individual breeders in maintaining pack

cohesion appears moderated by the availability of replace-

ment breeders as indicated by the effect of pack size.

Consistent with the findings of Brainerd et al. (2008), our

analysis indicates that large packs are more likely to per-

sist following breeder mortality than small packs (Fig. 3).

Large packs are more likely to have multiple breeders,

unrelated adoptees or reproductively viable related indi-

viduals present as replacement breeders (Meier et al.

1995; Mech & Boitani 2003), whereas small packs are

more likely to have young of only the previous year

(Mech 1999). Heterogeneity in the reproductive value of

individuals in social groups may therefore depend on

group size, such that the reproductive value of a single

breeder in a small group is higher than the reproductive

value of individual breeders in large groups.

The availability of replacement breeders may increase

with the overall size of the population as well as pack

size. Brainerd et al. (2008) found that breeder replacement

in wolf packs occurred more quickly in saturated versus

recolonizing populations. Thus the effects of breeder loss

on pack fate could be moderated by the availability of

replacement breeders not only within the pack, but in the

population and surrounding areas. The wolf population

in DNPP is generally considered to be a saturated popula-

tion at or near carrying capacity (Mech et al. 1998), and

therefore our results may represent the minimum impacts

that breeder loss can have on pack and population

dynamics.

We found that packs that lost both breeders were more

likely to dissolve, as did Brainerd et al. (2008). However,

loss of both breeders confounded the influence of sex of

breeder loss with the numeric impacts of the loss of two

individuals. The influence of female versus male loss was

more explicit, and as expected, mortality of a female bree-

der destabilized packs more often than the loss of a male

breeder. Female parturition and the care of neonates and

young pups are essential to pack reproduction and

recruitment. Thus mortality of female breeders, especially

when timed during the breeding season, has dispropor-

tional impacts on pack fate and may represent a loss of

the reproductive capacity for the entire pack for that

year.

Overall, most packs maintained cohesion and repro-

duced despite breeder loss, indicating a high degree of

resilience and rapid replacement of breeders. These high

reproductive rates imply that either successful replacement

of the lost breeder occurred prior to the breeding season,

or that multiple breeders were present in the pack which

mitigated the loss of one breeder. Interestingly, intact wolf

packs in the eastern region of DNPP exhibited high den

site fidelity, regardless of whether a pack experienced lost

breeders or not. Den site fidelity may thus be related to

pack persistence or other factors rather than breeder conti-

nuity. However, reproductive success was substantially

reduced for packs that experienced breeder loss and

remained intact. This result supports findings from other

species that found reductions in reproductive capacity fol-

lowing disruption of the social group. For example, female

African elephants (Loxodonta africana) from disrupted

groups had a significantly lower reproductive output than
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females from intact social groups (Gobush, Mutayoba &

Wasser 2008).

Although not explicitly considered in our analysis, addi-

tional sources of heterogeneity in individual breeders such

as body mass, age or even coat colour may also affect

reproductive success (Mech 1995; Stahler et al. 2013).

Breeder age and experience may be particularly impor-

tant, because younger individuals and those breeding for

the first time have lower reproductive success (Anderson

1986; Stacey & Koening 1990; Mech et al. 1998; Heinze &

Schrempf 2012). Thus, even if lost breeders are replaced

by subordinates, recruitment success could be reduced. If

replacement breeders tend to be younger than breeders

that died, age effects may reduce the ability of popula-

tions to compensate for breeder losses.

Pack dissolution rates appeared to have weak negative

effects on population growth of wolves in DNPP. How-

ever, population growth rates following years of high

breeder loss and pack dissolution did not remain low,

indicating that strong compensatory mechanisms buffered

against longer term population level impacts. Because our

regression analyses did not account for sampling and

measurement variance in the population estimates, results

should be interpreted with caution.

Annual rates of human-caused mortality in DNPP

wolves ranged from 3 to 7% during 1986-2002 (Adams

et al. 2008), well below the level expected to reduce

rates of population growth (reviewed in Fuller, Mech &

Cochrane 2003; Adams et al. 2008). Despite these low

harvest rates, we found that anthropogenic mortality of

breeders increased the probability of pack dissolution.

Harvest may be a largely additive source of mortality for

wolves rather than a compensatory one (Adams et al.

2008; Murray et al. 2010; Sparkman, Waits & Murray

2011), especially in small, isolated or recolonizing popula-

tions. The influence of breeder loss in small, isolated or

recolonizing populations may be greater than reported in

our study of a saturated wolf population, because the

time for breeder replacement and subsequent reproduction

is increased in those populations (Brainerd et al. 2008).

Therefore, the loss of breeders in regions with higher

harvest rates or in low density or unsaturated populations

may have lasting negative effects on population growth.

Our study is the first to explicitly link the effects of

breeder loss to population growth rates in wolves, and

further research on these relationships is needed to quan-

tify the importance of breeders within low density or

unsaturated populations. With grey wolf recovery and

delisting from the Endangered Species Act, wolf manage-

ment plans in several states (Idaho, Michigan, Minnesota,

Montana, Wisconsin and Wyoming) include public har-

vest seasons that overlap with the wolf breeding season.

For regions with recovering wolf populations, and those

with small average pack sizes, harvest that occurs during

the breeding season could have disproportionate impacts

on pack fate and population growth, indicating that

wolf recolonization into new areas could be slower than

expected. The implications of these findings extend to

other socially structured species with reproductive

suppression of subordinates and to species where harvest

coincides with breeding season. In such cases, we may

expect impacts on social structure and population growth

beyond those anticipated by population models that

ignore the role of reproductive individuals.
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Introduction
Full protection from hunting and trapping has long been advocated for the two major “road

corridor” groups of wolves in Denali National Park and Preserve.  The 63-year-old or older Toklat
(East Fork) family lineage and at least four successive groups occupying the adjacent eastern area
– Savage, Headquarters, Sanctuary, and Margaret - have provided more viewing opportunities and
scientific insight than wolves anywhere else in the world.  Yet they are not accorded full protection
from hunting and trapping, and losses continue with serious harm to their world-class scientific and
viewing values and despite legitimate ethical concerns (Haber 1996, 2002a).  Three successive
eastern groups - Savage, Headquarters, and Sanctuary – have been terminated over the past 20
years (in 1983, 1995, and 2001) due largely to hunting and trapping, and Toklat has been hit hard
at least several times.

In November 1992, the Alaska Board of Game created a no-wolf-hunting/trapping buffer
zone of approximately 600 square miles along the northeast and east park boundaries of Denali
National Park, to better protect the eastern Denali wolves.  However, the Board rescinded this
buffer two months later after Gov. Walter Hickel suspended several proposed wolf control programs
the Board had wanted for other areas.  In November 2000, the Board again agreed that a buffer
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was justified but designated only 29 square miles along the northeast park boundary for this pur-
pose.  In May 2001 it expanded this to about 90 square miles.

In this report, I consider why the present Board of Game should restore a buffer virtually
identical to the one the Board created in 1992 (widened somewhat on its northern end, narrowed on
its southern end).   The proposed buffer, shown in Figure 1, should eventually also include about
300 square miles of the 1980 national park addition, but this will require separate federal action.

As of this writing (early October 2002), the new eastern group – Margaret – consists of
four adult wolves and the six pups they produced in May 2002.  I will not know Toklat’s status for
certain until completing intensive radio tracking surveys in late October.  My current observations
indicate Toklat’s five 2002 pups probably died, due to unknown natural causes, and that there are
4-5 adults at present.

Wolf movements
To understand why a buffer is needed and how it should be delineated, it is necessary to

distinguish among three types of movements: (a) the more-or-less routine, recurring movements
that define the “territory” of each group, (b) the unpredictable extraterritorial forays by each group
well outside these areas, and (c) dispersals, during which certain individuals – most commonly 2-3-
year-olds – leave a group (depending on its size and other variables) and do not return, usually be-
cause they form/join a new group or die in a distant area.

The third type of movement, (c), is not relevant to the buffer objective; dispersers are “lost”
from the original groups with or without a buffer.  The two others, (a) and (b), are relevant.  Figures
2-6 show the winter radio-tracking locations that I recorded for Toklat, Sanctuary, and Margaret in-
volving these two types of movements from 1995-2002.  Table 1 summarizes similar data that I re-
corded for Savage (a Sanctuary and Margaret predecessor) and Toklat during the same two kinds
of movements from 1969-1974.  In Figures 2-6, each location represents all radio-collared wolves
that were present - e.g., two radio-collared wolves of the same group tracked to the same location
at the same time are represented by one dot, not two.  Two or more locations are plotted together
only if I found the wolves there on separate dates, successive or otherwise.  In some cases I
tracked the wolves represented by these locations over extended routes for up to 7-10 days; this
information is not shown in Figures 2-6.  I emphasize that all of the outlying locations shown in Fig-
ures 2-6 represent forays from which the wolves returned, usually within a few days to a week; no
dispersals are included.

The Table 1 data (Table 37 of Haber 1977) are derived from much longer, continuous
sampling intervals, during which I followed and observed each group daily for up to three weeks at
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Figure 1.  Proposed Denali no-wolf-hunting/trapping buffer zone.  Cross-hatching indicates areas
that would be closed to wolf hunting and trapping: right = areas outside park lands, left = inside.
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Figure 2.  Toklat winter locations, October 1995-April 2001 (171).

Figure 3.  Toklat locations, May 2001-April 2002.  Large dots=Oct-April (53), small=May-Sept (10).
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Figure 4.  Sanctuary winter locations, October 1995-April 2001 (119).

Figure 5.  Margaret locations, May 2001-April 2002.  Large dots=Oct-April (34), small=May-Sept (7).
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Figure 6.  Sanctuary survivor locations, May 2001-March 2002.  Large dots=October-March (17),
small=May-September (6).

Table 1.  Savage and Toklat winter travel mileages, 1969-1974 (Table 37 of Haber 1977).
    Savage – miles traveled Toklat – miles traveled

Winter       Inside territory/Outside/Total/Miles per day       Inside territory/Outside/Total/Miles per day
1969-70 269.3       0   269.3       17.3         210.7   48.3     259.0   25.4
1970-71 452.2    16.6   468.8          7.2         169.1   7.9     177.0     13.2
1971-72 288.3  128.7   417.0       10.8           68.1   9.5  77.6     7.9
1972-73 294.6      1.2   295.8       10.3         316.4 21.8     338.2   22.3
1973-74 254.2      6.3   260.5       12.5         102.6    0       102.6   20.2
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a time via aerial snow tracking, the method used by researchers and aerial wolf hunters at that time
(radio tracking was not yet available).

I have not included most of the summer data from either period of research, because of
the wolves‘ much different routines at that time of the year.  During summer, wolves base their ac-
tivities at dens and rendezvous sites, whereas during winter they range more-or-less continuously
as a single group or in varying subunits without any fixed bases.  Combining summer and winter
data disproportionately weights the overall sample within central areas (where most of the dens and
rendezvous sites are located) and thus produces a misleading portrayal of the relationship between
central and outlying movements during the winter, when most of the problems occur.  There is
some travel outside the park boundaries during summer, but this is generally negligible and much
less than during winter.

Although the Figures 2-6 vs. Table 1 data are not strictly comparable, both samples illus-
trate an important aspect of behavior that is critical toward designating buffer zone boundaries:  A
relatively small but significant and widely-varying portion of the wolves’ winter travel, excluding dis-
persals, is outside their established territories.  During these extraterritorial forays, which range from
a few miles to 40-50 miles or more and last from 1-2 days to a week or two, an entire family group
or a temporary subunit hunts, explores, and/or aggressively pursues wolves from other groups
(Haber 1977; Mech et al 1998).  Table 1 indicates that from 1969-1974 - a five-winter sample cov-
ering a wide range of snow conditions - 9% of all travel (in miles) observed for both Toklat and Sav-
age was outside their established territories but with wide variation in the winter-to-winter percent-
ages: 0-19% for Toklat and 0-31% for Savage.  Figures 2-4 indicate that from 1995-2002, 13-15%
and 13% of my winter radiolocations for Toklat (n=224) and Sanctuary (n=119), respectively, were
outside their established territories.  The outside-location winter-to-winter variation was 0-32% for
Toklat and 7-45% for Sanctuary.  Sanctuary’s successor, Margaret, recolonized approximately the
northern half of the Sanctuary vacancy as of its first winter there (Figure 5).  About 18% of its winter
radiolocations (n=34) were outside the established (Sanctuary) territory.  A female Sanctuary pup
survived on her own for 12 months after the other Sanctuary wolves were gone, obviously without
much knowledge of the established territory.  65% of my winter radiolocations for her during this
period (Figure 6; n=17) were outside the established Sanctuary territory, although she ultimately
returned to its eastern area and was trapped there in March 2002.

Figures 2-6 provide an indication of the importance of buffer areas to the two eastern
groups relative to the total area that each uses.  Buffer usage consists of routine, fairly regular
movements within each of the two (“core”) territories where these extend somewhat outside the
protected park areas and sporadic extraterritorial forays (above) further into and through the buffer.
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Combining the Figures 2-6 winter radiolocations from both kinds of movements produces overall
“buffer-use indices” of 8-9% for Toklat (n=224), 20% for Sanctuary-Margaret (n=153) excluding the
Sanctuary pup’s locations, and 27% for Sanctuary-Margaret (n=170) including the pup locations.

These indices could change substantially over the next year or two, given that so far Mar-
garet has recolonized only the northern half of the Sanctuary vacancy and much of the rest still
seems open to dispute.  Toklat’s increased eastward probes in winter 2001-02 (Figs. 3 vs. 2) sug-
gest that it may be in the running for a portion of the Sanctuary vacancy.  On several of these forays
Toklat wolves were within an easy 1-2 hour jaunt of crossing central and southern segments of the
east park boundary, into areas of high hunting and trapping danger where at least two successive
eastern groups (Headquarters and Sanctuary) were eliminated.  This serves as a reminder as to
how easily Toklat can get to these dangerous east boundary areas and how closely its safety from
hunting and trapping is tied to what happens to the eastern group.  Note from Figure 2 the Toklat
radiolocations well to the north and east of Healy - in the Ferry, Jumbo Dome, and Usibelli coal
mine areas, illustrating that its extraterritorial forays not only can but do take it into and through
seemingly distant areas of the proposed buffer.  Data from earlier years and decades on Toklat,
Savage, Headquarters, and other Denali groups show much the same (Haber 1977 and unpubl.;
Mech et al 1998), including forays into and beyond southern sections of the proposed buffer.

Hunting-trapping risk and buffer protection
It does not follow that drawing a protective buffer around most of the Toklat and Sanctu-

ary-Margaret radiolocations shown in Figures 2-6 will eliminate most of the hunting-trapping risk for
these wolves.  The level of risk is not determined only by where the wolves go.  It is determined by
where they go with respect to hunting-trapping access.  There are fewer outlying locations, but most
of these represent known extraterritorial forays into northeast and eastern areas where the risk in-
creases dramatically because of much higher human activity and easier hunting-trapping access.

The buffer area shown in Figure 1 includes Healy and extends southward almost to Cant-
well.  Between these two communities and west of Healy there are major residential subdivisions,
commercial developments, and numerous individual residences.  All of this is tied together along
the east park boundary by the Parks Highway and Alaska Railroad, and west of Healy by the Stam-
pede Trail/Road.  Snowmachine and ATV access is enhanced by the Anchorage-Fairbanks Electri-
cal Intertie right-of-way, major trails up the Yanert valley, secondary roads and trails in the Dry
Creek-Healy-Usibelli-Ferry areas, other roads and trails, the gravel bars of numerous rivers and
creeks, and large expanses of open tundra in the northeast boundary area, i.e., the so-called Wolf
Townships.  The Stampede Trail/Wolf Townships, Yanert valley, and Cantwell areas have become
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major snowmachining and dog-mushing destinations, complete with accommodations and weekly
snow-condition reports in the Fairbanks Daily News-Miner.

Extraterritorial forays can take Toklat and Margaret unpredictably in almost any direction
from their core territories.  However, when they cross the northeast and east park boundaries -
which becomes more likely because of the lure of traditional caribou wintering activity, the high hu-
man activity and easy hunting-trapping access gives special urgency to protecting them.  It is rela-
tively easy to identify from Figures 2-5 where the two core territories extend across the park
boundaries but impossible to know where, beyond these cores, Toklat and Margaret will go on their
next extraterritorial forays.  Toklat’s next trip outside its established territory might be five miles to
the north for two days, or it might be 30 miles to the northeast for a week or two (as in 1999, when
all six of the Toklat wolves went northeast to Jumbo Dome [northeast of Healy], then southward
through the Usibelli area and to Montana Creek before re-entering the park near the main Parks
Highway entrance).  Margaret’s next foray outside its territory might be 5-10 miles northward to the
Healy area (as in March 2002) or 25 miles eastward up the Yanert valley.

The only way to reasonably ensure protection in the face of this unpredictability is to incor-
porate all of the developed and easily accessible northeast and eastern areas within the buffer, in a
way that permits relatively easy field identification of the boundaries.  Hence the buffer proposed in
Figure 1, which the Board of Game first designated for these reasons (in nearly the same form) in
1992.

There will be continued risk for Toklat and Margaret when they venture north and east of
the proposed buffer.  However, the buffer is delineated so that it includes the bands of heavy devel-
opment and easy access along and extending from the Parks Highway and Stampede corridors.
The wolves will be legally protected while passing through these areas, and when they exit the
north or east sides of the buffer the human activity and hunting-trapping access will have decreased
just as dramatically as it increased when they entered on the opposite sides.

Mobile protection
The objective is to protect the Toklat and Margaret wolves from hunting and trapping.  This

can be done primarily with the Figure 1 no-wolf-hunting/trapping buffer.  Nevertheless there should
be additional flexibility when the buffer is not enough and there is an opportunity to do more.  The
Board should give the Commissioner of Fish and Game authority to take immediate emergency ac-
tion to protect Toklat and Margaret (or any successor group) when they are on any unprotected
state or private lands.
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Toklat and Margaret are monitored regularly via aerial radio tracking.  It will often be
known when they are beyond protected areas.  It should often be possible to watch them closely
when this happens (as I am already doing).  If they are radio tracked to an unprotected area where
there is current snowmachine or aerial-assisted trapping activity, the Commissioner should have the
authority to issue an immediate emergency order protecting them from shooting and new ground or
aerial trapping.  If any are caught in previously set traps or snares, the Commissioner should have
the authority to immediately release them and provide whatever on-scene veterinary assistance is
needed to help ensure recovery from trap or snare injuries.  There could be a provision to pay the
trapper above market value for wolves thus released, but the key would be fast action and hence
authority for the Commissioner to act before the usually difficult process of identifying and contact-
ing the trapper.

These will be rare occurrences.  It will be possible to confirm the identity of the wolves and
determine that they are not simply dispersing.  Hence this kind of mobile protection is unlikely to be
“abused“ or result in a serious burden for anyone.

Pitfalls and misconceptions
It is often assumed that separate buffers can be considered for Toklat vs. Margaret – one

buffer along the northeast park boundary for Toklat and another along the east park boundary for
Margaret.  This is a serious mistake.  Per above, the unpredictable extraterritorial forays of each
group can extend in both directions.  In addition, although Margaret’s recent territorial (vs extrater-
ritorial) movements haven’t extended into the northeast area yet, they likely will as recolonization of
the Sanctuary vacancy continues.  Both the Sanctuary (Fig. 4) and Savage (Haber 1977) territories
extended into this area as well as outside the east park boundary.  Indeed, Margaret’s original ter-
ritory – for about a year and a half prior to the Sanctuary vacancy – was “wedged” between the
Toklat and Sanctuary territories and extended further to the north.  Thus, whether the concern is for
Toklat, Margaret, or both groups, a buffer including both areas (northeast and east) is needed for
effective protection against hunting and trapping.

 As also emphasized earlier, it is not possible to delineate an effective buffer based on the
core radiolocations, because of the disproportionately much higher hunting-trapping risk associated
with the outlying locations, however fewer in number they are.  This was the flawed reasoning be-
hind the delineation of a 90-square-mile northeast boundary “Toklat buffer” in 2001.  The 2001
buffer has also enabled vindictive trappers to focus their revenge along a north-south line (lower
Savage River – the east side of the 2001 buffer) right through the middle of a traditional caribou
wintering area, where Toklat (and other groups) have hunted in past winters.  I monitored a trapline
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along lower Savage River in winter 2001-02 but there was unusually low caribou activity.  This and
Toklat’s eastward probes into the Sanctuary vacancy were among the lucky circumstances that
forestalled Toklat trapping losses in the lower Savage area for at least one winter.

The Board declined to add any east boundary areas to the buffer in 2001 largely because
it felt this would result in heavy habituation of the eastern Denali wolves and problems for east
boundary residents.  However, most of the contact that these wolves have with people takes place
well inside the park, such that any additional “habituation” outside is likely to be of secondary im-
portance.  More to the point, the bold behavior of Denali wolves around people is typical of what is
“natural” and “wild” for this species, probably results much less from habituation than is generally
assumed, and has characterized these wolves for at least four decades without evolving into dan-
gerous aggression (Haber 2002b).

An argument often heard in opposition to a Denali buffer is that wolf family groups disap-
pear regularly due to natural causes, and that these mortalities essentially “swamp out” and render
insignificant the effects of human-caused mortality.  I challenged this argument in detail in Haber
(1996, 1998, 1999, 2002a).  But perhaps the most obvious counter to it is Toklat’s long history,
Savage’s 17+ years, and the well-documented role of hunting and trapping in the succession of
eastern turnovers.  In other words, absent hunting and trapping, persistence would more likely be
the rule than the exception in eastern Denali.  Wolf family lineages (“packs”) are the fundamental
biological units of a wolf population.  There are good scientific, esthetic, ethical, and viewing rea-
sons why, at least in eastern Denali, these should be allowed to survive for however long – years,
decades, or longer - natural circumstances alone may dictate in each case.

Another frequent argument is that the buffer is a back-door attempt to expand the park.
Park entrance areas inherently attract people, development, and easy access.  This usually creates
sharp lines of demarcation, with natural conditions prevailing on the inside and development and
access just outside.  Resident wolves and other wildlife will continue using natural habitats close to
the park boundary.  Thus it is inevitable that their forays, migrations, etc will take them into areas of
human activity and easy hunting-trapping access.  The purpose of the proposed buffer is nothing
more than to neutralize the negative impacts of this entrance-area activity and access on two espe-
cially vulnerable and valued park wildlife groups.  The buffer is a response to a problem generated
largely by human activity and access, not a back-door attempt to expand the park.  It is a logical
way to counter resulting hunting-trapping impacts and help to preserve what attracted most of the
entrance-area human activity in the first place.

Opponents often imply that there is local subsistence dependency on wolf hunting and
trapping in the proposed buffer area.  To the contrary, most if not all of the wolf killing within this
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area is opportunistic and/or recreational.  It is done primarily by a handful of local residents from
households with one or more wage earners – not uncommonly earning more than $50,000 – and by
weekend hunters/snowmachiners from Fairbanks and Anchorage.  I am a resident of the proposed
buffer and know most of the locals who trap or shoot wolves well enough to debunk the notion that
any of them will suffer a significant lifestyle or income change if they cannot kill wolves in this area.
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 By:  Van Lawrence     1 
 Introduced: 08/25/2016 2 
 Adopted: 08/25/2016  3 

 4 
FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR BOROUGH 5 

 6 
RESOLUTION NO. 2016–39  7 

 8 
A RESOLUTION URGING GOVERNOR WALKER TO CLOSE AREAS ADJACENT TO 9 
DENALI NATIONAL PARK AND PRESERVE TO THE TRAPPING AND HUNTING OF 10 

BEARS, WOLVES AND WOLVERINES 11 
 12 

 WHEREAS, Over a half a million annual visitors from around the world 13 
come to Denali National Park and Preserve, in large part, to see the iconic wolves and 14 
bears of the Park; and 15 
 16 
 WHEREAS, Both the Park and commercial tour companies advertise 17 
Denali National Park and Preserve as the best place in the world to see wolves within 18 
their natural habitat; and 19 
 20 
 WHEREAS, A large percentage of these visitors come to Fairbanks 21 
because of our proximity to the Park; and  22 
 23 
 WHEREAS, Hunters and trappers are allowed to use bait in the 22 mile 24 
long corridor, commonly referred to as the Wolf Townships or Stampede Trail corridor, 25 
to lure bears and wolves out of Denali National Park and Preserve and kill them; and 26 
 27 
 WHEREAS, The East Fork Pack was the most famous, the most studied 28 
and most viewed wolf-pack in the world and has now been decimated by hunters and 29 
trappers using bait to draw them just outside the Park boundary; and 30 
 31 
 WHEREAS, When this area was closed to hunting and trapping the East 32 
Fork Pack numbered 22; but has now been reduced to a single female wolf trying to 33 
raise pups alone; and  34 
 35 
 WHEREAS, When the Wolf Townships/Stampede Trail was closed to 36 
hunting there were 140 wolves in Denali National Park and Preserve and 49% of visitors 37 
saw wolves. Now the East Fork Pack has been almost wiped out and the total number 38 
of wolves within Denali stands at 48 - an all-time low - and the number of visitors who 39 
see wolves, for the last three years, is only 4%, also an all-time low; and 40 
 41 
 WHEREAS, This incredible and unique resource is being squandered for 42 
the satisfaction of just a handful of individuals; and  43 
 44 
 WHEREAS, The Alaska economy cannot survive unless we have a 45 
diversified economy that promotes tourism and other industries besides oil. 46 
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47 
 NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED the Fairbanks North Star Borough 48 
urges the Governor, through the Commissioner of Fish and Game to close the  areas 49 
adjacent to Denali National Park and Preserve to the trapping and hunting of bears, 50 
wolves and wolverines.  51 

52 
  BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED copies of this resolution shall be distributed 53 
to Governor Walker and Alaska Department of Fish and Game Commissioner Sam 54 
Cotten.    55 

56 
PASSED AND APPROVED THIS 25TH DAY OF AUGUST,  2016. 57 

58 
59 
60 

___________________________ 61 
John Davies 62 
Presiding Officer 63 

64 
65 

 66 
ATTEST: 67 

68 
 69 
_______________________________ 70 
Nanci Ashford-Bingham, MMC 71 
Borough Clerk 72 
 73 
Yeses: Sattley,Westlind, Lawrence, Quist, Dodge, Davies 74 
Noes: Cooper, Roberts, Hutchison 75 
Other: None 76 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report identifies what is currently known about economic values of wolves in Denali 
National Park and Preserve (DNPP) to visitors, Alaska residents and residents of the rest of the 
United States (U.S.). Our literature review and synthesis found that little is known specifically 
about the economic value of wolf viewing in DNPP and about visitors that come to DNPP 
primarily to view wolves (Iverson and Borg, 2012).  

However, wildlife viewing is clearly a source of socio-economic value in the state of Alaska. 
Wildlife viewing is a driver of tourism for DNPP (Stynes and Ackerman 2010) and the state of 
Alaska. For example, wildlife viewing activities in Alaska supported over $2.7 billion in 
economic activity in 2011 (ECONorthwest 2014a). In 1997, non-resident visitors who came 
to Alaska primarily to view wildlife had average expenditures of $6,000 per trip (Miller and 
McCollum, 1997).  The benefits per trip in excess of their expenditures were on the order of 
$700 to $900 (Miller and McCollum, 1997). From economic valuation questions found in 
Alaska wildlife viewing literature, it can be inferred that a non-resident visitor may have an 
additional value in the range of $200-$300 per wildlife viewing trip to Alaska if a wolf is 
seen on their trip.  

     Based on our literature review, there is currently nothing known about the non-use/passive- 
use values (sometimes called existence and bequest values) of wolves in Alaska to Alaskan and 
other U.S. residents. What little literature exists on the passive-use values of wolves pertains to 
reintroduction of wolves in Yellowstone National Park (YNP) and wolf habitat protection in 
Minnesota (Chambers and Whitehead, 2003). Surveys of U.S. households indicated passive-use 
values were about $14 per U.S. household for wolf reintroduction into YNP (Duffield, et al. 
1993). Similar values were published in the United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
Environmental Impact Statement on wolf reintroduction into YNP and Central Idaho (U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, 1994). Minnesota household’s passive-use values for wolf habitat 
protection range from $7 to $31 per household, with the value depending on the region of 
Minnesota. With millions of households in the U.S., these small passive-use values per 
household add up to a sizeable amount of total economic value.  

 The state of Alaska is mandated to provide for consumptive uses of wildlife, and harvest 
of wolves can provide significant economic benefits as well (National Research Council 1997). 
 However, there is minimal information on the economic value of consumptive uses of wolves, 
including the value procured from hunting and trapping (harvest) in the region surrounding 
DNPP (Borg, personal communication). However, in 2011, hunting throughout Alaska supported 
over $1.3 billion dollars in economic activity (ECONorthwest 2014a).  
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Managers tasked with making decisions regarding wildlife management need accurate 
information on the economic values of wolves to viewers, hunters, trappers and the general 
public to make well informed decisions regarding management of wolves and their prey(NRC, 
1997). Wolf management is particularly contentious in the areas surround DNPP (Borg 2015) 
and data are needed on the specific magnitude of revenues and other economic values derived 
from wolf harvest around DNPP. Specifically, data is needed that will support an analysis of 
existence value (or non-use value) of wolves in DNPP area that can be brought in as a direct 
comparison for the market values brought to local subsistence and sport hunters.  In Alaskan 
culture, hunting and trapping have a high intrinsic value as cultural signifiers. Trapping practices 
of wolves also acts to maintain traditional and modern trapping knowledge specifically (“Alaska 
Trappers Association” 2015). Additionally, there are associated costs of limiting wolf harvest, 
given not only the revenue generated from hunting (Treves 2009; ECONorthwest 2014a) but also 
the potential of wolf harvest to increase land owner’s acceptance of large carnivores (Treves 
2009).  Likewise, the non-consumptive economic value of wolf viewing in DNPP and the 
existence  values of wolves in DNNP of the U.S. and wider public are predicted to bring 
significant “alternative” wolf value to bear on the market, given the findings of other wolf 
viewing valuation studies (CITE) and ongoing social science research in DNPP regarding wolf 
viewing tourism.  

 
Luckily, there are well established methods for filling all these data gaps regarding hunter 

and viewer use values, as well as the general public’s passive-use values of wolves in and around 
DNPP. In 1997, the NRC (1997) suggested a coordinated social science research program to 
address similar data gaps regarding consumptive and non-consumptive uses of wolves in Alaska. 
Our report provides many of the details of such a research program. In particular, our report 
provides details and examples of the economic methods for quantifying wolf related visitor 
spending and benefits, hunter spending and benefits, and passive-use values. This report also 
outlines several study plans to provide these values that are needed for informing local and 
regional wolf management strategies. 
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Economic Values of Wolves in Denali National Park and Preserve (DNPP): 
Concepts, Literature Synthesis, Data Gaps and Study Plan 

 
I. Study Purpose  

Wolf management has proven controversial, whether in Alaska or in the lower 48 states 

of the U.S. (Huey, 2016). The controversy in Alaska resulted in the Natural Research Council 

(part of the National Academy of Sciences), evaluating wildlife management in Alaska in the 

1990s with particular attention to wolves and their prey (NRC, 1997). The overall conclusion 

of the committee with regard to economics was that there are several information gaps that 

need to be filled before a complete economic analysis of wolf management can be 

performed. In the intervening years, wolf management has continued to be a source of often 

heated debate with many different stakeholders. Specifically, management of wolves at the 

boundaries of protected areas, such as National Parks and Preserves, has been subject to on-

going debate and attention with ample rhetoric, but there has been a lack of quantitative 

evidence regarding economic valuation to inform management decisions (Borg 2015). The 

purpose of this study is to define specific data gaps related to wolf economic values in and 

around Denali National Park and Preserve  and present a plan for addressing the current data 

gaps. Therefore, this study does the following: (1) describes the types of economic values 

associated with wolves in the Denali National Park and Preserve area (DNPP) area; (2) 

describes the methods available to measure these values; (3) defines the current state of 

empirical knowledge on these values; (4) identifies data gaps that need to be filled in order to 

quantify economic trade offs in wolf management in and adjacent to DNNP, and (5) proposes 

study plans to estimate the most relevant economic values of wolves in DNPP and the 

surrounding area.  
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II. Types of Economic Values and Methods for Quantifying Them 

A. Types of Economic Values 

Willingness to pay and Consumer Surplus 

Benefits are defined in benefit-cost analysis as what a consumer or producer would pay to 

have or retain access to a private or public good. Economists call this net willingness to pay 

(WTP), or willingness to pay over and above costs. This concept is also known as consumer 

surplus and producer surplus (USWRC, 1983; OMB, 1992; 2000; EPA, 2000; Freeman, 2003). 

Price is the willingness to pay for one more unit of the good. The absence of price does not mean 

absence of value; if a good provides a person (not necessarily everybody) with 

enjoyment/satisfaction and is scarce, it has an economic value (Schuhmann and Schwabe, 

2000:4). As Office of Management and Budget (1992:7) notes, “[P]rices sometimes do not 

adequately reflect the true value of a good to society.” This is certainly the case of many natural 

resources, which are purposely non-marketed. For example, the fact that wildlife is not privately 

owned but held in public trust by government agencies does not diminish the fact that these 

species have an economic value to people. In the case of wildlife, the general concept of net 

WTP or consumer surplus applies, since the market price is zero for many species, or prices exist 

for just one attribute of the species (e.g., meat or fur or license).  

While WTP is the measure of benefits to the user (hunter, viewer), there may also be 

spin-off economic effects in terms of jobs in a local community related to wildlife viewing, 

hunting, or trapping. Economists refer to these as local or regional economic impacts. The term 

local can be a community, county or borough when the data are available at that level of detail. 
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In some cases, the term regional indicates a substantial part of a state. In some cases, economic 

impact analysis can be conducted for an entire state.  

While much past economic analysis performed by federal agencies such as the United 

States Department of Agriculture Forest Service (USFS) or National Park Service (NPS) has 

emphasized economic impacts, these agencies are broadening their analysis to include net WTP 

for non-market resources as well. One of the reasons for this has been an increasing emphasis on 

valuing ecosystem services. The economic value of ecosystem services is the consumer surplus 

or cost savings arising from the benefits that an ecosystem provides people. Wildlife viewing and 

harvest of wildlife (hunting and trapping) are considered ecosystem services of wildlife. A 

complete economic analysis will consider an economic impact analysis to a regional or state 

economy and a benefit cost analysis of the benefits to the users themselves. In a sense there are 

two beneficiaries of wildlife management: (a) tourism related businesses—guides, hotels, etc. 

and (b) the hunters/trappers and viewers themselves. A complete economic analysis will include 

both.   

Use Values: The economic value of market goods and recreational resources  

For decades, people have recognized that many wildlife species provide direct use values to 

hunters and non-consumptive wildlife viewers (Loomis, et al. 1984). These benefits are 

measured by their net WTP or consumer surplus.  As can be seen in Figure 1, which uses hunting 

as an example, the demand curve represents the incremental or marginal benefits to a hunter 

from additional hunting trips. As described in the methods section below, the major “price” of a 

trip is the travel costs to the site (especially for residents where the license cost is low and the 

license allows for numerous trips).  
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The amount the hunter would pay over and above the actual travel costs incurred is a 

measure of their consumer surplus. Essentially, they would have been willing to pay a higher 

cost on the first trip rather than not go hunting (much like most coffee drinkers would pay a great 

deal more than the price for the first cup of coffee in the morning than for the second or third 

cup). Each additional trip has less and less consumer surplus, until the travel cost of the trip 

equals the incremental (marginal) benefit of another trip. At that point they stop taking trips as 

the cost of another trip exceeds their benefit.   

 
 

 
 

The amount the hunter actually spends (travel cost (TCo) times the number of trips (To)), is the 

expenditure used in a regional economic model to estimate jobs and wages resulting from the 

hunter expenditures. 1 

 

                                                 
1 The regional economic model used to convert hunter/viewer spending into regional income and employment is 
known as an input-output model. A commonly used input-output model is named IMPLAN for Impact Planning 
since estimating regional income and employment is known as economic impact analysis as distinct from economic 
efficiency analysis which is used in benefit-cost analysis.  

To   # Trips 

TCo 

To   # Trips To   # Trips 
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Existence/Passive-Use/Non-Use Values 

As first noted in 1967 (Krutilla, 1967) and empirically demonstrated beginning in the 

early 1980s (Brookshire, et al. 1983), wildlife also has an existence value to people who may 

never see the species in the wild. These people are often willing to pay for protection of these 

species. Other people would pay for protection of habitats for wildlife species to keep the 

wildlife species protected for future generations. This is known as bequest value. Evidence of 

existence and bequest values may be expressed in donations to conservation groups such as the 

World Wildlife Fund as well as donations to numerous state “Non-Game Wildlife check-offs” on 

State Income Tax forms. These passive-use values are recognized in federal natural resource 

damage assessment, when the U.S. District Court of Appeals in 1997 termed existence and 

bequest values “passive-use values” (Ohio v. U.S. Department of Interior, 880 F. 2d. 432, 444 

(D.C. Cir. 1989)). Also called non-use values, these values are considered compensable damages 

arising from environmental damages (e.g., old hardrock mines) under the Superfund legislation 

as well as oil spills under the Oil Pollution Act of 1990.  

In the case of wolves, research summarized below, indicates that people living hundreds 

of miles away from wolf habitat (e.g., southeastern U.S.) would still pay something to know 

there is a viable population of wolves today and that protection of this population and its habitat 

would provide wolf populations for future generations.    

 

B. Methods for Quantifying Economic Values 

Travel Cost and Valuation Methods 

Economists have developed several methods for estimating the use and passive-use 

values of wildlife. In this section we review each of these methods in detail.  The first method 
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reviewed (the travel cost method) is based on actual visitor travel behavior and is used to 

estimate recreation use benefits. Specifically, the travel cost method (TCM) uses variations in 

visitor travel costs and their associated trips taken to trace out a demand curve like the one 

shown in Figure 1. Once the demand curve is estimated, the net WTP or consumer surplus is 

calculated. TCM is a preferred method for estimating current use values because it is based on 

visitors actual travel behavior (travel cost and travel time incurred) to obtain their current 

wildlife experience. However, future visitor benefits might change with potential wildlife 

management alternatives that have not yet been implemented. The benefits of the future 

scenarios are difficult to quantify with TCM. In this case the contingent valuation method 

(CVM) may be a better tool in these cases where management actions may change the 

populations of wildlife and hence the magnitude of use value of wildlife. This method (described 

in more detail below) constructs a simulated market to ask visitors what the maximum amount 

they would pay (WTP) for each scenario associated with a potential management alternative.  

For example, visitors might be presented a “payment card” that has ten alternative increases in 

trip costs to visit an area where they could view twice as many wolves as they might typically 

see now. The visitor would be asked to circle the dollar amount that represents the maximum 

additional amount they would pay to visit this area where they could see twice as many wolves. 

Although the TCM and CVM approaches are very different techniques for estimating WTP, both 

TCM and CVM provide comparable estimates of WTP. In a review of more than a hundred 

recreation studies where both TCM and CVM were used, Carson, et al. 1996 found that the WTP 

derived from TCM and CVM were not statistically different from one another.  
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Details of the Travel Cost Method (TCM) for Estimating Recreation Benefits 

Travel Cost Method (TCM) is a method that uses variations in travel costs incurred by 

visitors living at different distances from the site and their corresponding number of trips taken 

to  statistically estimate a demand curve like that shown in Figure 1. From the demand curve, the 

consumer surplus or net WTP beyond the current cost is calculated (see Loomis and Walsh, 1997 

for details). The strength of this method is that it uses actual trips taken and actual travel costs to 

trace out the demand curve. Hence the measures of net WTP reflect actual behavior. Application 

of TCM can sometimes be accomplished using existing data (e.g. hunter zip codes found on 

hunting permits), but is typically performed using a short survey of hunters or viewers. This 

survey can be administered by the state fish and game agency during its post-season hunter 

survey. For example, in Idaho, this interagency approach was implemented by the Idaho Fish and 

Game in cooperation with the U.S. Forest Service (Donnelly, et al. 1985). TCM is a well 

established methodology as it has been used in nearly a hundred valuation studies of hunting and 

wildlife viewing conducted in the U.S., including many by state fish and game agencies, such as 

those in Alaska, California, and Idaho (Peterson, et al. 1992; Loomis, et al. 1989; Donnelly, et al. 

1985).  

 

Details of the Contingent Valuation Method (CVM) 

 CVM can provide information about the potential economic consequences of alternative 

possible management plans. CVM (and choice experiments) are the only methods that can 

estimate the non-visiting public’s WTP for existence/non-use or passive-use values. Since those 

not visiting have no trips and incur no travel costs, their WTP has to be ascertained by asking 

them in a constructed market or simulated voter referendum.   
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CVM measures the use values of hunting, trapping and viewing of wildlife by employing 

simulated or constructed market. The simulated or constructed market provides a well defined 

description of the good to be valued (e.g., a specific increase in harvest success rate or a specific 

increase in number of animals a viewer would see) and a means by which the hunter or viewer 

would pay for this improvement. The simulated or constructed market then gives the hunter or 

viewer an opportunity to “use the market” and indicate their willingness to pay (if any) for the 

improvement. Using the example of the payment card described above, a hunter would circle the 

maximum amount they would pay for a specific increase in harvest success rate next year. 

Likewise a wildlife viewer would circle the maximum they would pay to see a specific increase 

in the number of animals. The dollar amount circled would reflect their maximum WTP or 

consumer surplus for the specific increase presented in the survey.  

CVM is also more appropriate than TCM if visitors are on multiple destination trips in 

Alaska, where the travel cost to Alaska is not attributable to visiting just a single site or activity. 

In fact, most non-resident wildlife viewing tourists to Alaska may visit many different areas 

during their trip from home. This is especially true of visitors from the lower 48 states. Trying to 

attribute the travel cost to Alaska to any one site becomes problematic and hence the TCM is 

difficult to apply to wildlife viewing trips in Alaska.2   

Thus, in the case of multiple destination trips a CVM scenario can be developed that 

allows the researcher to focus on just the wildlife viewing experience for a particular species in a 

specific area. For example, a visitor to DNPP could be asked if they would pay a given amount 

more for the trip they have taken to DNPP if they could see twice as many wolves as they saw on 

                                                 
2 However, for big game hunting, many hunters do come to Alaska to hunt a specific species in a particular area. In 
this case the TCM would be applicable since the entire travel costs of the trip are attributable to hunting a particular 
species in a particular area. For hunters that come to Alaska to hunt multiple species in several different locations, 
then the CVM as described for wildlife viewing would be equally applicable to these multi-species hunters.  
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their current trip. This could be asked using the payment card that was described above, or a 

more preferred method the dichotomous choice approach. With this approach the dollar amount 

of the increase in trip cost is varied across the sample of visitors. For example, 10% of the 

sample could be asked if they would pay $10 more for a trip where they would see twice as 

many wolves, a different 10% of the sample could be asked $15 more per trip, and so on, until 

the last 10% of the sample might be asked $150 more per trip. The range of the dollar amounts 

presented would be pretested to make sure it covered the likely range of the visitor’s maximum 

WTP. By analyzing the percentage of visitors that would pay the differing dollar amounts, a 

quasi-demand curve or marginal benefit function similar to Figure 1 can be estimated. From this 

curve, the net WTP or consumer surplus can be calculated. The reason the dichotomous choice 

method is the preferred method is that a dichotomous choice WTP question format mimics a 

market: the person is simply asked if they would “buy” the good at the price stated like people 

actually do in nearly all markets in the U.S. Asking a person to circle the most they would pay 

for a good, as is done in a payment card format, is unusual in most markets, although it is used 

by many charities such as United Way, or conservation organizations.  

 

Methods for estimating Existence Values 

Another strong feature of CVM is its ability to measure the monetary amount of existence 

values for maintaining a specific number of animals in a particular location. With CVM, a 

simulated or constructed referendum is often used to ask non-visiting households whether they 

would vote to pay for a well-defined change in the population of a given wildlife species. The 

general public is sampled usually via a mail survey using an USPS address based sample to 
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ensure a random sample of whatever geographic area is being sampled.3 The reason that a mail 

survey is needed is that individuals must be provided with sufficient information on the species 

they are being asked about so as to provide an informed valuation. This information would 

include a map showing where the species of interest is located, and what the management action 

would be to “produce” an increase in the number of animals or to reverse a decline in their 

population. How wide a geographic area of households to sample is often determined by whether 

the species is only of state significance (i.e., it is found in many other states) or of national 

significance (i.e., it is found in few other places in the U.S.). Species that are federally listed 

T&E species or found on federal public lands suggest that a survey of the entire U.S. be done 

because the resource “belongs” to everyone in the U.S. Further, management of the species will 

likely be paid from federal appropriations financed by national taxes such as an income tax. 

Loomis (2000) summarizes several empirical studies that estimate how WTP values change with 

increasing distance to where the wildlife resource is located. This research suggests that WTP 

can be significant even at a distance of 1,000 miles from the resource.  

Even though the dollar amounts stated by people in response to a CVM survey are not 

actually paid, the method has shown to be reliable in test-retest reliability studies (Loomis, 1990; 

Reiling et al., 1990). Richardson and Loomis (2009) provide a listing of these passive-use value 

studies of wildlife and a meta-analysis of them as well.  

Chambers and Whitehead (2003) provide an example of using a CVM scenario to 

estimate the existence value of preserving wolves.  In their survey a Wolf Management Plan 

(WMP) is described to the household in the following way: the plan “…would include 

                                                 
3 A combination mail and internet survey is also used, where the address based sample is given the option of filling 
out the survey on-line via a URL in their letter. Our experience in two different surveys (one of the U.S. population 
and one of New Jersey households with solar panels) indicates that only about 20% of the households offered the 
option of both survey modes choose the internet survey option.  
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monitoring the population and health of wolves and preserving their habitat and that of their 

primary prey.” The respondents were informed that if the plan was passed, a stable wolf 

population goal of 1600 wolves would be sustained, and wolves would not be returned to the 

Threatened and Endangered species list in the near future. Respondents were asked if they would 

pay a one-time tax increase (of specified amount, $A) to fund this plan:  

“These management activities are expensive. New state money would be needed to fund 

the management plan. Suppose that a one-time tax increase of $A would be required from 

each Minnesota household to support and fund the wolf management plan. Would you be 

willing to pay the one-time tax increase of $A to fund the Wolf Management Plan?”   

As the researchers described in the study: 

 “The values of this tax increase were varied across surveys. Some respondents were 

asked if they would be willing to pay $5, others $25, $50, $75 or $100. The question was 

followed by three answer categories: yes, no, and don’t know.”  

Past research has shown recoding the “don’t know responses” to ‘no responses” increases 

the accuracy of the resulting WTP estimates (Loomis, 2014; Champ, et al. 1997; Champ et al. 

2009).  Chambers and Whitehead estimated the benefits to two different communities in 

Minnesota within the range of the wolves. Ely households would pay between $4.43 and $4.77 

(about $7 in $2014). St. Cloud residents were willing to pay between $20.15 and $21.49 (about 

$31 in $2014).  

 

Details of Choice Experiments 

In the last 15 years a number of economists have embraced a method called Choice 

Modeling (CM) or Choice Experiments (CE) or Attribute Based Modeling (Holmes and 
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Adamowicz, 2003). The method originated in the marketing literature, where it was called 

Conjoint Analysis. Conjoint Analysis had been used for more than three decades by market 

researchers to determine which characteristics of proposed products were most desired by 

consumers. Jordan Louviere was one of the pioneers in the marketing field, and his expertise has 

been applied in the application of non-market valuation as well (see Louviere, et al. 2000).  

The primary distinction between CE and CVM is how respondents are asked about their 

WTP. In contrast to a CVM survey where a WTP question is asked for a single “management 

action” program or policy, a CE survey presents the respondent with a set of alternative 

programs or management actions, each characterized by multiple attributes or characteristics 

(which can be thought of as different features) of a particular program. One characteristic of each 

alternative program is the cost of that program. Each respondent is typically asked to choose 

their most preferred alternative from a set of management alternatives.  Each choice set has a “no 

change/current condition/status quo” alternative usually placed adjacent to one or more proposed 

management action alternatives. The alternative chosen by the respondent is assumed to yield the 

highest benefits to the respondent. Much like CVM, the range of program costs or “prices” varies 

across the sample. However, unlike CVM, in a CE survey, the non-price characteristics or 

attributes of each alternative management program also changes across the sample. Because one 

of the attributes included in each alternative management program is a price or cost for the 

management program, the monetary value for each of the program’s attributes can be calculated. 

Thus with a CE survey, the analyst knows not only the total WTP for a possible management 

action but also how each feature (attribute or characteristic) is valued by the respondent.  

It is easiest to visualize the CE approach with an example. Figure 2 presents an example 

of a CE for valuation of river restoration on the Pawtuxet River in the state of Rhode Island. It is 
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a single choice task that would be presented to the respondent. A single survey might have two 

or three individual choice tasks. There are seven attributes for the choice task illustrated in 

Figure 2 (which is probably the upper limit on the number that most general public respondents 

can handle). Prior to this choice task, each of these attributes were explained to the respondent in 

more detail than is shown in the choice task table (Figure 2). Maps were provided to show what 

stretches of the river could be restored.  

The first alternative is to maintain the current status of the river with no restoration and 

has zero cost to the household. The other two alternatives show different levels of restoration and 

annual taxes and fees that a household would pay for the action.  

Figure 2. Example of a Choice Task for River Restoration  
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While this example has three alternatives (one “no action”—referred to as the Current 

Situation”, and two “action” alternatives—Project A or Project B), there are some advantages of 

having just one “action” alternative paired with the “no action” alternative. The levels assigned 

to each attribute reflect a realistic range of that attribute for the location and management actions 

being proposed. This range is determined by discussion with scientists and managers to 

encompass what is feasible to attain, and what is credible to respondents (as determined in focus 

groups and pretests). The number of levels for each attribute are chosen to allow for estimation 

of a regression coefficient of the attribute. However, there is a trade-off between the number of 

levels desired and the associated number of survey versions required. For example, if there are 

three non-price attributes with five levels each, seven levels of the cost attribute then there are 24 

survey versions that have to be printed and tracked. However, having a large number of cost 

levels is often critical to ensure enough variation in cost to estimate a statistically significant cost 

coefficient. If the cost coefficient is not significant, then the monetary values of the other 

attributes are non meaningful. Thus for survey implementation, 24 different versions of a survey 

would be printed.  

Printing costs may influence how the choice experiment is designed, whether to use 

CVM and the type of CVM WTP question to be used. For example, printing 24 versions of a 

choice experiment survey can be expensive (especially if color is used) as compared to printing 

just seven versions of a CVM dichotomous choice survey or just one version of the survey if a 

CVM payment card is used. With the payment card everyone gets the same survey, so the 

economies of scale at the printer lower the cost of printing surveys as well as simplifying the 
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mailing process. With a choice experiment not only must 24 versions of the survey be printed but 

there is complexity of tracking which person got which of the 24 choice experiment versions 

when doing follow up/repeat mailing to non-respondents.  

 

 Advantages and Disadvantages of CE versus CVM 

The primary advantage of CE for non-market environmental valuation is its ability to provide 

more detail of respondents’ valuation of the components of a particular policy or program than 

with CVM. CE can show the relative importance assigned to characteristics and derive estimated 

values associated with various levels of characteristics. The total value of a particular policy or 

program can also be calculated from a CE. This flexibility is particularly useful when policy 

makers or resource managers are uncertain about the final details of the program or policy at the 

time the survey is designed and implemented. As long as the likely range of the attribute levels 

are included in the survey versions, the value for any particular program can be calculated after 

the fact. There are two primary disadvantages of the CE approach: (a) survey implementation is 

more costly and complex due to the number of versions of the survey that need to be produced; 

(b) the available empirical evidence suggests that estimates of WTP from CE are greater than 

from CVM, a potentially worrisome problem (Stevens, et al. 2000; Richardson and Loomis, 

2009). 
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III. Uses and Users of DNPP  

A. Visitor Use of DNPP  

In 2014, over a half million visitors (531,315) came to DNPP. This is a significant increase 

in the last few years over the slightly more than 400,000 visits recorded in 2011 (Stynes and 

Ackerman 2011). About 2% of the visitors were local Alaskans living in the area, 7% were Alaska 

residents living elsewhere and 91% were non-residents (U.S. and International). An increasing 

sub-demographic of international visitors is apparent in DNPP, and particularly, those focused on 

wolf viewing, as demonstrated by a preliminary study of visitor behavior and preferences in 2016 

(Keller/NPS NRDS XX/2106). Visitors in this study are asked to allot preferences to wildlife 

viewing across an ungulate and meso-carnivore spectrum, as well as rank their importance to 

experiencing the “wilderness character” DNPP has to offer its backcountry visitors. Qualitative 

content analysis of structured interview material with these same surveyed visitors yields a 

primary theme of dissatisfaction of not seeing wolves. Deploying this theme as a factor in 

ANOVA yields especially significant loadings (r = .77; p < 0.1) with individual’s relative rating 

of the importance of wolves for their overall DNPP wilderness experience.  This preliminary study 

points to the need of including visitors to DNPP both on and off the shuttle and tour buses in a 

wolf viewing valuation study.  

 

B. Visitor Interest in Wildlife Viewing in General and Wolves 

Wildlife Viewing  

Wildlife viewing is one of the two primary reasons people come to DNPP. The exact 

percentages vary from study to study and depend on the residence of the visitors. According to 

Fix, et al. (2013), only 20% of Alaskan residents cited wildlife viewing as the main reason for 
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visiting DNPP (sightseeing and hiking were equally important at about 20% each). In comparison, 

they found that over half of the rest of U.S. visitors and international tourists cited wildlife 

viewing as the main purpose of their trip. When analyzing NPS Visitor Services Project (VSP) 

data Mani, et al. (2012) found that the most common activities in DNPP were viewing scenery 

(88%) and viewing wildlife (80%). These two percentages are similar for first time and repeat 

visitors, indicating that wildlife is a factor drawing people back to DNPP. Manning and Hallo 

(2010) found that the single most important experience for visitors on the Denali National Park 

road was seeing wildlife (70%). Related to this, visitors thought not seeing “enough wildlife” and 

“too few animals along the road” were a problem (50%, and 53%, respectively). This suggests that 

the quality of the visitor experience is influenced by the number of animals seen regardless of 

whether the animals seen were one of the “Big 5” species (grizzly bears, wolves, caribou, Dall 

sheep and moose).  

 

Wolves  

Just how important is wolf viewing to visitor satisfaction?  A 2012 survey in DNPP found that, 

while wolves were seen by about 26% of the visitors, seeing a wolf was a statistically significant 

contribution to wildlife viewing satisfaction (Skibins, et al. 2012). However, the contribution of 

wolves toward wildlife viewing satisfaction was not statistically different than was the contribution of 

moose, despite the fact that moose were seen two-thirds of the time.  

 

IV. Economic Impacts Associated with DNPP and Wildlife Viewing 

Economic impact analyses evaluate the direct and indirect effects of spending by visitors living 

outside the economic impact area. Specifically, positive economic impacts arise when visitors living 
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outside the geographic impact area, visit the economic impact area and spend money inside the 

economic impact area. In essence, these visitors living outside the impact area inject “new” money 

into the impact area by their spending in the impact area.  

There have been two economic impact studies of DNPP in recent years. The first was the 

economic impact study by Stynes and Ackerman (2010) which was based on 2008 visitation data 

(432,309 visitors). This study evaluated two impact areas: (a) the State of Alaska as a whole; (b) the 

DNPP region. To evaluate the positive economic impact that visitors to DNPP have on the State of 

Alaska economy as a whole, the study focused on the spending of non-Alaskan resident visitors (rest 

of the U.S. and international) while visiting DNPP. In 2008 these non-resident visitors’ spending 

supported 2,319 jobs with $77.4 million in wages and an additional $48.52 million in other income 

(profits, rents and indirect business taxes) in the State of Alaska.  

Stynes and Ackerman also estimated the economic impact of DNPP visitor spending to just the 

Denali Region (defined as the Denali Borough). For this analysis, Alaska resident spending inside the 

Denali Region represents new money injected into the Denali Region because nearly all Alaska 

residents live outside the Denali Region. In 2008, spending by Alaskan residents, rest of U.S. 

residents and international tourists supported an estimated 1,491 jobs in the Denali Region. This was 

associated with $45.4 million in wages and $26 million in other income (profits, rents and indirect 

business taxes).  

A more recent study using the much higher 2014 visitation rate to DNPP numbers (531,315 

visits)4 and improved economic impact modeling calculated significantly higher positive economic 

impacts. Specifically, the results indicated that visitor spending supported 6,800 jobs with $249.4 

                                                 
4 2014 visitation data from http://www.nps.gov/dena/learn/management/statistics.htm 
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million in labor income and an additional $231 million in other income (profits, rents and indirect 

business taxes (Cullinane, et al. 2015).    

 

Total Economic Impacts Attributable to Wolves 

As noted by Iverson and Borg, “Currently, there is no accurate assessment of how many people 

visit the park primarily for the purpose of viewing wolves”. This is an important data gap to fill 

because even if a few percentage points of the Denali Borough jobs or the State of Alaska jobs were 

directly related to visitors coming primarily to see wolves, it could amount to several hundred jobs.  
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V. Economic Benefits (WTP) Associated with DNPP Wildlife Viewing 

In terms of economic values, McCollum, et al. (1998) found that visitor benefits (as measured by 

WTP) increased with wildlife viewing success. In particular, WTP rose from $47.58 per person per 

day trip ($70 in $2014) to $63.49 ($94 in $2014) when a trip involved the visitor seeing all of the Big 

5 species (Grizzly bear, caribou, Dall Sheep, moose and wolf), and when the number of individual Big 

5 animals seen increased from an average of 6 individual Big 5 animals to 21 individual Big 5 

animals. This suggests that the probability of seeing a species such as a wolf and the number of 

wolves seen likely has a significant effect on wildlife viewing benefits.  

 

VI. The Importance of Wildlife and Wolves in Alaska  

Given the very limited information on the economic impacts and values of wolves in DNPP we 

synthesized the economic information on wolf values in the entire state of Alaska.  

 

A. Uses of Wildlife in Alaska  

ECONorthwest (2014b) surveyed Alaskan residents and found that well over 50% of respondents 

felt that wildlife was either “extremely important or very important” to their reason for living in 

Alaska and their quality of life. Alaskans interact with wildlife through hunting (about 100,000 

participants) and wildlife viewing (about 200,000 participants). Of the residents that hunt, slightly less 

than 10% hunt wolves (moose are the most commonly hunted species). Of the visitors coming to hunt 

in Alaska, about 20% come to hunt wolves (ECONorthwest, 2014b). However, the vast majority of 

visitors (90%) that come to Alaska do so to view rather than hunt wildlife. Among Alaska residents 

and visitors to Alaska, 25% of residents and 40% of non-residents wanted to see wolves on their 

wildlife viewing trips.  
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The ECONorthwest (2014b) report briefly summarized what is known from secondary sources 

about trapping in Alaska, as too few residents participated in trapping to make a survey feasible. In 

particular, less than 1% of hunters in Alaska are trappers (ECONorthwest, 2014b:29). The 

ECONorthwest (2014b:30) report also indicates that Alaska contains plentiful areas for traplines. Data 

obtained by ECONorthwest (2014b:30) indicated that the total estimated value of fur trapping in 

Alaska in 2010-2011 was $1.54 million with lynx representing about half the value, and wolves 

representing about $175,000.  

 Dorendorf (2015) conducted a mail survey of trappers in the interior of Alaska (the geographic 

area spanning Delta Junction, McGrath, Fairbanks and Fort Yukon). Across the entire sample of 344 

active trappers who returned surveys Dorendorf (2015:30) noted that “Outdoor recreation formed the 

most important motivation to trap in interior Alaska.” He also noted that “…economic and subsistence 

uses of wildlife scored the least important motivations to trap in this study.” (Dorendorf, 2015:31). In 

contrast to EcoNW (2014b), perceptions of interior Alaska trappers in Dorendorf’s survey reported 

that finding access to land for trapping was difficult.  

 To further investigate the motivations of trappers, Dorendorf performed a cluster analysis of his 

data. This analysis statistically grouped trappers based on their primary motivations for trapping. 

Dorendorf found there were four types of trappers: (1) a recreation group (by far the largest group at 

40% of the sample); (2) a solitary group (the second largest group); (3) a subsistence group; (4) a 

wildlife management group. The recreation group is distinguished by their desire to participate in 

trapping as a way to get exercise and appreciate nature. In contrast, trapping was part of a lifestyle to 

the subsistence trappers. Dorendorf (2015: 34) noted that in small remote villages, fur was used for 

“…cultural crafts and ceremonies as well as a source of income in the winter”. The “solitary” trappers 

were distinguished by trapping as an individual activity (as opposed to group or social activity) with 
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solitude as the primary motivating factor. Finally, the wildlife management group of trappers was 

motivated in part by the desire to reduce predators for the species the trappers hunted (e.g., moose and 

caribou). In sum, trappers are not a homogenous group. For many, trapping is a means to other ends, 

is not heavily dependent on the abundance of the target species.  

 

B. Economic Impacts of Wildlife Viewing and Hunting in Alaska  

Miller and McCollum (1997) studied non-resident visitor expenditures and net WTP of visitors 

beyond their expenses. These authors used a diary survey of non-resident visitors including those that 

were taking trips for multiple purposes (i.e., for some visitors wildlife viewing was only a secondary 

trip purpose). Given the topic of our study, we focused on the subset of non-resident visitors that came 

to Alaska primarily to view wildlife. The total trip expenditures of non-resident visitors who came to 

Alaska primarily to view wildlife were $3,982 in 1994 ($6,361 in $2014). 

ECONorthwest (2014a,b) performed a survey of both Alaska residents and non-resident visitors to 

Alaska about their use and spending related to hunting and wildlife viewing. The economic activity 

associated with wildlife viewing and hunting was measured in these studies by resident and non-

resident visitor spending. Economic impacts were measured by jobs supported by the activity. 

Hunting expenditures by residents and non-resident visitors supports $457 million in wages associated 

with 8,400 jobs statewide (Table 1). This hunting activity also provides $112 million in various types 

of revenue to local and state governments in Alaska. Wildlife viewing provides $976 million in wages 

to 18,820 workers statewide (Table 1). In addition $231 million in revenues are provided to various 

levels of government in the State of Alaska.  
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Table 1. Economic Activity Associated with Wildlife Viewing and Hunting in Alaska and Denali 
National Park and Preserve (Denali NP&P), Alaska. There are several blank cells as not all the 
studies reported economic activity or economic impacts consistently. 
 _________________________________________________________________ 

Area/Activity 
Per Visitor 

Spending per 
Trip 

Total 
Jobs Reference 

    
Alaska    

Wildlife Viewing  18,820 (ECONorthwest, 2014a) 
Wildlife Viewing $6,361  Miller & McCollum (1997) 
Hunting  8,400 (ECONorthwest, 2014a) 
    

Denali NP & P    
Wildlife Viewing  2,319 Stynes & Ackerman 

(2010) 
 _________________________________________________________________ 

 

C. Economic Values of Non-Resident’s Wildlife Viewing and Hunting in Alaska 

Miller and McCollum (1997) surveyed non-resident visitors after their trips to Alaska were 

completed and asked if the trip was worth more than what they spent. The average additional WTP of 

a primary purpose wildlife viewing trip in Alaska was estimated (Miller and McCollum (1997: page 

C-21) at $422 in 1997 ($674 in 2014 dollars). The net WTP dropped to $310 ($495 in $2014) for 

those that saw no big game (but did see other species such as birds). For those that saw at least one 

wolf, the net WTP was $539 ($861 in $2014). A simplified comparison of the value of seeing a wolf 

might be the difference in trip value from seeing a wolf and not seeing any big game. Using this 

simplified comparison, the additional value from seeing a wolf on a non-resident trip taken primarily 

for wildlife viewing would be $238 ($366 in $2014).  

The survey also asked non-residents about the economic value of a future trip “…where you could 

expect to see a pack of wolves either from the ground or from an airplane.” (Miller and McCollum, 

1997: page E-11). A dichotomous choice CVM WTP question was designed to elicit an ex-ante future 
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WTP, similar to what economists would call an option price for future viewing use. The net WTP per 

trip to see a pack of wolves on a future trip was $212 ($339 in $2014). The authors termed this value a 

gross WTP and used it to measure the potential demand for future wildlife viewing activity. This 

value per trip is similar to what was calculated above as the additional value of seeing a wolf on a 

wildlife viewing trip. Using a CVM survey, ECONorthwest, (2014b) estimated that non-residents’ net 

WTP was $765 for a hunting trip and $858 for a wildlife viewing trip to Alaska. 

 

D. Economic Values of Alaska Residents for Wildlife Viewing and Hunting in Alaska 

ECONorthwest (2014b) used CVM to estimate residents’ net WTP of $438 per trip for hunting 

trips and $268 per trip for viewing trips. While the value per trip to Alaska residents is smaller than 

for non-residents cited in the prior section, the larger number of trips taken by Alaska residents results 

in annual resident hunting benefits of $4,828 and $8,050 for viewing, quite a bit larger than non-

resident’s annual values. The National Research Council (NRC, 1997: 150), using unpublished data, 

reports that Alaskan residents’ net WTP specifically for wolf hunting was $1500 ($2,212 in $2014). 

This is notably greater than the value of moose hunting of $181 ($273 in $2014) and $168 ($253 in 

$2014) for caribou hunting.   

An additional CVM question was asked by ECONorthwest (2014b) to estimate how much 

respondents’ economic value of a wildlife viewing trip would increase if they could visit an area 

specifically managed for wildlife, such that they would be assured of seeing one or more species 

particularly important to them. While the authors of the report indicate the question was not as precise 

and concrete as would have been desirable, they felt it was indicative of the extra value of a 

“successful” wildlife viewing trip for species of importance to the respondent. The additional WTP 

beyond the current trip was $400 per household for non-resident visitors and $150 more for Alaskan 
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residents. It would seem that this type of question is particularly relevant for valuing improved 

wildlife viewing in Denali NP & Preserve. While the specific question scenario and wording could be 

improved, the refined question could be included in future Visitor Service Project (VSP) surveys in 

Alaska national parks.  

As part of the survey, ECONorthwest (2014b) asked about general willingness to pay into a 

wildlife conservation fund to maintain current wildlife populations and their habitat in Alaska. Their 

report acknowledged that the question did not specify the decline in wildlife populations that would 

occur in absence of this payment. But the authors felt the results nevertheless provided some sense of 

the values of wildlife conservation in general. The survey responses indicated that Alaskan residents 

would pay $59 per year to maintain wildlife in general, while non-resident visitors would pay $32 per 

year. Alaska residents were also asked if they would pay for wildlife conservation to maintain the 

current population and habitat for four types of wildlife (Brown Bears, Seabirds, Caribou and Moose). 

Alaska residents indicated they would pay $40 a year for Brown bears, $90 a year for seabirds, $53 

per year for caribou, and $46 per year for moose.  The results provide some information on relative 

values of these four different types of wildlife. To increase the usefulness for economic analysis the 

WTP questions could be improved upon, and wolves included as a species in future surveys.  

 

E. Summary of Resident and Non-resident Values for Viewing and Hunting in Alaska 

Table 2 summarizes studies to date on economic values of viewing wildlife and wolves, as well as big 

game hunting, and wolf hunting. While non-resident hunting and viewing values are similar, resident 

hunting values per trip are substantially larger (Table 2). However, as noted in the text, there are twice 

as many wildlife viewers than hunters (ECONorthwest, 2014b:15). Wolf hunting by residents has a 

very high value per trip, but the total number of hunters is quite limited.   
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Table 2. Economic Values of Wildlife or Wolf Viewing and Hunting in the State of Alaska and 
Denali National Park and Preserve, Alaska, USA. ($2014) 
    ____________________________________________________________________ 

Area/Activity 
Per 
Visitor 
WTP/Trip 

Reference 

Alaska   
Non-resident Viewing $674 Miller & McCollum 
Non-resident Viewing $858 (ECONorthwest, 2014b) 
Resident Viewing $268 (ECONorthwest, 2014b) 
Residents Wolf Viewing $288 NRC Report 
Non-resident Wolf Viewing $339 Miller & McCollum 
   
Resident Hunting $438 (ECONorthwest, 2014b) 
Resident Hunting $247 NRC Report 
Non-resident Hunting $765 (ECONorthwest, 2014b) 
Non-resident Hunting $650 NRC Report 
Residents Wolf Hunting $2,212 NRC Report 
Non-resident Wolf Hunting $518 NRC Report 
   

Denali NP & P   
Wildlife Viewing $94 McCollum, et al 

    ____________________________________________________________________
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VII. Visitation and Economic Impacts of Wolf Viewing in Yellowstone National Park (YNP)  

The only studies that have estimated the economic impacts associated with wolf viewing itself (as 

distinct from wildlife viewing in general) have taken place in Yellowstone National Park (YNP). 

Duffield, et al (2008) estimated that 1.5% of spring visitors to YNP and 5% of fall visitors specifically 

came to view wolves in YNP. Applying this percentage of visitor use to YNP total visitation and 

multiplying by average visitor spending in YNP yields $35 million annually. However, even among 

visitors who come to YNP for reasons other than to view wolves, Duffield et al’s (2008) visitor data 

from the summer of 2005 indicates that 44% of the general visitors stated that wolves were one of the 

animals they most wanted to see on a trip to YNP. Wolves ranked as the second most important 

species to view (slightly below grizzly bears).  

In a 1993 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) study for the Final EIS on wolf reintroduction, 

a contingent behavior or intended behavior question was used to estimate the increase in visitation (if 

any) from a recovered wolf population in YNP. The study found that reintroduction would result in an 

estimated 10% average increase in visitation to YNP by residents of MT, ID and WY and 4.8% 

increase in visitation among those visitors living outside of the three states.  
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VIII. Visitors’ Use and Existence Value of Wolves in YNP 

Duffield et al (1991) and Duffield (1992) conducted surveys of visitors to estimate their Total 

Economic Value (composed of use and existence values) for wolves in YNP. This section reviews the 

Total Economic Value (TEV) of visitors and the next section reviews the TEV of non-visiting 

households. Duffield’s two studies utilized the contingent valuation method (CVM) to estimate the 

existence value portion of a visitor’s value. He used visitors’ willingness to pay (WTP) for a lifetime 

membership in a trust fund (what he also refers to as a donation) to support wolf reintroduction in 

YNP. The visitors are told that wolf recovery may reduce populations of deer, elk, bison and moose in 

YNP so they are informed of this trade off when answering the CVM WTP question for wolves.  

The particular type of CVM used was a dichotomous choice method, where a visitor answers 

either “Yes, I would pay that amount for a membership” or “No, I would not”. The dollar amount of 

the membership was varied across the sample, so essentially a quasi-demand curve for wolf recovery 

was estimated. The use of the dichotomous choice method was a strong feature of this study. However 

as was common at the time, the survey told respondents that the scenario was a hypothetical situation. 

In the last 10 years CVM researchers no longer use the term hypothetical, but rather emphasize that 

the respondent’s answer could have real consequences to policy decisions made and the likelihood of 

actual payment in the future. Telling respondents that the survey is hypothetical has the potential to 

result in increased hypothetical bias in the form of inflated WTP estimates (Carson and Groves, 2007).  

Thus the reader should keep in mind this concern when interpreting the absolute magnitude of the 

WTP estimates.   

The results of the Duffield et al. (1991) study estimated that median WTP (the amount that 50% of 

the visitors would pay) was $15.38 ($27.86 in $2014) for visitors living in MT, ID and WY and 

$20.27 ($36.71 in $2014) for visitors living in the rest of U.S.  However, some of these visitors have 
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relatively higher values for wolf reintroduction, and this is reflected in a higher mean WTP. Even 

truncating the upper end of the WTP distribution at the highest dollar amount asked in the survey 

($300), the mean WTP was $62 ($112 in $2014) for visitors from MT, ID and WY and $97 ($176 in 

$2014) for visitors from the rest of the U.S.  

Using two different innovative methods to separate TEV into use and existence value, Duffield et 

al. (1991) found that MT, ID, and WY visitors’ existence value for wolves ranged between 46% and 

61% of their TEV. Using the same procedures, the existence value of out-of-region visitors ranged 

from 74% to 75% of their TEV for wolves. The fact that much of the TEV is existence value, even for 

visitors, suggests the importance of including existence value for wolves and not just focusing on 

visitor use values when calculating the societal or national benefits of maintaining and protecting wolf 

populations.  

Duffield (1992) did a follow up CVM study of visitors to YNP the following year using basically 

the same procedure as the year before except for one important difference. An innovative feature of 

the Duffield (1992) study of the divisive issue of wolf reintroduction was to the tailor the CVM WTP 

question to whether the respondent initially indicated they were in favor of or opposed wolf 

reintroduction. If they favored it, they were asked what they would pay into a trust fund to support 

wolf recovery. If they opposed it, the respondent was asked what they would pay into a trust fund 

where the money would be used to oppose wolf reintroduction.  

In this CVM study Duffield (1992) estimated that YNP visitors favoring wolf 

recovery/reintroduction have a median WTP into the trust fund of $23 ($40 in $2014) to aid wolf 

recovery. Those visitors opposed to wolf recovery/reintroduction had a median donation of $1.68 

($2.82 in $2014) to a trust fund for a policy effort to stop wolf reintroduction.  Given that there were 

nearly three times as many visitors that would purchase a wolf recovery membership (i.e., donate to 
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the pro-wolf trust fund) as there were visitors who opposed, the overall median WTP is quite similar 

to the $40 in 2014 dollars. Once again, the mean WTP was substantially higher than the median WTP. 

In particular, those favoring wolf reintroduction would pay on average $65 ($113 in $2014) while 

those opposing would pay $21.24 ($37 in $2014). Consistent with the previous summer survey, about 

three-quarters of the overall visitor TEV was existence value, once again illustrating the importance of 

including existence values. The conclusion of these economic studies that ask respondents either WTP 

to support wolf recovery or WTP to oppose wolf recovery is that while there is certainly a segment of 

visitors that do not favor wolves, in the aggregate, the benefits to those that want wolves are 

substantially large than those that do not. Specifically, the mean WTP of visitors favoring wolves is 

three times larger compared to those opposed to wolves ($65 versus $21), and there are three times as 

many visitors favoring wolves than opposing wolves. Taken together, the aggregate WTP of visitors 

favoring wolves is nine times that of those opposed to wolves. Thus the benefits to those visitors 

favoring wolves outweigh the reduction in benefits to those visitors opposed to wolves.  

 

IX. Use and Existence Value of U.S. Households for Wolves 

A. Yellowstone NP Wolf Reintroduction Program 

Duffield, et al. (1993) conducted a phone CVM survey of households in the Greater Yellowstone 

Area (GYA)—made up of the counties in ID, MT and WY contiguous to YNP (the primary area of 

the wolf reintroduction). As part of the same study, the same CVM survey was conducted on a sample 

of U.S. households living outsides of the GYA. The same structure of CVM WTP questions were 

asked of households as was done for visitors: those who stated they were in favor of wolf 

reintroduction were asked their WTP for it, and those opposed were asked what they would pay to 

prevent wolf reintroduction. As in the visitor survey, households were told the CVM WTP questions 
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were hypothetical, something no longer done in CVM surveys. Thus, the reader should keep in mind 

that there is a potential for the absolute magnitude of the WTP estimates to be somewhat higher than 

would otherwise be the case had respondents not been told the survey was hypothetical.  

Given this CVM study design with two geographic areas (GYA and rest of the U.S.) and two WTP 

questions (one for those respondents favoring wolf reintroduction and one for those opposing wolf 

reintroduction), there are four WTP estimates. The estimates are:  

a. GYA local residents WTP for wolf reintroduction of $22.69 ($38 in $2014), with an n=189. 

b. GYA local resident WTP to oppose wolf reintroduction of $2.63 ($4.45 in $2014), with an n=212. 

c. Rest of U.S. households WTP for wolf reintroduction of $8 ($13.50 in $2014), with an n=753. 

d. Rest of U.S. households WTP to oppose wolf reintroduction of 16 cents with an n=368.  

As can be seen in these four estimates of WTP, those in favor of wolf reintroduction have a WTP 

that is nearly ten times higher than those opposed. While the number of households in the GYA are 

nearly evenly split for and against, in the rest of the U.S. there is nearly a two to one split in favor of 

wolf reintroduction. Combining the respective WTP’s and sample proportions, the aggregate benefits 

are overwhelmingly positive. The aggregate benefits range from at least $12 million ($20 million in 

$2014) to $38 million ($64 million in $2014), with the range dependent on different aggregation 

assumptions made by Duffield, et al. 

A slight re-analysis of the Duffield et al. (1993) CVM study results were used by the USFWS in 

its Final EIS on the reintroduction of gray wolves into Yellowstone National Park and Central Idaho. 

The inclusion of households use and passive-use/non-use values in the EIS provides evidence that 

federal agencies feel the CVM methodology in general, and its specific implementation in the wolf 

study, contributes valuable information to the wolf management policy decisions.   
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B. Wolf Habitat Protection in Minnesota 
Chambers and Whitehead (2003) estimated the benefits of protecting wolf habitat for two different 

communities in Minnesota within the range of the wolves by using a CVM survey of households (this 

study was described in detail in the prior section entitled Methods for Quantifying Economic Values). The 

results indicated that Ely, Minnesota households would pay between $4.43 and $4.77 (about $7 in $2014) 

“… for protecting wolf habitat and that of wolves primary prey.” St. Cloud, Minnesota residents were 

willing to pay between $20.15 and $21.49 (about $31 in $2014) for the same public good.  

Table 3 summarizes the Total Economic Values in the literature reviewed above. As might be 

expected, visitor values are substantially about household values. Values of households that live nearer 

wolves are higher than households that live away from wolves.  

   

Table 3. Total Economic Values (use and non-use/existence and bequest values) that the visitors and 
households would pay to either reintroduce wolves into the GYE or protect wolf habitat and their prey to 
maintain stable wolf populations in Minnesota ($2014) 
____________________________________________________________ 
Location One time WTP Authors 

Yellowstone NP   
Visitors living near GYE* $112 Duffield, et al. 1991 
Visitors living in rest of US $176 Duffield, et al. 1991 
Visitors living in rest of US $113 Duffield 1993 
Households living near GYE $38 Duffield, et al. 1993 
Households in living in rest of US $13.50 Duffield, et al. 1993 

   
Minnesota   

Ely MN Households $7 Chambers & Whitehead  
St. Cloud Households $31 Chambers & Whitehead  

____________________________________________________________ 
* GYE is Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, generally counties in Idaho, Montana and Wyoming 
contiguous to Yellowstone National Park. 
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C. Summary of Data Gaps 
While the report to this point indicates that some information exists on the economic value of wolves in 2 

areas in the lower 48, and for Alaska in general, little is known about the economic value of wolves in and 

around DNPP. Wolves in and around DNPP are likely to provide economic benefits to: (a) an unknown 

number of visitors coming to the DNPP primarily to view wolves; (b) the general public of the U.S. 

through existence values of a self sustaining wolf population in DNPP; (c) wolf hunters around DNPP and 

(d) trappers around DNPP.  In the following sections we identify the types of studies needed to quantify 

the economic benefits that wolves provide to these four different stakeholder groups.  

A. Data Gaps About Visitors to Denali NP and Preserve (DNPP)  

 i. What percent and how many visitors to DNPP come for the primary purpose of 

viewing wolves? 

 ii. What expectations did people bring to DNPP about viewing wolves? 

 iii. What basic knowledge do visitors have regarding the wolf population in DNPP? In 

Alaska? In the U.S.?iv. What are the expenditures of these visitors in the DNPP region and State of 

Alaska? 

v. Did these visitors see a wolf, and if yes, how many? 

vi.  If they saw a wolf, what are these visitors’ net WTP for their experience? 

vii. If they did not see a wolf, what are these visitors’ net WTP to be certain they would see 

at least one wolf? 

viii. How would their trips to DNPP change if they could see a specific increase in the 

number of wolves?  

ix. How would their net WTP increase if they could see a specific increase in the number 

of wolves? 
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x. How do visitors divvy preferences for wolf and other wildlife viewing? 

xi. How do visitors perceive the notion of paying for wolves? 

xii. What is the intrinsic value of wolves for visitors to DNPP? And broadly, in the U.S.? 

 

 

 

D. Data Gaps about Big Game Hunting and Trapping around DNPP 

Hunters 

As noted by NRC (1997) little is known about big game (caribou and moose) hunters around 

DNPP. In particular it would be important to know what percentages of hunters’ motivations are 

primarily: (1) harvesting for meat; (2) trophy hunts; (3) to be with family and friends; or (4) to be in 

the out of doors. This information would provide insights into how important the abundance of big 

game is for the decision to (1) purchase a big game hunting license; and (2) make multiple hunting 

trips. 

Trappers 

While ECONorthwest (2014b) indicated that not a great deal is known about Alaska trappers, that 

data gap has narrowed with the thesis of Dorendorf (2015) in August of 2015. This thesis provides 

significant amounts of information on motivations for trapping and determinants of trappers’ 

behavior. However, this effort covers Interior Alaska broadly, so segmenting Dorendorf’s data down 

to the geographic areas of interest (around the boundaries, particularly eastern boundary of DNPP 

would be needed to determine if the thesis contains sufficient data or a more localized survey is 

required).  
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C. Data Gaps about Household Use and Existence Values 

In its review of the Alaska predator control program the National Research Council (NRC is part 

of the National Academy of Sciences), stated that values of wolves include not only use values such as 

viewing, hunting, and fur but also non-use or passive-use or existence values to households that may 

never see a wolf in the wild (NRC, 1997:9). The NRC (1997: 9) states that the current magnitude of 

the existence values for wolves is not known because the necessary studies have not been conducted 

in Alaska or for the Alaskan wildlife species. The NRC indicates that the Contingent Valuation 

Method (CVM) is one of the only methods capable of estimating these existence values. The absence 

of information on existence values of wolves is an important gap to fill to improve wildlife 

management in Alaska. Along these lines the NRC (1997:12) recommends more social science 

research in Alaska is needed to support management decisions related to wolves.  

 

XI. Study Plan to Fill Data Gaps 

A. Visitor Surveys at Denali NP and Preserve 

The most straightforward approach to address existing data gaps would be to conduct a survey of 

visitors to DNPP. This survey will target three major visitor groups: those on a tour, those using a 

shuttle bus to camp or day hike, and those trekking overnight in the backcountry. The shuttle buses 

should be canvassed, to capture the diversity of day hikers, wildlife viewers, bikers, and international 

groups that populate the shuttles. The overnight backcountry users should be sampled due to the 

different expectations, especially regarding wilderness experience, they bring to DNPP. Finally, the 

tour buses should be canvassed for the dominant tour user type of higher income, age, American (non-

Alaskan) and white.  Following the design of prior DNPP wildlife surveys (McCollum, et al. 1998), 

we recommend distributing surveys during the last leg of the bus tour back to the entrance Visitor 
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Center. This time of survey distribution would: (a) minimize inconvenience to visitors’ experience; 

(b) provide the most reliable responses since they will have just experienced their trip so that recall 

bias would be at a minimum; (c) obtain a very high response rate (which is necessary if this survey 

must go through OMB);  (d) be a relatively cost effective survey approach (as more than a dozen 

surveys, one to each group/family of visitors, could be obtained at one time on a single bus); (e) allow 

some degree of external validity of the surveys by comparison with wildlife viewing records kept by 

the bus driver. Ideally the surveys would be conducted throughout the summer, including weekdays 

and weekends (to increase the odds of intercepting an Alaskan resident).  

1. The type of questions to be asked to fill data gaps 

a. What were the primary and secondary purposes of their trip to DNPP? One of the response 

categories for primary purpose and secondary purposes would be “viewing wolves”. 

Collectively responses to this question would provide data on what percent and how many 

visitors to DNPP come for the primary purpose and secondary purposes of viewing wolves. 

b. Whether they saw a wolf, and if yes, how many. 

c. What is the visitor’s WTP for their current trip. To obtain WTP, a dichotomous choice CVM 

question for the visitor’s current trip into DNPP would be asked. We would statistically test if the 

economic value of a trip to DNPP is significantly affected by whether they saw a wolf, and if yes, 

by the number of wolves they saw. An increase in trip cost would be the payment vehicle.  

d. For visitors who reported they did not see a wolf, they would be asked a second CVM WTP 

question to estimate their value of a trip in which they would be certain to see a wolf. This 

question will test the relative importance of wolves in the visitor’s economic benefits from a trip 

to DNPP.  We would also ask if they would take more trips if they could be certain they would see 
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a wolf on each trip. This question tests the responsiveness of trips taken (and hence visitor 

spending) to presence of wolves in DNPP.  

e. For visitors who reported they did see at least one wolf, they would be asked their WTP to see 

some reasonable (to be determined) increase in the number of wolves. This would allow us to 

estimate how the benefits of the trip change with the abundance of wolves seen. We would also 

ask if they would take more trips if they would see some reasonable increase in the number of 

wolves. To obtain a better understanding of whether wolves play a critical role in determining 

whether to visit DNPP, we could ask if they would have made their trip to DNPP if they did not 

expect to see any wolves.  

f.  Trip expenditures in and around DNPP (disaggregated by spending category) would be asked 

so that we would know if the visitor spending is significantly different among those visitors who 

came to view wolves versus general DNPP visitors.  

g. Attitude questions regarding wildlife, wolves, hunting, and trapping would be asked to obtain 

an understanding of what DNPP visitors think of consumptive uses of wildlife in general, and 

wolves in particular.  

h. Demographics (zip code, age, education, membership in conservation organization, 

race/ethnicity, and income). This information will help provide a demographic profile of visitors 

who came to view wolves in contrast to the general DNPP visitors.  

i. On other factor that may be worth recording are weather conditions, which may influence visitor 

satisfaction.    

2. Prepare Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Survey Clearance Package  

If the survey is funded by an agency of the Federal government (e.g., NPS) then Office of 

Management and Budget (OMB) clearance would be needed even before conducting pretests. The 
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clearance process begins with filling out two packages of information for OMB for approval.  The two 

packages include the agency’s need for the information to be obtained by the study, and the entire 

study design. The study design and survey design would start with the prior survey of McCollum, et 

al. 1998. The study team would revise the survey with feedback from Dr. McCollum, and input from 

NPS staff at DNPP. Specifically, the study design would address procedures for implementing the 

survey, the survey design (with justification for each question being asked), sample design including 

sample size determination, and statistical analysis procedure.  Several months of review and revision 

is typically required before OMB usually approves the survey.  

3.  Pre-test the survey  

The approved survey would be pretested over the course of two weeks with a total of 30 people 

completing their bus tour. The pre-test would occur at a NPS facility such as the Visitor Center at the 

end of their trip. A monetary incentive (typically $80 per person) is usually required to get people to 

sit down and take about an hour to go over the survey.  In order to have a good representation of 

visitors, one person from each returning bus would be invited to participate in the pre-test. The 

selection of buses would alternate between the Shuttle Bus going only to Eielson Visitor Center and 

those buses going to Wonder Lake, as well as a bus from the Tundra Wilderness Tour. Each section of 

the questionnaire would be read, questions answered and then discussed to ensure that the visitor 

interpreted the questions as they were intended by the survey designers.  A complete “debriefing” 

would also be conducted to obtain feedback on the skip patterns, question response categories, and 

overall layout of the survey.  

4. Revise the survey with feedback from the pre-test  

A second small pretest of 10 people (also paid $80) would be required to make sure any issues raised 

in the original pre-test have been completely resolved and that no new issues have arisen.  
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5. Sample frame and selecting a representative sample  

Before discussing the sample size, it is important to discuss how the sample would be selected in 

order to ensure the sample is representative of visitors at DNPP. First, we define the sample frame as 

“those visitors riding buses into the park” as these are visitors most likely engaged in sightseeing and 

wildlife viewing in DNPP.  In particular, visitors on the Shuttle Bus, the Tundra Wilderness Tour and 

Kantishna Experience Tour will all be sampled. However, they will be sampled in proportion to their 

share of the total amount of visitor use. In addition, one adult person from each group/family will be 

sampled so as not to double-count trip expenditures. This person can of course consult with other 

family or group members to determine their answers. The group size will be reported as part of the 

survey. One weekend day (alternating between Saturday and Sunday) and four week days (selected at 

random) would be sampled.  

6. Sample size  

A relatively large sample is needed because a dichotomous choice WTP question will be used, and 

because visitors who do not see wolves will get a different WTP question from those who did see 

wolves.  Guidance from Dillman (2000) for surveys in general, and Champ (2003) for CVM, suggests 

that a population of 100,000 requires a minimum of 383 completed surveys would be sufficient to 

obtain a ±5% sampling error (95% confidence interval in a conservative 50/50 population split). 

Given that there are three major types of buses (shuttle bus, and two types of tour buses) each of 

which have different prices and may attract different types of visitors, I recommend 380 surveys be 

collected from each of the three types of buses. This will ensure the composition of the final combined 

sample will represent a cross section of the three different types of busvisitors to DNPP. Special 

attention should be given to the tour bus, Tundra Wilderness Tour, because it is set aside from the 

other tour and shuttle bus offerings as a specifically “wildlife viewing safari” tour.  
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As previously mentioned, visitors to DNPP that are trekking overnight into the Park must be surveyed 

to capture the effective variance of visitor demographics, and their assumed divergent recreation goals 

and expectations. 

7. Printing final survey booklets   

Following Dillman (2000), the survey questions would be contained in an eight page survey booklet. 

The booklet would consist of an interesting cover, 6 pages of questions (with demographics being the 

last inside page), and a blank back cover for the visitor to write comments. The surveyors will conduct 

non-response checks, especially focused on residency, so as to develop an appropriate weighting 

mechanism regarding the oversampling that will occur of non-Alaskans. Additionally, an Alaska 

specific survey will be mailed to a random selection of households in the greater Denali area to 

compare responses of visitors to non-visitors to DNPP.  

8. Implement survey over the summer season  

Starting Memorial Day weekend and going through Labor Day, 2 people would be employed to hand 

out surveys on the return trip back to the visitor entrance. One employee would ride the Shuttle Bus 

and one would ride one of the Tour Buses each sampling day. Each employee would also maintain a 

count of the types of wildlife and number of wildlife seen to corroborate visitor counts of wildlife 

sightings. Each employee would work 4 week days and 1 weekend day.  One person from each group 

or family on the bus would be selected to answer the survey for their family or group. A target of 10 

visitors per bus per day to hand out surveys to would be ideal.  

9. Data Entry and Error Checking 

Data entry would occur via spreadsheet for compatibility with statistical packages. Two forms of data 

error checking would occur: (a) screening data for maximum and minimum values to ensure data is 

within ranges allowed for in surveys (e.g., 0, 1 for dichotomous variables like gender), and that there 
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are no outliers; and (b) a small subsample of surveys would be re-keyed and compared to the original 

surveys to determine the accuracy of the original coding.  

The non-response checks mentioned above will be coded and combined with the compiled visitor 

survey dataset, in order that a split-halves reliability check is feasible and accurate in testing the 

independence of recorded observations, and a heteroskedastic distribution of error terms.  

10. Statistical analysis 

Descriptive statistics for the three types of bus trips and for the overall sample for all variables would 

be presented either in tabular form in the main report or in an appendix. The dichotomous WTP 

questions would be analyzed using logistic regression model. A two part model may be employed to 

better estimate the actual dollar value visitors (and later Alaskan, and U.S. households) attribute to 

wolves, as the a 2-part model first models the likelihood of visitor type to have an expectation of 

wolves, and then, based on their expectation, how much in dollars they would be willing to pay to 

fulfill these wolf viewing expectations. The mean and median WTP would be calculated for the three 

types of bus trips and the overall sample. The sample WTP results would be scaled up to the 

population using the number of visitors riding each type of bus over the summer.   

11.  Draft report writing 

A draft report presenting the methodology employed, sample design, sample implementation, 

descriptive statistics, WTP results, and providing interpretation of what these results imply about wolf 

viewing would be written.   

12. NPS review of draft report  

13. Report revision in response to NPS review comments and final report.  

 

Costs Associated with the Visitor Study 
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There are two major types of costs associated with this study:  

Fixed costs to design, prepare OMB package and pretest the survey  

This would require Ph.D. level social scientist/economist with training and experience in conducting 

visitor non-market valuation surveys. Depending on whether the person is an NPS employee or 

external to NPS (e.g., academic’s or consulting firm employees), the labor costs would be on the order 

of $45,000. The travel costs for scoping out the logistics of the survey and pretesting would be in the 

range of $10,000 given the high expense in traveling to and staying in the area around DNPP. The 

actual pre-testing participant costs would be $3,200. I assume a NPS facility would be available free 

of charge to conduct the pre-test interviews.  

Variable costs of conducting the survey 

Printing: about 1200 survey booklets, cover letter and envelopes: $3,600 

Labor for sampling days: Assume a GS-9 level employee working 10 hours a day (due to the length of 

typical bus rides) and being paid $28 an hour for eight hours and $40 an hour for two hours overtime, 

the cost per day would be $304. With 60 sampling days this would be $18,240 without benefits.  

Data entry: Assume the same GS-9 level employee for data entry, 20 minutes to input data for each 

survey and 1200 surveys is 400 hours for a total data entry cost of $10,400.  

Statistical analysis: this would be conducted by a Ph.D. social scientist/economist. The cost is 

estimated to be $30,000 given there are three sub-samples to analyze plus a total sample. 

Draft report writing: this would be conducted by a Ph.D. social scientist/economist. The cost is 

estimated to be $30,000. 

Final report writing: this would be conducted by the same Ph.D. social scientist/economist who wrote 

the draft report. The cost is estimated to be $15,000 to make the revisions and finalize the report. 
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Thus an estimated direct cost of the entire effort would be $165,440 without employee benefits and 

any overhead.  Table 4 summarizes the budgetary costs of the study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. Summary of Estimated Costs for DNPP Visitor Survey 

____________________________________________ 
Cost Element   Est. Cost   
 Labor   
 Study/Survey Design   $        11,250  
 Prepare OMB Pkg   $        11,250  
 Pretesting Survey in AK   $        11,250  
 Revise & Finalize Survey   $        11,250  
 Visitor Sampling   $        18,240  
 Data Entry   $        10,400  
 Statistical Analysis   $        30,000  
 Draft Report Writing    $        30,000  
 Revise & Finalize Survey   $        15,000  
 Subtotal Labor   $      148,640  
  
 Travel   
 Pretesting travel to DNPP   $        10,000  
  
 Other Expenses   
 Participant Incentives   $          3,200  
 Survey Printing    $          3,600  
  
 Total Study Costs   $      165,440  

____________________________________________ 
 

Study Timeframe 
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The time from needed for the initial overall study design, initial survey design, and preparation of 

OMB package would be three months. There would be about 4 months of waiting for and engaging 

with OMB to obtain their approval (only about 1 work month required during this time for engaging 

with OMB and revising study plan and OMB package). Depending on the timing of the OMB 

approval, this could determine whether the survey would be implemented during the summer of 2017 

or 2018. The actual survey pre-testing, implementation, analysis and report writing would be about 8 

months. Thus the total work time would be about 11 months with an additional 1 month of conference 

calls and OMB package revisions for a total of 12 months of work if all goes well at OMB. These 12 

work months might stretch over two years however, depending on the timing of the OMB review 

relative to the summer visitor sampling season.  

 

B. Hunter Surveys  

To fill the data gaps identified for hunting we would ideally work with Alaska Dept of Fish and 

Game (ADFG) to obtain a list of big game hunters (caribou, moose) in Game Management Unit #20.  

The particular units to sample are 20A (on the eastern boundary of the Denali National Park), and 20C 

(which includes Denali National Park and areas to the north of the Park). In addition, a list of hunters 

engaged in wolf hunting would need to be obtained. Then a mail survey of hunters in the region 

around DNPP would be undertaken to fill the data gaps identified by NRC. In particular, the surveys 

would ask about their harvest success rate, expenditures and net WTP for their current hunt. Then 

questions would be asked regarding how their number of trips and net WTP would change with a 

specified (perhaps varying across the sample) lower harvest success rate. In addition, a question would 

be asked regarding whether the possible lower harvest success rates would reduce their likelihood of 
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buying a hunting license for the next season (e.g., if the lower success rate were expected next hunting 

season for their target species, would that influence their decision to buy a license?).  

If it is not possible to obtain licensing information for these two Game Management Units directly 

from ADFG in the near term, there are two other options that are possible (pers comm T. Brinkman):  

1. Partner with Dr. Todd Brinkman to develop a proposal to ADFG to perform the survey 

described above as Dr. Brinkman has good working relationships with ADFG.  

2. Develop a working relationship with the local Advisory Committee (AC) made up of local 

hunters (and anglers) who develop recommendations for the Alaska Board of Game. In particular, the 

Minto/Nenana Advisory Committee would be the relevant one for the Game Management Units 

around DNPP. The goal would be to develop a shared vision of the types of data gaps that need to be 

filled by the survey, types of questions to be asked to fill those data gaps, and the mechanics of 

performing the survey. If the Advisory Committee were to recommend hunters surveys for Game 

Management Units 20A and 20C, Dr. Brinkman suggested that the Alaska Board of Game and then 

ADFG might honor that request and provide hunter license lists for those two Game Management 

Units. Such a collaboration with the Minto/Nenana Advisory Committee is a long term option. This 

hunter survey would also need to be coordinated with ADFG’s post harvest season surveys to clearly 

differentiate them in the minds of hunters and not have the surveys go out at the same time.  

At this time it is premature to go into details on sample size and other study details. We do know 

that if a survey can be accomplished it would likely be a mail survey given that we want hunters to:  

(a) indicate on a map of the Game Management Unit roughly the general area where they hunt;   

(b) provide detailed information on hunter expenditures in and around the Denali Borough;  

(c) respond to willingness to pay questions.  
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C. Household Total Economic Value Surveys (TEV) 

A survey of a random sample of Alaskan and rest of the U.S. households regarding the amount they 

would pay to maintain a stable population of wolves in DNPP would be a more significant 

undertaking than the visitor and hunter surveys. While nearly all households in Alaska and the rest of 

the U.S. are certainly aware of wolves, it can be challenging to communicate with the lay public the 

ecological importance of wolves to the DNPP ecosystem, a possible management plan, and an 

equitable means of paying for the management plan. The study design would involve 11 steps.  

 

 

1. Draft Initial Survey   

A team of Ph.D. economists and social scientists would start with the prior TEV surveys for wolf 

reintroduction in YNP, and re-orient the survey to fit the situation in DNPP with input from Dr. 

Duffield who conducted the YNP surveys (and who is recommended to serve as a consultant on this 

study).  The general survey outline would include: (a) background on DNPP, wildlife and wolves; (b) 

questions about attitudes toward National Parks, wildlife, hunting, wildlife viewing, and wolves; (c) 

current wildlife management issues; (d) proposed management program to address the problem (e.g., 

land acquisition, easements, compensation payments, etc); (e) how the Program would be funded 

(e.g., federal income tax); (f) willingness to pay question, protest response question for those stating 

they would not pay their “bid amount”; (g) demographics including gender, age, education, ethnicity, 

zip code, whether they hunt, membership in wildlife, conservation and environmental organizations 

and income.  

2. Circulate the survey to NPS DNPP staff and wolf biologists, conduct conference calls and revise 

the survey accordingly.  
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3. Prepare Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Package  

Since the survey is funded by an agency of the Federal government (e.g., NPS) then Office of 

Management Budget clearance would be needed even before conducting the focus groups with the 

general public. This involves filling out two packages of information for OMB for approval.  The two 

packages include the agency need for the information contained in the survey, and the entire study 

design. Specifically, the OMB package would present procedures for conducting the focus groups, the 

survey design (with justification for each question being asked), sample design including sample size 

determination, and statistical analysis procedure.  Several months of review and revision is typically 

required before OMB usually provides approval.  

4. Conduct Focus Groups 

Organize two focus groups of the general public in Alaska, and 4 general household focus groups in 

the lower 48. These focus groups are essential to establish face validity of the survey. Specifically, to 

determine whether respondents understand the survey materials and questions they are reading as 

intended by the researcher. This face validity check can be done in the focus group by introducing 

each section of the survey separately, having the participant read that section, and answer the 

questions, and then a group discussion of the material. This is repeated until all the pages of the 

survey have been reviewed. The team then takes the marked up survey sheets and points from the 

discussion (as recorded on flip charts) and revises the survey. This process repeats itself sequentially 

through the series of focus groups over the course of several months. Usually, it is most effective to 

start the focus group process with a relatively knowledgeable population, in this case, Alaska 

residents. If the survey is not clear to knowledgeable Alaska residents it will not be clear to those in 

the lower 48 who are less familiar with wolves and Denali NP and Preserve. Scheduling of the focus 
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groups would be sequential with 1-2 weeks between each focus group to allow the team to revise the 

survey prior to the next focus group.  

5. Survey Pretesting 

After the focus groups, formal pre-tests can be conducted to refine the range of the dollar amounts 

households will be asked to pay in the survey. The pre-tests can be a phone recruitment followed by a 

mailed survey followed by a phone discussion of each part of the survey. About 30 of these are 

needed in different places in the U.S. After the first 10 pre-tests refinement of the survey could be 

made, then the other 20 pre-tests conducted.  

 

 

6. Finalize Mail Survey Package 

(a) draw an address-based sample (total n=6,000); I would propose that a minimum sample of 2,000 

Alaska residents be made so that we have an adequate subsample of Alaska residents to compare to 

the lower 48 states where n=4,000; with an expected 25% response rate, this would provide 500 

Alaska resident responses and 1,000 lower 48 responses. Both of these samples are over the n=380 

recommended by Dillman (2000) and Champ (2003) to provide ±5% error;  (b) write an advanced 

cover letter; (c) finalize survey booklet mailing with new cover letter, postage paid return envelope 

and a $2 bill; (d) write reminder postcard; (e) write second survey mailing cover letter to non 

respondents of survey, print replacement surveys and postage paid return envelope; (f) do phone 

reminders for the portion of the non respondents with phone #’s; (g) perform non-response follow up 

check questions of a sample of non-respondents using added survey incentive.   

7. Data Entry and Error Checking 
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Data entry would occur via spreadsheet for compatibility with statistical packages. Two forms of data 

error checking would occur: (a) screening data for maximum and minimum values to ensure data is 

within ranges allowed for in survey questions (e.g., 0, 1 for dichotomous variables like gender), and 

there are no outliers; (b) a small subsample of surveys would be re-keyed and compared to the original 

surveys to determine accuracy of original coding.  

8. Statistical analysis 

Calculate descriptive statistics for the subset of Alaska residents and the lower 48 sample for all the 

variables. The results would either be presented in a tabular format in the main report or in an 

appendix. The dichotomous choice WTP questions would be analyzed with a logistic regression 

model. The mean and median WTP would be calculated for Alaska residents and the lower 48. The 

sample WTP results would be scaled up to the population using the total number of households in the 

respective populations.    

9.  Draft Report Writing  

A draft report presenting the methodology employed, sample design, sample implementation, 

descriptive statistics, WTP results, and providing interpretation of what these results imply about wolf 

management options would be made.   

10. NPS Review of draft report  

11. Report Revision in response to NPS comments and final report.  

 

Costs Associated with the TEV Study 

1. Survey Development Costs   

a. Personnel Costs: There are fixed costs to design the survey, develop the OMB package and respond 

to OMB, conduct six focus groups, revise surveys after each focus group, and conduct pretests of the 
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survey. The personnel involved in these tasks should ideally be Ph.D. level social scientists and 

economists with training and experience in conducting household non-market valuation surveys. The 

labor costs can range from $60,000 to $80,000 depending on the number of people involved and their 

pay rate (GS level, academic rank, etc.). 

b. Six Focus Group Costs:  Focus groups can be held at hotels or professional focus group facilities.  

When the focus groups are held at a hotel conference room and each respondent is paid a $90 

participation fee then the total “out of pocket” cost is about $2,500 per focus group. This covers focus 

group participant recruitment, conference room fees, coffee, and focus group supplies (flip charts). 

Focus groups at professional facilities cost about $5,000 each but they recruit and pay participants, 

provide light refreshments, flip charts, etc. These professional facilities offer the possibility of video 

links for off-site observers or recording the focus group on DVD’s. Thus the decision of whether to 

use a “do it yourself” focus group in a hotel or a professional facility depends on how involved the 

other members of the team want to be in the focus groups and the available budget. Thus the costs of 

six focus groups range from $15,000 for hotel focus groups to $30,000 for professional facilities. Of 

course half the focus groups could be at hotels and half at professional facilities, which would make 

the costs $22,500. Travel for the two focus group moderators is a total of $2,000 to $3,000 per focus 

group depending on the location, so total travel cost for six focus groups is $12,000 to $18,000.   

c. Pre-test Costs: The primary costs are participant incentives ($90 per person), minimal printing and 

mailing costs ($10 per survey express mail).  

d. Peer review of survey and report: About $10,000 should be budgeted for a peer reviewer to help in 

developing and peer reviewing the survey and the results in the report.  

2. Variable Costs of Conducting the Survey 
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a. Printing: printing the 5,000 surveys for the initial mailing of the color 8 page survey booklets, cover 

letters and outgoing and return envelopes would be $30,000 for the first mailing.  

b. Survey response incentive: A $2 survey participant response incentive has been found to be very 

effective at increasing survey response rates and is recommended by Dillman (2000). The survey 

participant incentive would cost $12,000.  

c. Postage: First class postage out 10x12 envelope and first class back ($3.60) so first mailing postage 

is $20,000.  

d. Follow up mailings: Second mailing to 85% of the initial sample (assumes a 15% initial response 

rate) is $25,500. Postage is A third mailing for a survey non-response check to a subset of 500 non-

respondents by special mail (USPS Express Mail @$6.50 plus first class return of $1.50, for a total of 

$8) is $4,000.  

e. Data entry: Assuming 20 minutes to input data for each survey and 1,500 returned surveys is about 

500 hours for a total data entry cost of $10,000 based on $20 per hour wages.  

3. Statistical Analysis 

This would be conducted by a Ph.D. social scientist/economist. Given the two subsamples (one for 

Alaska, one for lower 48), the cost is estimated to be $20,000 to $30,000 depending on GS level or 

academic rank of analyst. 

4. Draft report writing  

Writing would be conducted by a Ph.D. social scientist/economist. The cost is estimated to be $30,000 

to $40,000 depending on GS level or academic rank of writer. 

5. Final report  

A final report would be written which incorporates responses to NPS comments. The cost is estimated 

to be $15,000 to $25,000 depending on the GS level or academic rank of writer. 
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Thus an estimated cost of the entire effort would range from $270,800 to $346,800 without employee 

benefits and any overhead. The lower range assumes two Ph.D. social scientists/economists leading 

the design and the OMB submission as well as all six focus groups at hotels without video streaming 

or DVD. The upper level assumes three Ph.D. social scientists/economists and all six focus groups at 

professional focus group facility with video streaming or DVD of focus group. Table 5, presents a 

summary of the TEV study costs. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5. Estimated Costs of TEV Study 

_________________________________________________________________ 
Cost Element Min Estimate Max Estimate 
Labor   
 Study/Initial Survey Design   $         7,750   $    11,000  
 Prepare OMB Pkg   $         7,750   $    11,000  
 Conduct 6 Focus Groups   $       14,400   $    21,600  
 Revise survey after Focus Groups   $         5,400   $     7,200  
 Pretesting Survey    $       13,500   $    18,000  
 Revise & Finalize Survey   $       11,200   $    11,200  
 Data Entry   $       10,000   $    15,000  
 Statistical Analysis   $       20,000   $    30,000  
 Draft Report Writing   $       30,000   $    40,000  
 Revise and Finalize Report   $       15,000   $    25,000  
 Labor Subtotal   $     135,000   $  190,000  
   
Travel   
6 Focus Group  $       12,000   $    18,000  
Presentation of Results  $         3,000   $     3,000  
Travel Subtotal  $       15,000   $    21,000  
   
Other Expenses   
Focus Group Cost (facility, fees)  $       15,000   $    30,000  
30 Pre-tests Participant Fees  $         2,700   $     2,700  
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30 Survey Express Mail  $           300   $        300  
Peer Review of survey, analysis  $       10,000   $    10,000  
Printing surveys, envelopes   $       59,500   $    59,500  
Postage 1st & 2nd mailings  $       33,300   $    33,300  
Other Expenses Subtotal  $     120,800   $  135,800  
   
Estimated Total Costs  $     270,800   $  346,800  

_________________________________________________________________ 
 
Time Needed for the TEV Study 

The time for initial study design would be about three months to do initial survey design and sample 

design, one month to develop OMB package for submission, four months waiting and responding to 

OMB (only about one month of work), six months of final survey development work (focus groups 

and pretesting), four months of data collection (with data entry occurring as surveys are returned), two 

months data analysis and two months of reporting, one month report review and one month report 

revision. Thus a total of a minimum of 21 months of work spread over as much as 24 months (two 

years) from start to finish.  

 

XII. Conclusion 

 There is no doubt that wolves are a high profile species, and one whose management has been 

controversial (Huey, 2016). Yet, at present there is insufficient economic information to inform wolf 

management decisions at a regional level (National Research Council--NRC, 1997; Iverson and Borg, 

2012). While there is data and literature about the economic values of general wildlife viewing in Alaska, 

there is little known about wolf viewers’ economic benefits and their trip spending in the DNPP region 

specifically. Likewise, little is known about wolf, caribou and moose hunter and wolf trapper 

expenditures. To my knowledge there is nothing known about wolf trapper economic benefits. This may 

be due in part, to the possibility there are very few wolf trappers, especially in the region near DNPP. 
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Nothing is known about the non-use (existence and bequest) values of wolves in DNPP to Alaska 

residents and to lower 48 populations.   

A coordinated social science research program is needed to fill the data gaps related to wolf 

management in Alaska (NRC 1997) and inform management of wolves in and around DNPP specifically 

(Iverson and Borg, 2012). Established methods exist to fill all of these data gaps and have been used in 

other regions of the U.S. for economic valuation of wolves and for other species in Alaska. Our report 

detailed the types of methods and studies that would need to be conducted to fill the identified data gaps.  

Visitor surveys of wolf viewers and hunters can be conducted in a fairly straightforward manner. 

Nonetheless, survey development, the OMB approval process, pretesting, data collection, and 

statistical/economic analysis require careful thought, adequate time (8-14 months for viewer survey) and 

budget for implementation (about $165,000 for viewer survey—see text for detailed budget).  The U.S. 

(Alaska and lower 48) household non-use value surveys are more challenging in terms of time and budget 

to design and implement, and would take up to two years from start to finish, and cost in the range of 

$270,800 to $346,800 . However the general household survey can be done at any point in the year.  The 

visitor surveys would need to be implemented during the summer season. The hunter surveys would need 

to be implemented after the hunting season, and no doubt after, Alaska Department of Fish and Game 

does its post-harvest survey.  In sum, filling the economic data gaps to inform wolf management in and 

around Denali National Park and Preserve is amenable to research and can help provide a quantifiable 

comparison of the economic values of wolf viewing, hunting, wolf trapping and passive-use/non-use 

benefits.  
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Rationale	for	boundary	of	proposed	Denali	Wildlife	Conservation	
Area	(DWCA)	
	
Knowles,	Steiner;	Nov.	2016	
	
1.	The	area	within	the	DWCA	needs	to	be	sufficient	to	achieve	the	joint	state/federal	
goal	--	To	restore,	sustain,	and	enhance	the	valuable	wildlife	viewing	resource	
of	Denali	National	Park	&	Preserve.		Based	upon	decades	of	radio	collar	data,	the	
proposed	Area	would	protect	most	animal	(predator)	transits	in-and-out	of	the	Park	
(note:		this	will	not	provide	100%	protection,	but	perhaps	80%	-	90%	of	predator	
transits	in-and-out	of	the	Park	will	be	protected).		This	is	the	minimum	conservation	
area	needed	to	reasonably	meet	the	joint	state/federal	goal.	
	
2.	The	proposed	DWCA	area	(340,000	acres)	represents	a	reasonable	compromise	
between	the	1992	buffer	established	by	the	Alaska	Board	of	Game	(519,000	acres),	
and	the	2000-2010	buffer,	also	established	by	the	Board	of	Game	(80,000	acres).		In	
addition,	the	proposed	DWCA	is	comparable	in	size	to	the	bison	conservation	area	
established	earlier	this	year	along	the	boundary	of	Yellowstone	National	Park	by	the	
Governor	of	Montana.		
	
3.	Landmarks	along	the	proposed	boundary	of	the	DWCA	–	Elsie	Creek,	Dora	Peak,	
Pyramid	Mountain,	Nenana	River,	etc.	-	are	easily	recognizable	from	the	ground	or	
air.		Thus	even	without	a	GPS	unit,	it	will	be	easy	to	tell	whether	one	is	in	the	
Conservation	Area	or	not,	thereby	simplifying	compliance	and	enforcement.	
	
4.	The	proposed	DWCA	area	is	precisely	the	same	area	that	was	proposed	as	a	buffer	
in	2010	by	the	Anchorage	Fish	&	Game	Advisory	Committee	to	the	Board	of	Game	
(Proposal	#58),	based	on	recommendations	by	wildlife	biologists	studying	Denali	
wildlife	migration	along	the	northeast	boundary	of	the	Park.		(The	proposal,	along	
with	several	others	to	expand	the	small	existing	buffer,	was	declined,	and	the	
existing	buffer	was	eliminated	in	its	entirety).	
	
5.	Establishing	the	DWCA	is	seen	as	a	one-time	opportunity	–	there	should	be	no	
additional	such	requests	in	the	future.	Thus,	it	is	important	to	establish	boundaries	
appropriate	to	the	joint	state/federal	goal	at	this	time.	
	
6.	The	boundaries	of	the	Area	will	displace	activities	of	only	a	few	predator	
hunter/trappers,	thus	having	minimal	impact	on	overall	wildlife	use	patterns	in	the	
region.		ADFG	reports	annual	predator	take	within	the	proposed	Area	averages	
approx.	7	grizzly	bears,	5	lynx,	4	wolves,	4	wolverine,	and	2	black	bears.		And,	the	
Conservation	Area	will	benefit	over	70,000	Alaskans	visiting	Denali	each	summer	
hoping	to	view	these	same	animals	in	the	Park,	along	with	another	600,000	paying	
out-of-state	tourists	also	hoping	to	view	these	animals.	
	



7.	The	proposed	DWCA	boundary	excludes	the	area	south	of	Cantwell/south	of	the	
Alaska	Range,	which	had	been	protected	in	the	1992	Board	of	Game	buffer,	as	it	is	
felt	that	this	area	may	be	less	critical	to	the	protection	and	restoration	of	wildlife	
viewing	along	the	Park	road,	north	of	the	Alaska	Range.		
	
Description	of	Denali	Wildlife	Conservation	Area	Boundary:	
	
All	lands	abutting	the	east	and	northeast	boundaries	of	Denali	National	Park	&	
Preserve	(the	Park),	within	the	following	boundaries:		Commencing	at	the	far	
northeast	corner	of	the	Park	(approx.	64°	N,	149°	13’	W),	thence	due	east	until	
intersecting	with	Elsie	Creek	(approx.	64°	N,	148°	53’	W),	thence	southeastward	
along	a	straight	line	to	the	top	of	Dora	Peak	(approx.	63°	49.20’	N,	148°	41’	W),	
thence	southeastward	along	a	straight	line	to	the	top	of	Pyramid	Mountain	(approx.	
63°	38.40’	N,	148°	31’	W),	thence	due	south	until	intersecting	Bruskasna	Creek	
(approx.	63°	27’	N,	148°	31	W),	thence	westward	(downstream)	along	the	north	side	
of	the	Nenana	River	to	its	confluence	with	Windy	Creek	at	the	east	boundary	of	DNP	
(approx.	63°	27.90’	N,	148°	49’	W).	
	
	
Map	of	Proposed	Denali	Wildlife	Conservation	Area	
(Blue	area)	
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Rationale	for	Denali	Wildlife	Conservation	Area	(DWCA)	
	
Rick	Steiner,	Professor	(Univ.	of	Alaska,	ret.)	
Oasis	Earth,	Anchorage		
January	1,	2017	
	
Discussions	are	currently	ongoing	between	Alaska	citizens,	the	State	of	Alaska,	
and	the	U.S.	Department	of	Interior	to	establish	a	Denali	Wildlife	Conservation	
Area	(DWCA)	on	state	lands	along	the	northeast	boundary	of	Denali	National	
Park	&	Preserve.		The	goal	of	the	proposed	DWCA	is	to	restore,	sustain,	and	
enhance	the	valuable	wildlife	viewing	resource	of	Denali	National	Park	&	
Preserve.			The	following	points	are	compiled	in	support	of	the	establishment	
of	the	DWCA.	
	
I.	 Economics	of	wildlife	viewing	at	Denali	
	
Denali	National	Park	&	Preserve	(DNPP)	is	Alaska’s	most	visited	national	park	
(650,000	visits	in	2016,	70,000	of	who	were	Alaska	residents),	and	is	the	third	
largest	revenue	generating	national	park	in	the	nation	(exceeded	only	by	Blue	Ridge	
Parkway	and	Grand	Canyon).	
	
DNPP	total	visitor	spending	was	$567	million	in	2015	(exceeding	Yellowstone	and	
Yosemite),	generated	7,300	jobs;	labor	income	of	$269	million;	value	added	revenue	
of	$499	million;	and	a	total	economic	output	$810	million	that	year	alone	(NPS,	
2016;	https://www.nps.gov/subjects/socialscience/vse.htm).	
	
One	of	the	primary	reasons	visitors	come	to	Alaska	is	to	view	wildlife.	In	2011,	
wildlife	viewing	in	Alaska	supported	over	$2.7	billion	in	economic	activity,	while	
hunting	in	Alaska	supported	approximately	$1.3	billion	in	economic	activity	
(ECONorthwest	2014a	–	see	attached	report	summary).		Wildlife	viewing	supports	
an	estimated	18,820	jobs	in	Alaska	(with	visitor	spending	per	trip	of	$6,361),	while	
hunting	supports	approx.	8,400	(ECONorthwest,	2014a).		Wildlife	viewing	
contributes	over	twice	the	economic	activity	in	Alaska	as	does	hunting.			
	
Similarly,	most	visitors	to	Denali	from	the	U.S.	and	internationally	cite	wildlife	
viewing	as	the	main	purpose	of	their	trip	(Loomis,	2016).		

Loomis	2016:	“Manning	and	Hallo	(2010)	found	that	the	single	most	important	
experience	for	visitors	on	the	Denali	National	Park	road	was	seeing	wildlife	(70%).	
Related	to	this,	visitors	thought	not	seeing	“enough	wildlife”	and	“too	few	animals	
along	the	road”	were	a	problem	(50%,	and	53%,	respectively).	This	suggests	that	
the	quality	of	the	visitor	experience	is	influenced	by	the	number	of	animals	seen	
regardless	of	whether	the	animals	seen	were	one	of	the	“Big	5”	species	(grizzly	
bears,	wolves,	caribou,	Dall	sheep	and	moose).”		Note:	most	Alaska	visitors	do	not	
venture	from	the	road	system,	thus	DNPP	is	their	best	chance	to	view	wildlife.	
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Loomis,	2016:		“ECONorthwest	(2014a,b)	performed	a	survey	of	both	Alaska	
residents	and	non-resident	visitors	to	Alaska	about	their	use	and	spending	related	
to	hunting	and	wildlife	viewing.	The	economic	activity	associated	with	wildlife	
viewing	and	hunting	was	measured	in	these	studies	by	resident	and	non-	resident	
visitor	spending.	Economic	impacts	were	measured	by	jobs	supported	by	the	
activity.	Hunting	expenditures	by	residents	and	non-resident	visitors	supports	$457	
million	in	wages	associated	with	8,400	jobs	statewide	(Table	1).	This	hunting	
activity	also	provides	$112	million	in	various	types	of	revenue	to	local	and	state	
governments	in	Alaska.	Wildlife	viewing	provides	$976	million	in	wages	to	18,820	
workers	statewide	(Table	1).	In	addition	$231	million	in	revenues	are	provided	to	
various	levels	of	government	in	the	State	of	Alaska.”	

Loomis,	2016:		“In	1997,	non-resident	visitors	who	came	to	Alaska	primarily	to	view	
wildlife	had	average	expenditures	of	$6,000	per	trip	(Miller	and	McCollum,	1997).	
The	benefits	per	trip	in	excess	of	their	expenditures	were	on	the	order	of	$700	to	
$900	(Miller	and	McCollum,	1997).	From	economic	valuation	questions	found	in	
Alaska	wildlife	viewing	literature,	it	can	be	inferred	that	a	non-resident	visitor	may	
have	an	additional	value	in	the	range	of	$200-$300	per	wildlife	viewing	trip	to	
Alaska	if	a	wolf	is	seen	on	their	trip.”	(For	more	detailed	discussion	see	Loomis,	
2016	attached).	

Visitor	viewing	of	large	carnivores,	particularly	wolves	and	grizzly	bears,	is	a	main	
indicator	of	a	satisfying	visitor	experience	in	Denali	(Manning	&	Hallo	2010).	

As	example,	the	value	of	wolf	viewing	in	Yellowstone	National	Park,	with	an	average	
visitor	viewing	success	for	wolves	at	45%	-	85%	(Borg,	et.al.,	2016),	was	estimated	
at	$35	million/year	(Duffield,	et.al.,	2008).			

Total	annual	lethal	take	of	wildlife	along	the	NE	boundary	of	DNPP	was	estimated	by	
ADFG	in	2015	as	follows:		brown	(grizzly)	bear	7.3;	lynx	5.3;	wolf	4.3;	wolverine	4.3;	
black	bear	2.		ADFG	reports	that	the	average	number	of	active	trappers	in	the	area	is	
between	1-3	individuals	in	any	given	year	(ADFG,	2013).	

Visitor	viewing	success	for	wolves	(the	only	species	for	which	viewing	data	exist)	in	
DNPP	dropped	from	45%	in	2010	(when	the	State	of	Alaska	removed	the	small	
protective	buffer),	to	only	5%	in	2016	(the	rate	has	remained	at	about	5%	for	the	
past	4	seasons).		This	reduction	in	wolf	viewing	success	translates	into	260,000	
paying	visitors/year	being	denied	the	opportunity	to	view	wolves	in	DNPP.		

Borg	et.al.,	2016:	regarding	wolf	sightings	by	visitors	to	Yellowstone	National	Park	
(YNP)	and	Denali	National	Park	&	Preserve	(DNPP):	“…sightings	in	both	parks	were	
significantly	reduced	by	harvest.	Sightings	in	YNP	increased	by	45%	following	years	
with	no	harvest	of	a	wolf	from	a	pack,	and	sightings	in	DNPP	were	more	than	twice	
as	likely	during	a	period	with	a	harvest	buffer	zone	than	in	years	without	the	buffer.”	

National	Park	Service,	2016:	“…we	found	that	the	presence	of	the	trapping	and	
hunting	buffer	zone	during	2000-2010	was	associated	with	increased	wolf	sightings	
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in	Denali	National	Park	compared	to	2011-2013	and	1997-2000	(Borg	et	al	2016).	
Both	the	wolf	population	size	and	an	index	measuring	the	number	of	wolves	
denning	near	the	park	road,	which	were	strongly	associated	with	increased	wolf	
sightings,	were	also	greater	during	the	period	when	the	buffer	zone	was	in	place.	
Thus,	the	presence	of	the	buffer	may	have	increased	local	population	size	and	the	
likelihood	that	wolves	would	den	near	the	park	road.”	

The	loss	of	just	one	significant	breeding	individual	in	a	social	carnivore	group	(e.g.	
wolves)	can	lead	to	disproportionate	consequences	(Haber,	2008;	Borg,	et.al.,	2015),	
including	disintegration	and	loss	of	entire	family	groups	(as	occurred	recently	with	
the	Grant	Creek	and	East	Fork	wolf	family	groups	in	DNPP).		After	the	loss	of	the	
Grant	Creek	female	wolf	in	2012,	the	group	did	not	pup	or	den,	dispersed,	and	
visitor	viewing	success	dropped	from	21%	to	only	12%	that	summer.	The	loss	of	
one	park	wolf	to	hunting	or	trapping	along	the	boundary	can	lead	to	significant	
reduction	in	visitor	viewing	success	and	economic	value	in	the	Park.	

At	an	estimated	passive-use	value	of	$14/wolf	sighting	(U.S.	household	value	
estimated	for	reintroduction	of	wolves	to	Yellowstone	National	Park	by	Duffield,	
2013),	the	reduction	in	wolf	sightings	alone	in	DNPP	in	the	past	6	years	would	
equate	to	the	loss	of	approximately	$3.6	million/year.		The	actual	loss	to	the	
potential	revenue	growth	in	wildlife	tourism,	while	speculative,	is	considerably	
larger.	

Good	data	do	not	yet	exist	re:	the	impact	of	take	of	other	Park	predators	along	the	
boundary	(brown	bear,	black	bear,	lynx,	wolverine,	coyote,	etc.)	on	visitor	viewing	
experience	in	the	Park,	but	it	is	likely	such	take	also	reduces	the	visitor	viewing	
experience.	

Anecdotal	evidence	suggests	that	visitor	sightings	of	lynx	and	wolverine	in	DNPP	are	
even	more	rare	than	of	wolves.		Thus	the	value	of	visitor	sightings	for	these	Park	
species	is	correspondingly	high.		In	addition,	the	value	of	viewing	other	Park	
predators	-	brown	bear,	black	bear,	and	coyote	-	is	significant.	

The	total	value	of	consumptive	use	of	DNPP	wildlife	is	minimal,	on	the	order	of	
$	thousands/year.		In	contrast,	the	total	value	of	reallocating	these	animals	to	
sustainable	wildlife	viewing	in	DNPP	is	in	the	$	millions/year.	
	
With	establishment	of	the	Denali	Wildlife	Conservation	Area	(DWCA),	the	few	
hunter/trappers	that	had	used	the	area	would	be	displaced	to	other	lands	to	the	
north,	east,	and	south,	where	millions	of	acres	of	state	and	federal	lands	remain	
open	to	hunting	and	trapping	as	permitted	by	the	State	of	Alaska.	
	
Wildlife	viewing	(including	wolf	viewing)	in	DNPP,	and	its	associated	economic	
activity,	would	be	significantly	enhanced	by	the	establishment	of	the	DWCA,	with	
minimal	impact	to	local	consumptive	wildlife	use	patterns.		
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The	relative	value	of	reallocating	these	few	Park	animals	to	remain	alive	for	viewing	
in	DNPP	is	easily	hundreds	of	times	greater	than	allowing	these	animals	to	be	
lethally	taken	each	year	outside	the	boundary.			It	is	conservatively	estimated	that,	
over	time,	a	DWCA	could	increase	Alaska	tourism	revenue	by	$	tens	of	millions.			
Establishing	the	DWCA	will	also	enhance	the	visitor	experience	by	assuring	visitors	
that	they	are	experiencing	a	subarctic	terrestrial	ecosystem	relatively	undisturbed	
by	human	activities	(one	of	the	mandates	of	the	Park,	which	currently	most	visitors	
are	unable	to	do	at	Denali).	
	
Denali’s	watchable	wildlife	resource	is	one	of	the	most	important	tourism	
assets	in	the	State	of	Alaska.		The	net	economic	benefit	of	establishing	the	
Denali	Wildlife	Conservation	Area	(DWCA)	adjacent	to	the	Park	is	
overwhelming	and	clear.	
	
II.	 Public	Support	for	Denali	Wildlife	Conservation	Area	
	
Over	the	past	6	or	7	years,	hundreds,	if	not	thousands,	of	emails	and	other	
communications	have	been	sent	to	the	Governor	and	ADFG	Commissioner	in	
support	of	permanent	protection	for	DNPP	wildlife	along	the	boundary	of	the	Park.	
	
In	the	past	2	years,	several	citizens	groups	have	met	with	the	Governor	and	other	
senior	administration	officials	to	support	of	a	Denali	Wildlife	Conservation	Area.	
	
The	state’s	main	tourism	business	association	–	the	Alaska	Travel	Industry	
Association	(ATIA)	-	supports	a	wildlife	protection	area	along	the	NE	boundary	of	
DNPP,	and	has	voiced	its	support	directly	to	Governor	Walker.	
	
Several	Alaska	citizen	groups	have	repeatedly	petitioned	the	Board	of	Game	and	
ADFG	Commissioner	for	protection	of	DNPP	wildlife	along	the	boundary	of	the	Park	
(including	the	Alaska	Wildlife	Alliance,	Denali	Citizens	Council,	and	Alaskans	for	
Wildlife),	yet	all	such	petitions	have	been	denied	(see	Wolf	Township	History	below,	
post-2000).	
	
An	on-line	citizens	petition	in	support	of	the	effort	has	over	325,000	signatures,	
from	over	100	countries,	all	U.S.	states,	and	many	from	Alaska:	
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/423/700/229/halt-the-killing-of-denali-national-
park-wolves/	
	
On	Aug.	26,	2016,	the	Fairbanks	North	Star	Borough	adopted	as	follows:		
“A	Resolution	Urging	Governor	Walker	To	Close	Areas	Adjacent	to	Denali	National	
Park	&	Preserve	To	The	Trapping	and	Hunting	of	Bears,	Wolves,	and	Wolverines.”	
	
It	is	probable	that	a	majority	of	Alaskans,	many	of	whom	will	visit	Denali	in	
the	future,	and	certainly	most	Americans,	support	establishment	of	the	DWCA.	
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III.	 Denali	-	Wolf	Townships	History		

(Compiled	by	E.	Davis	and	R.	Steiner,	2016)	

	 1917	–	McKinley	Park	established,	Wolf	Townships	not	included.	

	 1922	–	AK	Railroad	proposes	to	include	Wolf	Townships	in	McKinley	Park	to	
	 protect	Park	wildlife.	

	 1965	–	State	selects	Wolf	Townships,	but	cites	need	to	expand	Park	to	
	 protect	caribou,	and	that	existing	Park	boundary	is	“an	arbitrary	line.”		

	 1969	–	Johnson	administration	considers,	but	declines,	to	add	Wolf	
	 Townships	to	Park.	

	 1978	–	Wolf	Townships	found	worthy	for	inclusion	in	Denali	National	
	 Monument,	but	lands	had	been	selected	by	State.	

	 1980	–	The	original	version	of	ANILCA	included	the	Wolf	Townships	within	
	 the	new	park	boundaries	because	this	area	provides	critical	habitat	for	park	
	 wildlife.		Although	this	area	was	removed	from	the	final	bill,	the	Senate	
	 report	accompanying	ANILCA	made	it	clear	the	expectation	was	for	the	wolf	
	 townships	to	become	part	of	Denali:	

	 The	prime	resource	for	which	the	north	addition	is	established	is	the	critical	
range	necessary	to	support	populations	of	moose,	wolf,	and	caribou	as	part	
of	an	integral	ecosystem.		Public	enjoyment	of	these	outstanding	wildlife	
values	would	thus	continue	to	be	assured.	

	 	 	 Senate	report	96-413,	1980,	page	166	
	
	 In	the	northeast	portion	of	the	area,	near	the	existing	headquarters,	there	

are	some	3	townships	of	state	lands	which	are	critical	for	sheep,	caribou,	and	
wolf	habitat	and	should	eventually	become	a	part	of	the	park.	…	The	
Committee	recognizes	that	these	areas	are	important	to	the	park	and	
recommends	that	the	Secretary	seek	land	exchanges	with	the	State	of	Alaska	
that	would	serve	to	bring	these	areas	into	the	Park.	

	 	 	 Senate	report	96-413,	1980,	page	167.	
	
	 1985	–	State	proposes	to	bring	Wolf	Townships	into	Park	in	exchange	for	
	 Kantishna/Dunkle	Mine	being	excluded	from	Park.	

	 1992	–	Alaska	Board	of	Game	establishes	811	sq.	mile	wolf	buffer	on	Wolf	
	 Townships	and	along	eastern	boundary	of	the	park,	but	rescinds	buffer	two	
	 months	later	in	political	retaliation	for	Gov.	Walter	Hickel’s	suspension	of	
	 some	wolf	control	programs	elsewhere.	
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	 1995	–	State	proposes	rail	line	through	Wolf	Townships,	and	NPS	plan	cites	
	 need	to	protect	area	affected	by	rail	line	as	Park.	

	 2000	–	Board	of	Game	reestablishes	small	no-kill	wolf	buffer,	expands	it	in	
	 2002	to	122	sq.	mile	(western	part	of	Stampede	Trail	and	Nenana	Canyon).	 	

	 2001	–	State	(Knowles	administration)	proposes	to	convey	Wolf	Townships	
	 to	UA,	to	then	sell	to	Park.	

	 2008	–	Scientists	propose	that	ADFG	Commissioner	use	Emergency	Order	
	 authority	to	expand	existing	buffer	to	530	sq.	mile	–	denied.		

	 2010	–	Four	Alaska	citizen	groups	independently	propose	to	Board	of	Game	
	 significant	expansions	of	the	existing	wolf	buffer	–	Denali	Citizens	Council,	
	 Denali	National	Park	&	Preserve,	Defenders	of	Wildlife,	and	the	Anchorage	
	 Fish	&		Game	Advisory	Committee	-	all	denied.		Board	instead	eliminates	the	
	 existing	buffer	entirely,	and	adopts	a	moratorium	on	considering	any	further	
	 Denali	buffer	proposals	for	6	years.	

	 2010-2013	–	Alaska	citizens	groups	(including	Alaska	Wildlife	Alliance,	
	 Denali		Citizens	Council,	National	Parks	Conservation	Association)	file	three	
	 Emergency	Petitions	asking	Board	of	Game	to	reestablish	the	buffer	(two	in	
	 2012,	one	in	2015)	-	all	denied.			

	 Alaska	citizens	repeatedly	petition	ADFG	Commissioner	to	use	emergency	
	 closure	authority	to	close	the	area.		Except	for	one	2-week	closure	ordered	in	
	 May	2015	after	the	pregnant	female	of	the	East	Fork	wolf	family	group	was	
	 killed	in	the	area	-	all	denied.			

	 Alaska	citizens	propose	in	2013	that	the	Board	of	Game	lift	its	moratorium	-	
	 denied.			

	 Despite	moratorium,	Alaska	citizens	propose	to	Board	of	Game	a	wolf	buffer
	 in	GMU	13,	along	south	Denali	boundary	-	denied.	

	 2013	–	Present	–	It	had	become	obvious	that	the	Board	of	Game	will	not	and	
	 cannot	provide	a	lasting	solution	to	the	Denali	watchable	wildlife	problem.	
	 Proposals	to	the	Board	are	limited	in	species	and	area	to	be	protected;	the	
	 Board	remains	ideologically	opposed	to	protecting	watchable	wildlife	in	
	 parks;	and	most	significantly,	even	if	the	Board	were	to	enact	a	legitimate	
	 closed	area,	the	closure	would	not	be	permanent	and	could	easily	be	
	 removed	by	subsequent	Board	action.	As	example,	the	initial	wolf	buffer		
	 established	by	the	Board	in		1992	was	then	removed	by	the	same	Board	only	
	 2	months	later,	due	to	unrelated	political	issues.		To	restore	and	enhance	the	
	 valuable	wildlife	viewing	resource	of	DNPP,	a	permanent	solution	is	needed.	
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	 Thus,	seeking	final	resolution	of	this	century-old	issue,	Alaska	citizens	
	 proposed	on	Nov.	27,	2013	to	the	Governor	and	U.S.	Interior	Secretary	the	
	 establishment	of	a	permanent	Denali	Wildlife	Conservation	Easement/Area	
	 along	the	NE	boundary,	including	the	Wolf	Townships/Stampede	Trail,	in	
	 order	to	permanently	protect	Denali	wildlife	along	the	NE	boundary	of	the	
	 Park,	while	leaving	land	title	in	current	ownership.		Discussions	ongoing.	

The	issue	of	conserving	Park	wildlife	along	the	NE	boundary	of	Denali	has	
persisted	for	a	century.		It	is	clearly	in	the	interest	of	Alaska,	the	U.S.,	the	
tourism	industry,	and	the	Park	ecosystem	to	solve	the	issue	once	and	for	all	by	
establishing	the	Denali	Wildlife	Conservation	Area.	
	
--------------------	
	
Rick	Steiner	is	a	conservation	biologist	in	Anchorage,	was	a	professor	with	the	
University	of	Alaska	from	1980-2010,	and	consults	on	conservation	issues	globally	
through	his	Oasis	Earth	project	(www.oasis-earth.com).	
		





Wolf Survey Data, Spring (approx. 15 March) and Fall (approx. 1 October), Denali National Park and Preserve,
1986-2016

COMBINED AREA OF POPULATION

NUMBER OF PACKS TOTAL WOLVES MONITORED PACKS ESTIMATED DENSITY: ESTIMATE INSIDE THE
YEAR MONITORED COUNTED MEAN PACK SIZE (square kilometers) WOLVES/1000KM2 PARK

SPRING FALL SPRING FALL SPRING FALL SPRING FALL SPRING FALL SPRING FALL
1986 4 4 26 22 6.5 5.5 7,380 8180 3.52 2.69 61 46
1987 8 9 37 70 4.6 7.8 12,125 13150 3.05 5.32 53 92
1988 14 14 69 121 4.9 8.6 15,355 14,670 4.49 8.25 78 142
1989 13 11 98 127 7.5 11.5 16,810 15,240 5.83 8.33 101 144
1990 10 11 106 136 10.6 12.4 13,930 13,930 7.61 9.76 131 169
1991 13 13 111 137 8.5 10.5 14,275 14,275 7.78 9.6 134 166
1992 15 15 103 120 6.9 8 13,620 13,620 7.56 8.81 131 152
1993 12 12 68 93 5.7 7.8 9,900 9,900 6.87 9.39 119 162
1994 10 12 61 72 6.1 6 11,145 11,145 5.47 6.46 95 112
1995 12 11 59 80 4.9 7.3 12,120 12,045 4.87 6.64 84 115
3996 11 11 69 104 6.3 9.5 12,640 12,776 5.46 8.14 94 141
1997 11 12 78 75 7.1 6.3 13,080 12,808 5.96 5.86 103 101
1998 12 12 61 68 5.1 5.7 13,121 12,578 4.65 5.41 80 93
1999 13 15 69 80 5.3 5.3 12,699 12,699 5.43 6.3 94 109
2000 17 18 71 112 4.2 6.2 14,378 14,554 4.94 7.7 85 133
2001 16 18 87 91 5.4 5.1 13,802 13,802 6.3 6.59 109 114
2002 15 14 73 86 4.9 6.1 13,026 12,226 5.6 7.03 97 121
2003 28 11 75 84 4.2 7.6 11,682 11,682 6.42 7.19 111 224
2004 14 14 78 78 5.6 5.6 16,061 14,630 4.86 5.33 84 92
2005 15 15 66 106 4.4 7.1 14,630 15,367 4.51 6.9 78 119
2006 15 17 103 111 6.9 6.5 15,367 17,439 6.7 6.37 116 110
2007 16 20 93 147 5.8 7.4 17,439 17,757 5.33 8.28 92 143
2008 20 14 99 86 S 6.1 17,757 16,607 5.58 5.18 96 89
2009 16 15 65 89 4 1 5.9 16,607 17,061 3.91 5.22 68 90
2010 12 11 59 88 4.9 8 17.061 17,994 3.46 4.89 60 84
2011 10 8 71 75 7.1 9.4 17,994 17,994 3.95 4.17 68 72
2012 10 9 70 57 7 6.3 18,340 18,340 3.82 3.11 66 54
2013 11 12 49 67 4.5 5.6 15,473 15,473 3.19 4.33 55 75
2014 10 11 51 55 5.1 5.1 17,640 17,640 2.89 3.12 50 54

2015 12 11 52 62 4.3 5.6 18,820 18.820 2.76 3.29 48 57
2016 9 10 49 76 5.4 7.6 17,153 17 286 4.43 49 77

Population estimate inside the park =calculated wolf density estimate across an estimated 17,270 square km of potential habitat within park boundaries, north of the Alaska Range
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 By:  Van Lawrence     1 
 Introduced: 08/25/2016 2 
 Adopted: 08/25/2016  3 

 4 
FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR BOROUGH 5 

 6 
RESOLUTION NO. 2016–39  7 

 8 
A RESOLUTION URGING GOVERNOR WALKER TO CLOSE AREAS ADJACENT TO 9 
DENALI NATIONAL PARK AND PRESERVE TO THE TRAPPING AND HUNTING OF 10 

BEARS, WOLVES AND WOLVERINES 11 
 12 

 WHEREAS, Over a half a million annual visitors from around the world 13 
come to Denali National Park and Preserve, in large part, to see the iconic wolves and 14 
bears of the Park; and 15 
 16 
 WHEREAS, Both the Park and commercial tour companies advertise 17 
Denali National Park and Preserve as the best place in the world to see wolves within 18 
their natural habitat; and 19 
 20 
 WHEREAS, A large percentage of these visitors come to Fairbanks 21 
because of our proximity to the Park; and  22 
 23 
 WHEREAS, Hunters and trappers are allowed to use bait in the 22 mile 24 
long corridor, commonly referred to as the Wolf Townships or Stampede Trail corridor, 25 
to lure bears and wolves out of Denali National Park and Preserve and kill them; and 26 
 27 
 WHEREAS, The East Fork Pack was the most famous, the most studied 28 
and most viewed wolf-pack in the world and has now been decimated by hunters and 29 
trappers using bait to draw them just outside the Park boundary; and 30 
 31 
 WHEREAS, When this area was closed to hunting and trapping the East 32 
Fork Pack numbered 22; but has now been reduced to a single female wolf trying to 33 
raise pups alone; and  34 
 35 
 WHEREAS, When the Wolf Townships/Stampede Trail was closed to 36 
hunting there were 140 wolves in Denali National Park and Preserve and 49% of visitors 37 
saw wolves. Now the East Fork Pack has been almost wiped out and the total number 38 
of wolves within Denali stands at 48 - an all-time low - and the number of visitors who 39 
see wolves, for the last three years, is only 4%, also an all-time low; and 40 
 41 
 WHEREAS, This incredible and unique resource is being squandered for 42 
the satisfaction of just a handful of individuals; and  43 
 44 
 WHEREAS, The Alaska economy cannot survive unless we have a 45 
diversified economy that promotes tourism and other industries besides oil. 46 
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47 
 NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED the Fairbanks North Star Borough 48 
urges the Governor, through the Commissioner of Fish and Game to close the  areas 49 
adjacent to Denali National Park and Preserve to the trapping and hunting of bears, 50 
wolves and wolverines.  51 

52 
  BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED copies of this resolution shall be distributed 53 
to Governor Walker and Alaska Department of Fish and Game Commissioner Sam 54 
Cotten.    55 

56 
PASSED AND APPROVED THIS 25TH DAY OF AUGUST,  2016. 57 

58 
59 
60 

___________________________ 61 
John Davies 62 
Presiding Officer 63 

64 
65 

 66 
ATTEST: 67 

68 
 69 
_______________________________ 70 
Nanci Ashford-Bingham, MMC 71 
Borough Clerk 72 
 73 
Yeses: Sattley,Westlind, Lawrence, Quist, Dodge, Davies 74 
Noes: Cooper, Roberts, Hutchison 75 
Other: None 76 
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